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Abstract: Measurement of the β-Asymmetry in the Decay of Free Polarized
Neutrons with the Spectrometer PERKEO III

The charged current in Weak Interaction, mediated by the W-boson, is maxi-
mally parity violating in the Standard Model of particle physics. Studies of
neutron decay are very suitable to get access to this property of the Standard
Model due to the absence of a nuclear structure, compared with nuclear beta
decay. High precision experiments in this field are intended to test the Standard
Model and the extensions.

In this thesis the first asymmetry measurement with the new neutron decay
spectrometer PerkeoIII is described. During a nine-month beamtime at the
Institute Laue Langevin the β-asymmetry A in the decay of free polarized
neutrons was measured. For the first time, a pulsed neutron beam was used.
This significantly improved the experimental systematics. The data analysis
confirmed the clean systematics, resulting in new values and improved uncer-
tainties on the β-asymmetry A and the ratio of axialvector to vector coupling λ.
Compared to the current world average given by the Particle Data Group (PDG),
the uncertainty of this measurement is smaller by a factor of 5.

Zusammenfassung: Messung der β-Asymmetrie im Zerfall freier polarisierter
Neutronen mit dem Spektrometer PERKEO III

Im Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik ist der geladene Strom der schwa-
chen Wechselwirkung, vermittelt durch das W-Boson, maximal paritätsver-
letzend. Untersuchungen zum Zerfall freier Neutronen sind besonders geeig-
net, um Zugang zu dieser Eigenschaft des Standardmodells zu erhalten, da
hier Formfaktor-Korrekturen deutlich kleiner sind als beim Kern-Betazerfall.
Präzisionsexperimente auf diesem Gebiet sind demzufolge in der Lage, das
Standardmodell und seine Erweiterungen zu überprüfen und gegebenenfalls
auszuschließen.

Diese Arbeit beschreibt die aktuelle Asymmetrie Messung mit dem neuen
Spektrometer PerkeoIII. Während einer neun-monatigen Strahlzeit am Institut
Laue Langevin wurde die Elektron-Asymmetrie im Zerfall freier polarisierter
Neutronen gemessen. Erstmalig wurde hierbei ein gepulster Neutronenstrahl
verwendet, wodurch einige systematische Effekte signifikant verbessert werden
konnten. Dies wurde durch die Auswertung der Daten bestätigt, die neue Werte
und Unsicherheiten für den Koeffizienten der Elektron-Asymmetry A und das
Verhältnis von Axialvektor- zu Vektor-Kopplung λ liefert. Verglichen mit dem
aktuellen Mittelwert der Particle Data Group (PDG) konnte die Unsicherheit
auf den Koeffizienten A um den Faktor 5 verringert werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The parity P1 was assumed to be one of the fundamental symmetries of the
universe. After the proposal of a possible parity violation in 1956 by Lee and
Yang [LY56], the famous Wu-experiment confirmed this prediction in the decay
of 60Co [Wu57]: our universe distinguishes between left- and right-handedness
and the parity P is violated in processes of the Weak Interaction.

Some interesting questions arose: is parity P in general violated (Standard
Model), or does this symmetry disappear due to a spontaneous symmetry
breaking2 at some energy (physics beyond). And if so, are there still remnants
of the phase before this symmetry breaking, or parity symmetric properties
accessible today (left-right symmetric models, SUSY3).

The present work concerns the decay of free neutrons (τ = 885.7(8) s, PDG
[NG10]), a semi-leptonic process of the Weak Interaction,4 which violates
parity P. Neutrons are simple baryonic candidates for such processes. Hence,
studying neutron decay has the advantage of an absence of a nuclear structure,
compared with nuclear β-decay. In the decay of a free polarized neutron the
spin of the neutron is correlated with the momenta of the decay products. A
precise knowledge of the correlation coefficients allows detailed tests of the
Standard Model and physics beyond.

The β-asymmetry correlation coefficient A for instance can be used to derive
λ= gA/gV , the ratio of the axialvector- to the vector-coupling. This quantity
is important in several parts of physics (e.g. cosmology) and can be used to

1Spatial mirroring at the origin.
2Without spontaneous symmetry breaking the W and Z bosons were predicted to be massless
in the Standard Model.

3Super symmetric extension of the Standard Model. In SUSY each fermion has a bosonic
super-partner and each boson has a fermionic super partner.

4A semi-leptonic process describes a Weak Interaction, where leptons and quarks are involved,
in contrast to leptonic and non-leptonic processes.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

determine Vud, one element of the CKM5 matrix. Since Vud is close to unity, its
contribution to the unitarity of the Standard Model is important. Therefore, it
is substantially to know these quantities as precisely as possible.

Using the spectrometer PerkeoIII, the β-asymmetry correlation coefficient A
was determined during a nine-month beamtime at the research reactor of the
Institute Laue Langevin in Grenoble. For the first time, a pulsed neutron
beam was used in this kind of measurement, which considerably improved
constraints on systematic effects. This is accompanied by an additional step
forward in acquired statistics.

After a short introduction to the theoretical basics and motivations (chapter 2),
the experimental setup (chapter 3) and the measurement (chapter 4) are de-
scribed. The main part of this work focuses on the evaluation of the measured
data and determination of corrections and uncertainties of the final result (chap-
ter 5). Finally, the result is compared with previous asymmetry measurements
and used to test the Standard Model and physics beyond, e.g. unitarity of the
CKM matrix, left-right symmetric SM extensions and right-handed scalar and
tensor models (chapter 6 and 7).

5Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa matrix. This matrix transforms the mass eigenstates of the
down-type quarks to the weak eigenstates.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

“Le 1er Mars 1896, Henri Becquerel a découvert la radioactivité.”1 In this
way Henri's son Jean began his recollections of the observations made by his
father [Pai77]. This date can be regarded as the discovery day of radioactivity.
Becquerel's observations have shaken the prevailing state of knowledge to its
very foundations. A short time later, the radiative particles α, β and γ were
identified.

Until today, the state of knowledge has been greatly increased. A few years
after the electroweak unification [Gla61, Wei67, Sal68], three of the four known
interactions were unified in the so-called Standard Model of particle physics.
During the past 40 years, this theoretical model was very successful in its pre-
dictions (section 2.1). Only very few experimental results cannot be described
with the Standard Model (e.g. neutrino-oscillation [Ahm04]). However, there
remain still big open questions:

• Shortly after the Big Bang the universe was most probably symmetric
in all its properties. Why is there an asymmetry between matter and
antimatter today?

• What is the origin of P and CP violation?

• Why are there exactly three generations of quarks and leptons and what
is the origin of flavor change?

• Why are there so many free parameters?

• And particularly, how does gravitation finally fit into the Standard Model?

Several extensions to the Standard Model are discussed since years: e.g. left-
right symmetric theories, super-symmetric models, grand unified theories.
These models were not confirmed to date, presumably since their respective
energy scale is not accessible yet.

1“On the first of March 1896, Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity.”
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

At high energies collider experiments like the LHC at CERN try to answer
the open questions. Experiments at low energies are not expected to discover
new particles. On the other hand, they are very suitable for precise determi-
nation of particular model parameters. Thus for example, cold and ultra cold
neutrons2 are used to measure neutron decay observables with a precision of
the order O(1 · 10−3), e.g. [Ser05, Sch08]. Through detailed knowledge of these
parameters, the Standard Model as well as the extensions can be tested.

The β-decay of a free neutron is a semi-leptonic process of the Weak Interac-
tion:

n τn−→ p + e−+ νe , (2.1)

where a neutron decays to proton p, electron e− and electron anti-neutrino νe.
The continuous β-spectrum in weak three-body decays was first observed by Sir
James Chadwick3 in 1914 [Cha14], which Pauli explained in 1930 by proposing
the neutrino as a new particle.4 After the prediction of parity violation in 1956
by Lee and Yang [LY56], the famous Wu-experiment confirmed this in the decay
of 60Co [Wu57].

The β-asymmetry measurement, described in this thesis, covers some of the
open questions of the Standard Model. For example, quark mixing and parity
violation are addressed.

In this chapter some physical basics on Weak Interaction, the Standard Model
and parity violation will shortly be described with the focus on physics that
explains the semi-leptonic decay of free neutrons. Later the observables in
this decay are derived and finally a brief introduction to possible tests of the
Standard Model and physics beyond is given.

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

James Clerk Maxwell was the first who succeeded in the unification of two
physical models: he unified electricity and magnetism [Max65]. Later this

2Neutrons with kinetic energies of some meV (cold) and some 100 neV or below (ultra cold).
3Chadwick later proposed the existence of the neutron in 1932 [Cha32].
4Niels Bohr even speculated that it might be necessary to abandon the idea of energy conser-
vation, to describe the continuous beta spectrum [Boh32].

4



2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

electromagnetic interaction was unified with the Weak Interaction to the QFD5

or Electroweak Interaction [Gla61, Wei67, Sal68].

The Standard Model (SM) is an approach to unify QFD (SU(2)L×U(1)) and
QCD (Quantum ChromoDynamics, SU(3)C). The resulting gauge group is:

SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1) . (2.2)

The SM describes the elementary particles as well as the forces. It contains 12
spin-½ fermions (six quarks and six leptons), four spin-1 gauge bosons and a
predicted spin-0 Higgs boson. The Standard Model is probably incomplete,
since the gravitational interaction is not included [Wei92]. Nevertheless, it was
very successful during the last 40 years. Seven of these 16 Standard Model
particles (tau neutrino, charm, bottom, top, W, Z, gluon) were predicted by
the model, before they were observed experimentally (the gluon was observed
indirectly).

The predicted spin-0 Higgs boson, which is assumed to give mass to the W
and Z bosons, is still not found. Actual measurements suggest a Higgs mass
between 115 and 185 GeV [NG10].

Some properties of the Standard Model are:

• Energy, momentum, angular momentum, charge, color, baryon number
and the three lepton numbers (Le, Lµ, Lτ) are conserved.

• The parities P, C and CP are only violated in QFD, the charged current
is even maximally parity-violating, since it only couples to left-handed
fermions and right-handed anti-fermions.

• Only the charged QFD current can change the flavor of quarks, therefore
isospin is not conserved in QFD.

• The parity CPT is conserved due to the Lorentz invariance of the theory.

As mentioned above, there are still several open questions in this model. For ex-
ample, the occurrence of parity violation is not explained but just implemented,
as only left-handed fermions and right-handed anti-fermions participate in
Weak Interaction, see eq. (2.6). This would imply that parity is not a fundamen-
tal symmetry. Some extensions to the Standard Model, which address this and
other questions, are introduced in section 2.3.

5Quantum Flavor Dynamics.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

2.2 Weak Interaction in the Standard Model

Shortly after Pauli postulated the neutrino, Fermi developed the first Lorentz
invariant theory of the β-decay, based on a local coupling of four spin-½ fields
[Fer34]. A more general Lagrange density is [Fie37]:

L =
5

∑
j=1

(
gj pMj n · eMj ν

)
+ h.c. , (2.3)

where gj is an arbitrary coupling constant for the coupling of a pn field to a eν

field. The five possible couplings ofMj ⊗Mj are:

1⊗ 1 , γµ ⊗ γµ , σµν ⊗ σµν , γµγ5 ⊗ γµγ5 , γ5 ⊗ γ5 , (2.4)

which denote scalar, vector, tensor, axialvector and pseudoscalar couplings.

Parity Violation and V–A Theory

Gamow and Teller noted in 1936 [GT36] that linear combinations of the terms
in eq. (2.3) also construct a scalar Lorentz invariant Lagrangian. In the non-
relativistic limit, which is valid in the decay of free cold neutrons, they already
observed that the pseudoscalar term vanishes. Additionally the following
selection rules for the total lepton spin S were obeyed:

Coupling Selection Rule

Scalar-Scalar SS }
S = 0, Sz = 0

Vector-Vector VV
Axialv.-Axialv. AA }

S = 1, Sz = 0,±1
Tensor-Tensor TT

Hence, SS and VV transitions result in a spin singlet (Fermi transition), while
AA and TT transitions yield a spin triplet of leptons (Gamow Teller transition).
Theoretically the transitions SS and VV as well as AA and TT can interfere
(Fierz term), but none of these interferences were found experimentally so
far. Therefore only the vector and the axialvector currents are included in the
so-called V–A theory:

L = − GF√
2

p γµ (1 + λ γ5) n · e γµ (1− γ5) ν + h.c. , (2.5)

6



2.2 Weak Interaction in the Standard Model

introducing the Fermi constant GF and λ ≡ gA/gV, denoting the ratio of
axialvector to vector coupling constant. Equation (2.5) is essentially Fermi's
original description extended by the axialvector contribution. The operator
(1−γ5) projects the neutrino field to its left-handed part:

1
2
(1− γ5) ν = νL , (2.6)

which means that only left-handed neutrinos and right-handed antineutrinos
participate in the Weak Interaction.6

After the discovery of the strange particles, quark mixing was proposed in
Weak Interaction [Cab63], which is able to describe the flavor changing decay
of the Kaon. The CKM matrix (Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa) transforms the
mass eigenstates of the down-type quarks d, s, b to the corresponding weak
eigenstates d′, s′, b′ [KM73]:d′

s′

b′

 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

 ·

d
s
b

 . (2.7)

Knowing the values of three CKM matrix elements experimentally, e.g. from
the first row, allows to test the Standard Model unitarity:

1− ∆ = |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 , (2.8)

with ∆ denoting the deviation from unitarity.

From quark mixing the final V–A Lagrangian density follows:

L = − GF√
2
|Vud| p γµ (1 + λ γ5) n · e γµ (1− γ5) ν + h.c. . (2.9)

Propagator

In 1935 Yukawa proposed that Weak Interaction is mediated by an exchange of
a boson between the two involved currents. This boson should be massive (in
contrast to the photon in QED) to explain the short range of this force [Yuk35].
The Electroweak unification [Gla61, Wei67, Sal68] followed Yukawa's proposal,
introducing charged (W±) and neutral (Z) gauge bosons. In the Lagrangian

6This is generalized for all fermions in the Standard Model.

7



Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

these bosons are expressed with so-called propagator terms. The charged
propagator W is [Nac86]:

W(q2) = −i

(
gµν −

qµ qν

m2
W

)
q2 −m2

W
, (2.10)

where gµν denotes the metric tensor, q the momentum transfer and mW the mass
of the W boson. In neutron decay this propagator couples the hadronic to the
leptonic current, see fig. 2.1. Since the mass of the W boson is much larger than
the maximum momentum transfer in the decay of a free neutron (80 GeV vs.
1 MeV), the propagator can be assumed as constant. A constant in momentum
space transforms to a δ(x)-function in real space, which is equivalent to the
current-current interaction, described by Fermi. Figure 2.1 shows the Feynman
diagrams of the neutron decay with and without the propagator.

Figure 2.1: Left: Feynman diagram of the semi-leptonic neutron decay. Right: in
the low energy limit, the propagator W is constant in momentum space, which
is equivalent to a δ(x)-function in real space. Therefore the Feynman diagram
simplifies to a current-current interaction in a single vertex.

2.2.1 Observables in Neutron Decay

The transition matrix element of the neutron decay follows from eq. (2.9):7

|Mfi|2 ∝ 1 + 3 |λ|2 . (2.11)

7Here the branching ratio between Fermi and Gamow Teller transitions is seen.

8



2.2 Weak Interaction in the Standard Model

Using Fermi's Golden Rule, the neutron decay probability becomes:

dΓ(E) =
2 π

h̄
|Mfi|2 F(E) dE , (2.12)

introducing the phase space factor F(E), which is the corrected theoretical
phase space factor Ftheo(E) (see derivation in appendix A.2):

Ftheo(E) = (E0 − E)2 · (E + me) ·
√
(E + me)

2 −m2
e and (2.13)

F(E) = Ftheo(E) · (1 + δR(E)) · (1 + R(E)) · FC(E) , (2.14)

where E denotes the kinetic energy8 and me the mass of the electron. The
corrections are: outer radiative correction δR(E), recoil correction R(E) and
coulomb correction FC(E). Assuming massless neutrinos, the released energy
of the neutron decay reaction in eq. (2.1) is:

Q = mn −mp −me = 782.3 keV , (2.15)

where mn and mp denote the masses of neutron and proton. The endpoint
energy E0 of the continuous electron spectrum used in eq. (2.13) is Q with a
minor correction due to the proton recoil:

E0 = Q− (Q + me)2 −m2
e

2 mp
= 781.6 keV . (2.16)

The neutron lifetime can be derived from eq. (2.12) [MS06]:

1
τ
=

E0∫
0

dΓ
dE

dE ∼=
0.47

60 π3 ·
g2

V(E0 + me)5

h̄7c6
· (1 + 3 |λ|2)

= |Vud|2 ·
1 + 3 |λ|2

4908.7(1.9) s
. (2.17)

8Throughout this document E and Ee=E+me denote the kinetic and the total energy of an
electron.

9



Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

Angular Distribution and Correlation Coefficients

From eq. (2.9) the description of polarized neutrons decay is derived [JTW57]:

dΓ =
G2

F |Vud|2
(2 π)5 F(E) |Mfi|2 dE dΩe dΩν

×
[

1 + a
pe · pν

Ee Eν
+ b

me

Ee
+ 〈σn〉 ·

(
A

pe

Ee
+ B

pν

Eν
+ D

pe×pν

Ee Eν

)]
, (2.18)

where pe, pν, Ee and Eν are the momenta and total energies of electron and
anti-neutrino respectively. The coefficient b denotes the Fierz term, which is non-
zero only in left-handed scalar and tensor interactions beyond the Standard
Model. The coefficients A, B and D correlate the expectation value of the
neutron spin polarization 〈σn〉 with the momenta of the decay products, see
right plot in fig. 2.2, while a relates the electron- to the neutrino-momentum.
The proton correlation C can be derived from the electron and the neutrino
coefficients A and B.

Observable Dependence on λ Violation of PDG Value

A −2 · |λ|
2+<(λ)

1+3 |λ|2 Parity −0.1173(13)

B 2 · |λ|
2−<(λ)

1+3 |λ|2 Parity 0.9807(30)

C xc · 4<(λ)
1+3 |λ|2 Parity −0.2377(26)

D 2 · =(λ)
1+3 |λ|2 Time reversal −4(6) · 10−4

a 1−|λ|2
1+3 |λ|2 −0.103(4)

λ 1 −1.2694(28)

τ K
|Vud|2(1+3 |λ|2) 885.7(8) s

Table 2.1: Observables in the decay of free polarized neutrons. The PDG values
are from [NG10], including the kinetic factor xc=0.27484. The proton asymmetry
is derived using C=−xc(A+B).

Table 2.1 presents the main observables in the decay of free polarized neutrons,
while the left plot in fig. 2.2 shows the dependence of the correlation coefficients
a, A and B on λ.
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Figure 2.2: Left: normalized correlation coefficients A, B, C and a as function of λ.
A and a show a higher sensitivity on λ compared with B and C. A measurement
of these coefficients therefore is suitable for a precise determination of λ. Right:
schematic of the correlations A, B and C, which relate the respective momenta to
the spin of the neutron (green).

Since the corrections in eq. (2.14) are energy dependent, the β-asymmetry A in
eq. (2.18) has to be corrected as well [Wil82]9:

A′(E) = A
[

1 + AµM

(
A1

E0 + me

me
+ A2

E + me

me
+ A3

me

E + me

)]
, (2.19)

using:

AµM =
−λ + 2 κ + 1

−λ · (1+λ) · (1+3 λ2)
·

me

mn
≈ −1.7 · 10−3 (2.20)

A1 = λ2 − 2
3

λ− 1
3
≈ 2.1 (2.21)

A2 = λ3 − 3 λ2 +
5
3

λ +
1
3
≈ −8.7 (2.22)

A3 = 2 λ2 · (1 + λ) ≈ −0.87 , (2.23)

which yields an energy dependent correction on A of the order 1 · 10−2. The
coefficients κ and therefore AµM describe the so-called weak magnetism. Ad-
ditional external radiative corrections δAR are approximately independent on

9In [Wil82] a different notation for λ is used: λ = |gA/gV|.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

energy [GT92] and are included in the final systematic correction on A, see
table 6.2:

A′ = A · (1− δAR) with (2.24)

δAR = 9(5) · 10−4 . (2.25)

Experimental Asymmetry

From eq. (2.18) the experimental β-asymmetry Aexp(E) is derived. The spin
dependent decay rate follows by integration over the solid angle Ωe:

N↑, ↓(E) =
∫ dΓ

dΩe
dΩe

∝ F(E) · (1 + 3 |λ|2) ·
∫
(1± A β(E) cos θ)dΩe

∝ F(E) · (1 + 3 |λ|2) · (1± 1
2

A β(E)) , (2.26)

where β(E)= |pe|/Ee=v(E)/c is the normalized velocity and θ the polar angle
between neutron spin 〈σn〉 and electron momentum pe. The experimental
asymmetry is defined as:

Aexp(E) ≡ N↑(E)− N↓(E)
N↑(E) + N↓(E)

=
1
2

A β(E) . (2.27)

Therefore, by fitting the function β(E) to the experimentally derived asymmetry
spectrum Aexp(E), the correlation coefficient A is determined.

2.3 Physics Beyond the Standard Model

The Standard Model describes the strong, weak and electromagnetic interac-
tions. The corresponding gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1) is found to be a
fundamental symmetry group of nature with the three coupling constants:

SU(3)C → g3 ≡ αS

SU(2)L×U(1)
{ → g2 ≡ g = e0/ sin θW
→ g1 ≡ g′ = e0/ cos θW ,

12



2.3 Physics Beyond the Standard Model

where θW denotes the Weinberg angle and e0 the elementary charge. These
coupling constants are different at the energy scales accessible today. This rises
the question, whether the SM gauge group is really a fundamental symmetry,
or it is part of a higher symmetry G:

G ⊃ SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1) . (2.28)

GUT SU(5)

The smallest irreducible group satisfying eq. (2.28) is SU(5) [GG74]. Some
properties of this Grand Unifying Theory (GUT) are:

• The three coupling constants and forces are unified at energies of 1015 GeV

• The ratio between quark an lepton masses can be derived

• The equality of electron and proton charge is explained

• The Weinberg angle θW is predicted

To obtain three different forces, it is assumed that below the energy scale of
1015 GeV the symmetry is spontaneously broken to the gauge symmetry of the
Standard Model. The remaining drawbacks of this SU(5) GUT are that there are
still about 20 free parameters and neither the reason for the existence of exactly
three quark and lepton generations nor the origin of parity violation can be
explained. Gravity is still missing and the prediction for the proton lifetime is
two orders of magnitude below the experimental limit, given by the particle
data group PDG.

GUT SO(10)

Another possible group satisfying eq. (2.28), which includes SU(5), is SO(10).
In this representation neutrinos are massive particles and the proton lifetime
is longer. Between the SO(10) mass scale and the Standard Model mass scale
several intermediate symmetry breakings appear, e.g. left-right symmetry
breaking, see below.

Supersymmetry SUSY

In Supersymmetry fermions and bosons are combined with their super-partners
in so-called super-multiplets: a fermion with a sfermion and a boson with
a bosino [VA72]. These super-partners obey the opposite spin-statistics: a
sfermion is bosonic and a bosino is fermionic. Therefore, the total number of

13



Chapter 2 Theoretical Background

particles is doubled. In exact SUSY the particles would have the same mass as
their super-partners. Since experimentally no super-partner was found so far,
SUSY must be broken.

The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is the minimal extension
to the Standard Model that realizes supersymmetry. It was proposed in 1981 to
stabilize the weak scale and solve the hierarchy problem [DG81].

In the low energy range several SUSY models propose limits on e.g. neutron-
EDM,10 which will be experimentally accessible within the next decade. Besides
this they propose supersymmetric contributions to weak decay correlation
coefficients, like in neutron decay [ERM05, PRMT07, RMS08].

2.3.1 Left-Right Symmetric Models

The symmetry group of the simplest left-right symmetric extension to the
Standard Model is:

SU(3)C × SU(2)R × SU(2)L ×U(1) . (2.29)

It is one of the intermediate symmetries in SO(10) GUT. The left-right symmetry
is spontaneously broken at the energy scale of the mass of the right-handed
charged boson WR, which is at least one order of magnitude above the mass
of the left-handed boson WL [CA11]. At energies above this scale there is no
difference between left and right. After symmetry breaking parity violation
appears, since the right-handed current is suppressed due to the high mass of
the WR boson. Similarly to quark mixing, the weak eigenstates of the charged
bosons WL,R can be expressed as an admixture of the mass eigenstates W1,2:(

WL
WR

)
=

(
cos ξ − sin ξ

eiφ sin ξ eiφ cos ξ

)
·
(

W1
W2

)
, (2.30)

where φ denotes the CP-violation phase and ξ the mixing angle. In the mani-
fest left-right symmetric model the formalism to describe both left- and right-
handed contributions is identical [Bég77]. Therefore the additionally introduced
parameters are mass ratio δ and coupling ratio λ′:

δ =

(
mW1

mW2

)2

and λ′ =
g′A
g′V

. (2.31)

10EDM: electric dipole moment
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2.3 Physics Beyond the Standard Model

The parameter λ′ is the same for left- and right-handed currents. Before the
impact on the correlation coefficients is described, two definitions are made:

rF =
δ · (1 + tan ξ)− tan ξ · (1− tan ξ)

δ tan ξ · (1 + tan ξ) + (1− tan ξ)
≈ δ− tan ξ

1− tan ξ
≈ δ− ξ , (2.32)

rGT =
δ · (1− tan ξ) + tanξ · (1 + tan ξ)

(1 + tan ξ)− δ tan ξ · (1− tan ξ)
≈ δ + tan ξ

1 + tan ξ
≈ δ + ξ . (2.33)

These two functions denote Fermi- and the Gamov-Teller-contributions of the
right-handed interaction. The neutron decay observables A, B and τ become
[Döh90]:

A = −2 ·
λ′ (λ′ + 1)− rGT λ′ (rGT λ′ + rF)

(1 + r2
F) + 3 λ′ 2 (1 + r2

GT)
, (2.34)

B = 2 ·
λ′ (λ′ − 1)− rGT λ′ (rGT λ′ − rF)

(1 + r2
F) + 3 λ′ 2 (1 + r2

GT)
, (2.35)

τ =
f t0+→0+

f R ln 2
·

2 · (1 + r2
F)

(1 + r2
F) + 3 λ′ 2 (1 + r2

GT)
. (2.36)

The constant f R = 1.71385(34) includes the integrated phase space F(E) and
the corrections in eq. (2.14) [Kon10], while f t0+→0+ = 3071.81(83) s denotes the
f t-value of the super-allowed nuclear beta decay [HT09].

The Standard Model is included in this model in case of mixing angle ξ = 0,
mass ratio δ=0 and λ′=λ.11 Using experimentally determined values for A,
B and τ including their uncertainties, limits on λ′, ξ and δ can be derived. In
section 6.3.2 this analysis is performed using the results of this measurement.

2.3.2 Scalar and Tensor Interactions

The V–A theory omits scalar S and tensor T interactions, described in eq. (2.3).
Two possible contributions of these interactions can be tested using the observ-
ables of neutron decay measurements.

11λ′ is not necessarily the same as the left-handed λ.
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2.3.2.1 Left-Handed Scalar and Tensor Contributions, Fierz Term

In this model non-vanishing Fierz interference terms b and bν appear. In
[Kon10] the current limits for left-handed scalar and tensor contributions from
neutron decay measurements (used parameters: A, B, C, a and τ) are presented
together with limits from nuclear β-decay. At present the latter limits are more
than one order of magnitude smaller compared to those derived from neutron
decay [SBNC06]. Therefore, tests on left-handed scalar and tensor contributions
are omitted in this work.

The Fierz interference term b in eq. (2.18) modifies the number of unpolarized
neutron decay events from N(E) to N′(E)=N(E)·(1 + b me/(E + me)). From
this unpolarized spectrum it is difficult to obtain reliable limits on b, due to
differential non-linearities of the detector response function, which are much
larger than the integral non-linearities, see fig. 5.1 and 5.2a.

The measured asymmetry spectrum Aexp(E), eq. (2.27), is also sensitive to a
non-zero term b. The derivation of b from this spectrum has the advantage that
Aexp(E) is a relative measurement, which is not very sensitive to differential
non-linearities. In the numerator N↑(E)−N↓(E), the Fierz term cancels, but
not in the denominator. The experimental asymmetry becomes:

A′exp(E) = Aexp(E) ·
1

1 + b me
E+me

. (2.37)

Prospectively it is planned to derive the Fierz term b using the results of this
measurement.

2.3.2.2 Right-Handed Scalar and Tensor Contributions

In the right-handed scalar and tensor model the Fierz interference terms b and
bν are zero [EM91, SBNC06]. The remaining free parameters are the coupling
constants gV, gA, gS and gT,12 each in a left- and right-handed presentation,
distinguished with a ′ for right-handed couplings. As in the manifest left-right

12VAST denotes vector, axialvector, scalar and tensor.
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symmetric model, some assumptions are made to reduce the number of free
parameters:

g′V
gV

= 1 ,
g′A
gA

= 1 ,
g′S
gV

= − gS

gV
,

g′T
gA

= − gT

gA
. (2.38)

The observables in neutron decay become [GJL95, Sch07a, Abe09]

A = −2 ·
λ2 + λ + λ x y + λ2 y2

1 + 3 λ2 + x2 + 3 λ2 y2 , (2.39)

B = 2 ·
λ2 − λ + λ x y− λ2 y2

1 + 3 λ2 + x2 + 3 λ2 y2 , (2.40)

C = 4 xC ·
λ + λ2 y2

1 + 3 λ2 + x2 + 3 λ2 y2 , (2.41)

a =
1− λ2 − x2 + λ2 y2

1 + 3 λ2 + x2 + 3 λ2 y2 , (2.42)

τ =
f t0+→0+

f R · ln 2
·

2 · (1 + x2)

1 + 3 λ2 + x2 + 3 λ2 y2 , (2.43)

where the introduced parameters λ, x and y are:

λ =
gA

gV
, x =

gS

gV
and y =

gT

gA
. (2.44)

The Standard Model is included in this model in case of scalar contribution x=0
and tensor contribution y=0. Using experimentally determined values for A,
B, C, a and τ including their uncertainties, limits on x, y and λ can be derived.
This is done in section 6.3.3, applying the results of this measurement.
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Chapter 3

Spectrometer PERKEO III and Experimental
Setup

The spectrometer PerkeoIII, developed in 2006 [Mär06, MM09], is the succes-
sor of the spectrometer PerkeoII [Sch08, Sch07b, Mun06, Rei99, Abe97] and
foreseen to continue the precision measurements in neutron decay of the ANP
group at the Physikalisches Institut in Heidelberg. The first measurement with
PerkeoIII was done from October 2006 to April 2007 with the intention to
measure – for the first time – the weak magnetism coefficient κ in β-decay.

To perform the β-asymmetry measurement in 2008/09, PerkeoIII was installed
at the ILL (Institut Laue Langevin) in Grenoble. The beam facility PF1B
and the neutron guide H113 were well known from previous asymmetry
measurements.

In this chapter the spectrometer PerkeoIII and the experimental setup is
described. For the first time the β-asymmetry is measured using a pulsed
neutron beam, see section 3.1.2 and 3.4. Later the data acquisition and storage
system is explained, as well as the development of new ADC1 modules.

3.1 Neutron Source at the ILL

The ILL is an international neutron research center. The institute was founded
in 1971 and still operates the most intense neutron sources in the world, serving
beams of neutrons to a suite of about 40 instruments. The thermal power of the
reactor is about 54 MW (compare to e.g. nuclear power plant Gundremmingen
B+C, Germany with P = 2.5 GW).2

1Analog to Digital Converter
2From: http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf43.html
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Chapter 3 Spectrometer PERKEO III and Experimental Setup

The hot neutron flux of the reactor core at nominal power is:

Φ = 1.5 · 1015 s−1cm−2 . (3.1)

The neutrons are moderated to energies of less than 0.1 µeV to about 10 eV
(from ultra cold to intermediate) and distributed to the various experiments by
use of neutron guides. This broad energy range together with other properties
(e.g. absence of electrical charge, mn∼= mp, limited lifetime) render neutrons
very interesting for a variety of experiments from different areas in physics (e.g.
material science, biophysics, nuclear- and particle-physics, . . . ).

3.1.1 Neutron Guide H113

The neutron guide H113 was designed and assembled in the year 2000 [Häs02].
It is the first realization of a so-called ballistic super-mirror neutron guide, that
transports the cold neutrons under a small glancing angle to the beam facility
PF1B. The capture flux density at the exit of H113 is Φc = 2 · 1010 s−1cm−2

[Abe06]. It can be derived from the flux density

Φ =
∫

v
Φ(v)dv , (3.2)

weighted with the reciprocal of the velocity v:

Φc =
∫

v
Φ(v)

v0

v
dv , (3.3)

where v0 = 2200 m/s is the velocity of thermal neutrons. The capture flux is
significant, since the efficiency of most neutron detectors is proportional to the
dwell-time of a particle, which is reciprocally proportional to the velocity. For
cold neutrons (v < v0) the capture flux is higher than the flux.

A few characteristic data on the neutron guide H113:3

• Ballistic neutron guide with super-mirror type:4 m = 2

• Length: 76 m, radius: 4000 m

• Energy of neutrons at temperature of liquid deuterium: T ∼= 25 K
→ cold neutrons, E ≈ 2 meV, λmean = 4 . . . 4.5 Å

3From: http://www.ill.eu/.../pf1b/characteristics/
4Relative neutron reflection angle of the used coating material, normalized to the angle of
natural Ni with m=1.
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3.1 Neutron Source at the ILL

• Non-polarized beam cross-section: 6× 20 cm2

• Polarized beam cross-section: 6× 8 cm2

• Non-polarized capture flux: 2 · 1010 s−1cm−2

• Polarized capture flux: 3 · 109 s−1cm−2

• Beam divergence: θ ∼= 7 mrad

Super-mirrors consist of multiple (typically 100) Ni/Ti layers of varying thick-
ness in contrast to conventional one-layer nickel coatings. The advantage of
super-mirror guides is that the critical angle of total reflection is about twice
that of conventional nickel guides, so that the transmission is increased by up
to a factor of four. The disadvantage is that neutron reflection losses are higher
for angles above m=1. The reflectivity of a single layer nickel coating is about
98–99 %. In H113, this value decreases linearly to ≈ 90 % at m∼=2 [Häs02].

3.1.2 Neutron Velocity Selector

The velocity distribution of the moderated cold neutrons from the guide H113
is almost5 Maxwellian. However, one of the requirements of using a pulsed
beam is having a narrow velocity distribution, see section 3.4.1. This selection
is realized by using a neutron velocity selector (by Astrium GmbH, formerly
Dornier, company of the Daimler Group).

The technical principle of a velocity selector is based on that of a turbine.
Helical slits in the surface of a rotating cylinder transmit only neutrons with a
corresponding velocity. Therefore the blades of the turbine are coated with a
neutron absorber – in this case 10B, see fig. 3.1a and table 3.1 on page 38.

Hence, a fraction of about 80 % of the total flux is absorbed and a large intensity
of γ-radiation is created. The rotational speed can be controlled in the range
from 3000 to 28300 rpm, which corresponds to neutron wavelengths of 0.45–
4.3 nm.

The selector was installed between the exit of the neutron guide H113 and
the polarizer (section 3.1.3). To get the maximum transmission of neutrons
at the chosen neutron wavelength of λ= 5 Å, the rotational speed was set to
25470 rpm during the neutron decay measurements.

5Due to wavelength dependent transmission and a not ideal thermalization, the Maxwellian
distribution is modified.
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Some characteristic properties of the selector [Dai]:

• Rotor diameter: 290 mm, rotor length: 250 mm

• Number of blades: 72

• Material of blades: carbon fiber in epoxy, loaded with 35 g/m2 of 10B

• Speed range: 3000–28300 rpm, speed constancy: 0.2 %

• Neutron wavelength range: 0.45–4.3 nm

• Width of transmitted neutron spectrum: ∆λ/λ ∼= 10 %

(a) Picture of the boron coated
neutron-absorbing blades of
the turbine.

(b) Wavelength transmission function. The
FWHM is about 10 % of the nominal wave-
length.

Figure 3.1: Velocity selector from Astrium / Dornier. Plots from [Dai].

3.1.3 Polarization of the Neutron Beam

The β-asymmetry coefficient A correlates the spin of the neutron 〈σn〉 with the
momentum of the electron pe, see eq. (2.18). Hence, the neutron beam has to
be spin-polarized.

The polarization P is a measure for the purity of a particle beam with respect
to the chosen spin state:

P =
X↑ − X↓

X↑ + X↓
⇒ X↓

X↑
=

1−P
1 + P , P ∈ [0, 1] , (3.4)
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with X↑ as number of neutrons in the chosen spin state and X↓ as the impurity
contribution. Thus, the resulting electron spectra from neutron decay N↑, ↓ can
be described as:

N↑ =
1
2

n↑(1 + P) + 1
2

n↓(1−P) and (3.5)

N↓ =
1
2

n↑(1−P) + 1
2

n↓(1 + P) , (3.6)

where n↑, ↓ denote the fully polarized spectra. The experimental asymmetry is
defined as:

Aexp =
N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓
=

n↑ − n↓

n↑ + n↓
·P . (3.7)

The technical realization of a polarizer is done by using a stack of super-
mirrors with layers of magnetic materials. These are – in contrast to a neutron
guide – inside a constant magnetic field. Depending on the direction of the
magnetic moment of the neutrons (spin) this additional magnetic potential
is either attractive or repulsive. By choosing an appropriate coating material
and suitable magnetic field strength, the super-mirrors transmit only neutrons
with one of the two possible spin-directions (more details in [SS89]). The other
neutrons are absorbed by e.g. Gadolinium Gd (see table 3.1), which produces
a high intensity of γ-radiation. Therefore the polarizer as well as the velocity
selector are placed in the casemate, which is sufficiently shielded by at least
20 cm of lead and 50 cm of concrete.

The fraction of transmitted neutrons with P ≈ 98.5 % is about 25 % [Sch04].
With a second polarizer in crossed geometry [Kre05b] the polarization could be
increased up to P ∼= 99.7 % with the disadvantage of losing another factor of
two in transmission and therefore statistics. The current measurement was
performed with one polarizer, to achieve the aimed statistics. The value of the
polarization P is one part of the three blinded quantities in the data analysis,
see section 6.1.

A polarization measurement over the beam area was done several times during
the beamtime to derive the value of P and to detect a possible time dependent
degradation, see section 4.3. Figure 3.2 shows the wavelength-dependence of
the polarization, measured in 1999 with a different polarizer.

An alternative method of neutron polarization using 3He-cells is described in
appendix B.1.
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Figure 3.2: Wavelength dependent polarization of a super-mirror polarizer at
PF1B [SPP02]. Note: the plot presents A ·P , the product of polarization and
analyzer-strength, with P≈A .

3.2 Beamline

The beamline guides the neutrons from the polarizer to the chopper and the
spectrometer. It is composed of:

• Radio frequency spinflipper

• Collimation system

• Magnetic holding field

96

Spinflipper

Chopper

76 72 79

380

35

Apertures

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the beamline with spinflipper, five apertures of the colli-
mation system and chopper. The total length is about 3.8 m. All given measures
are in cm.

Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the assembled beamline, which the neutrons
enter through an aluminum window of d=200 µm. The individual components
are described in this section.
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3.2.1 Spinflipper and Magnetic Holding Field System

The used AFP (adiabatic fast passage) spinflipper is a system of a static magnetic
field B0(z) parallel to the neutron spin and an AC field BRF perpendicular to
B0(z). The spin of a particle in a magnetic field B is precessing with the Larmor
frequency:

ωl = γ B neutron
= 1.83 · 108 s−1 · B [T] , (3.8)

with γ denoting the gyromagnetic ratio. The static field B0(z) has a longitudinal
gradient, and the RF field oscillates with ωRF, which is chosen to be the same
as ωl(B0(z)) at the defined spin-flip point z = z0. When these quantities are
transformed to the rotating frame of the neutron spin, the effective magnetic
field becomes:

B′0 = B0 −
ωl

γ
, (3.9)

which is equal to zero at the spin-flip point z= z0. The effective field

Beff = B′0 + BRF (3.10)

rotates continuously, while the neutrons pass the spinflipper and the spin
is inverted at the exit of the spinflipper, details in [Baz93]. Figure 3.4 shows
the several magnetic fields acting on the spin (different notations were used:
H ⇔ B, H1 ⇔ BRF, . . . ).

Figure 3.4: Principle of the RF spinflipper in the rotating frame of the neutron: a
constant field H0 and a rotating field H1 act on the spin of the neutron (red arrow).
At z= z0 the z-component of the spin is 0 and at z= 2 z0 the spin is completely
inverted (figure from [Baz93]).
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Since the spinflipper is either switched on or off, the spin flip efficiency F does
only influence one of the two spin-directions. Similar to eq. (3.6) and using the
same definitions for n↑, ↓, N↑, ↓, the experimental asymmetry becomes (using
polarization P=1):

N↑ = n↑ , (3.11)

N↓ =
1
2

n↑(1−F ) + 1
2

n↓(1 +F ) with F . 1 ⇒ (3.12)

Aexp =
n↑ − n↓

n↑ + n↓
·F . (3.13)

The value of the spin flip efficiency during the 2009 beamtime, which was
measured together with the polarization P , is close to unity [Sol11]:

F = 1.000(+0)
(−1) . (3.14)

Throughout their flight towards the spectrometer the spin of the neutrons is
guided. When they leave the spinflipper (still transversely polarized) an addi-
tional magnetic holding field is applied to maintain the existing polarization P .
Close to the spectrometer the spin is turned from transversal to longitudinal
direction (flight direction), since the magnetic field of PerkeoIII is oriented
longitudinally, see fig. 3.5.

3.2.2 Collimation System

The neutron guide H113 has an intrinsic beam divergence of θ ∼= 7 mrad, see
section 3.1.1 and [Abe06]. The collimation system is used to guide and shape
the beam. This was realized by placing five apertures with an average distance
of 80 cm inside the beamline, see fig. 3.3. The base material of these apertures
is lead, while the complete surface is covered with 6LiF tiles or 6Li rubber6. The
orifice of the apertures is 6×6 cm2. The spatial characterization of the beam was
measured at several longitudinal positions, e.g. behind each of the apertures
and at the center of the spectrometer, see section 4.2.

6The isotope 6Li is a good neutron absorber. In table 3.1 several neutron absorbers are
compared.
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3.3 Spectrometer PERKEO III

The schematic in fig. 3.5 shows the spectrometer PerkeoIII, the collimation
system and the chopper. The magnetic field (marked in red) guides the charged
particles from neutron decay out of the decay volume (center part) and projects
them to the detection system located in the two detector vessels, symmetric
with respect to the plane through the center of the decay volume.

Neutron guide
H113

Collimation system

Figure 3.5: Complete PerkeoIII setup including beamline, collimation system,
chopper and spectrometer with its three parts: decay volume in the center and
two symmetric detector vessels. The applied magnetic field, emphasized in red,
guides the charged particles away from the neutron beam.

A few characteristics of the spectrometer:

• Total length: 8 m, total weight: 8 t

• Decay volume: length: 2.7 m, inner diameter: 50 cm

• Number of solenoids: 22 at the decay volume, 2×14 at the detector vessels

• Magnetic field strength: in decay volume Bmax ∼= 150 mT, at detectors
Bdet
∼= 80 mT

• 2×2π detection system for decay products

• Symmetric magnetic field and electron detection design

The main components of PerkeoIII (e.g. magnetic field system, electron detec-
tion system, . . . ) are described in this section.
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3.3.1 Magnetic Field System and Magnetic Mirror Effect

Due to the Lorentz force a charged particle gyrates perpendicular to an applied
magnetic field B. The gyration radius is a function of the field strength and the
perpendicular momentum p⊥:

r =
p⊥
q B
∼=

p⊥[MeV/c]
3 · B[T]

cm with (3.15)

p2 = p2
⊥ + p2

‖ = const . (3.16)

In PerkeoIII the gyration radii are:

rdecay ≤ 2.6 cm in the decay volume and (3.17)

rdet ≤ 3.6 cm using also eq. (3.25) . (3.18)

The charged particle beams from neutron decay (e.g. electrons) are guided by
the magnetic field and therefore can be separated from the neutron beam. In
this way it is possible to project them to a detection system outside the neutron
beam.

Because of magnetic field variations in the decay volume of PerkeoIII, decay
particles can be reflected to the wrong detector due to the magnetic mirror
effect. Before the requirements on the design of the magnetic field are defined,
some basics will be described first.

Concept of Adiabatic Invariance – Magnetic Mirror Effect

The term Adiabatic Invariance can be described by introducing the action integrals
Ji of a mechanical system:

Ji =
∮

pi dqi i = 1, 2, 3 , (3.19)

where pi and qi denote the general canonical conjugate variables. These action
integrals Ji are constants or invariants of motion, if the variation of the system pi
and qi is slow compared to the motion of the particles within this system. In
case of particle motion in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, the adiabaticity
criterion is [Dub07]:

γ ≡ 2πr
B

∣∣∣∣∂B
∂z

∣∣∣∣� 1 , (3.20)
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with the gyration radius r and the B-field gradient in z-direction.

Following [Jac02], the two adiabatic invariants for motion of charged particles
inside an inhomogeneous magnetic field are:

B · r2 = const. and
p2
⊥

B
= const. . (3.21)

Using eq. (3.16) together with the adiabatic invariance gives:

p2
‖(z) = p2 − p2

⊥(z)
(3.21)
= p2 − p2

⊥,0(z0) ·
B(z)

B0(z0)
, (3.22)

where p‖(z) is only a function of B(z), assuming that momentum and magnetic
field have a negligible dependence on the plane coordinates x and y. B0(z0)
and p⊥,0(z0) denote the magnetic field strength and perpendicular momentum
of a particle at a defined spatial point z= z0, e.g. the decay point of the neutron.
If the motion of that particle is towards an increasing magnetic field B(z),
the longitudinal momentum p‖(z) becomes zero at a certain point and finally
changes the sign, which is equivalent to the reflection at a magnetic mirror.

(a) Reflection of a gyrating char-
ged particle at position z= z0 due
to the gradient of the magnetic
field. Here, p‖(z0) becomes 0.

(b) Example of a magnetic bottle.
The charged particles do not over-
come the magnetic barrier at the
side walls.

Figure 3.6: Two examples for the effects of a magnetic mirror [Jac02].

In fig. 3.6 two examples of the magnetic mirror effect are shown: the reflection
of a charged particle at an increasing magnetic field (fig. 3.6a) and a magnetic
bottle, where particles are trapped between two magnetic barriers (fig. 3.6b).
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Using eq. (3.22) the critical decay angle θcrit for reflection at the magnetic mirror
is a function of the decay point z and the ratio of the magnetic field B(z) at this
point to Bmax (θ is the polar angle between pe and pn, which is along B):

sin2 θcrit(z) =
p2
⊥,0(z)

p2 =
B0(z)
Bmax

. (3.23)

In other words, all charged particles, which are created with θdecay ≥ θcrit with
an initial flight direction towards a positive gradient of the magnetic field,
are reflected at the magnetic mirror and therefore are not attributed to the
correct detector hemisphere. Thus, the magnetic mirror effect can have a strong
influence on the asymmetry, which has to be determined and corrected, see
below.

As shown in fig. 3.7, the normalized probability distribution of the decay
particles is a function of the decay angle θ and the velocity β = v/c0, see
eq. (5.76):

dN = (1 + A β cos θ)
1

4π
dΩ , integration over φ ⇒

= (1 + A β cos θ)
1
2

sin θ dθ ≡ p(θ)dθ , (3.24)

where A is the β-asymmetry correlation coefficient.
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(a) Angular prob. distribution dN/ dθ
from eq. (3.24). Electrons with β= 0 in
red and with β=1 in dashed. The small
shift is due to the asymmetry A.
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(b) At the detectors the angular distribu-
tion diverges close to the limiting angle
of 47◦, see eq. (3.30). Angles θ>90◦ per-
tain to incidents on the opposite detector.

Figure 3.7: Normalized probability distributions as function of the polar angle θ
for electrons in the decay volume (left) and close to the detectors (right).
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The majority of particles are created with θ close to 90◦, which means that
they start their motion to the detectors with an already small longitudinal
momentum p‖(z). To minimize the magnetic mirror effect on the asymmetry,
the gradient of the magnetic field inside the decay volume must be small. In
summary, the requirements on the magnetic field design are:

• The magnetic field profile should be symmetrical about the center of the
decay volume.

• The profile of the magnetic field has to be free of local minima to avoid
creating magnetic bottles, which can store electrons for a certain time and
therefore destroy their asymmetry information.

• Due to eq. (3.20) and (3.23) the magnetic field should be as homoge-
neous as possible inside the decay volume with a small negative gradient
towards the two ends⇒ θcrit close to 90◦.

• To reduce backscattering of electrons from the scintillation detectors (see
section 5.1.4), the grazing incident onto the surface should be prohibited.
This can be realized with a noticeable drop of the magnetic field strength
close to the detectors, since (using eq. (3.21)):

sin θdet = sin θdecay ·

√
Bdet

Bdecay
. (3.25)

The magnetic field design of PerkeoIII does satisfy these requirements. The
field maximum along the beam axis is in the symmetry plane. B(z) drops
towards both ends of the decay volume (see fig. 4.3) by:∣∣∣∣∆B

∆z

∣∣∣∣
decay

∼=
(152.5− 152.0) mT

1 m
∼= 0.5 mT/m , (3.26)

and towards the detectors by:∣∣∣∣∆B
∆z

∣∣∣∣
det

∼=
(152− 80) mT

2 m
∼= 35 mT/m . (3.27)

With the radii from eq. (3.18) the adiabaticity in eq. (3.20) becomes:

γdecay =
2π · 2.6 cm

0.15 T
· 0.5 mT/m . 6 · 10−4 � 1 and (3.28)

γdet =
2π · 3.6 cm

0.08 T
· 35 mT/m ≈ 0.1� 1 , (3.29)
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which fulfills the adiabaticity criterion. The angular distribution of the incident
electrons at the detectors follows from eq. (3.24) and (3.25), using a variable
transformation from θdecay to θdet:

dN = p(θdecay)dθdecay

= p
(
θdet(θdecay)

)
·

dθdecay

dθdet
dθdet = . . .

=

(
1 + A β

√
1− sin2 θdet

Bdet/Bdecay

)
sin θdet cos θdet

2 · Bdet/Bdecay ·
√

1− sin2 θdet
Bdet/Bdecay

dθdet , (3.30)

with the limiting angle θmax
det , given by the requirement of having a real value of

the root:√
1− sin2 θdet

Bdet/Bdecay
∈ R ⇒ θmax

det = arcsin

√
Bdet

Bdecay

∼= 47◦ . (3.31)

The plots in fig. 3.7 show the angular dependent probability distributions of
the electrons in the decay volume and at the detectors. In fig. 3.7b the effect
of the adiabatic invariance is visible (const = p2

⊥/B): due to the reduction of
the magnetic field at the detectors the incident angle is limited (see eq. (3.31)),
while the probability diverges at the limiting angle. Close to the detectors the
magnetic field strength is B≈80 mT, which corresponds to an upper limit of
θmax

det
∼= 47◦ ⇒ no grazing incident.

Besides this advantage, the low value for the B-field close to the detector has
another benefit: the motion of electrons, which are backscattered from the
scintillator (see section 5.1.4), is always towards an increasing magnetic field.
Therefore about 50 % of the backscattered particles are reflected at the magnetic
mirror and hit the same detector again.

To verify the absence of local minima, the profile of the magnetic field was
measured before the beamtime. It turned out that there were two symmetric
minima inside the decay volume. This was corrected before the measurement,
see section 4.4.1 and fig. 4.3.
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Correction of the Magnetic Mirror Effect

The wrong assignment of particles to the detection system due to the magnetic
mirror effect has to be corrected. To derive this correction, the electrons which
hit e.g. detector 1 have to be identified:

N1: created in half-space of detector 1, initial momentum towards detector 1

N2: created in same half-space, opposite flight direction, reflected at the
magnetic mirror

N3: created in half-space of detector 2, initial momentum in direction of
detector 1, which overcome the maximum of the magnetic field

The individual values for Ni are derived as follows:

N↑, ↓i (E) = F(E) ·
1
V

∫
Hj

d3r

θi,2∫
θi,1

1
2

ρ(r)(1± A β(E) cos θ) sin θ dθ , (3.32)

with the spatial dependent neutron density ρ(r), the phase-space factor F(E)
and the corresponding integration limits θi,1 and θi,2 with i = 1, 2, 3. Hj with
j=1, 2 denote the respective half-spaces of detector 1 and 2 inside the decay
volume. Using eq. (3.23), (3.32) and θcrit= f (B(r)), the experimental asymmetry
becomes [Rav95]:

Aexp =
N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓

=
A β

2
·

∫
H1+H2

ρ(r) sin θcrit(r)d3r

∫
H1+H2

ρ(r)d3r +
∫
H1

ρ(r) cos θcrit d3r−
∫
H2

ρ(r) cos θcrit d3r
. (3.33)

Introducing the definitions:

M =

∫
H1+H2

ρ(r) sin θcrit(r)d3r

∫
H1+H2

ρ(r)d3r
. 1 and (3.34)
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k =

∫
H1

ρ(r) cos θcrit(r)d3r−
∫
H2

ρ(r) cos θcrit(r)d3r

∫
H1+H2

ρ(r)d3r
� 1 , (3.35)

the corrections on the asymmetry at detector 1 and detector 2 follow:

A1,exp(E) =
A1 β(E)

2
·

M
1 + k

and A2,exp(E) =
A2 β(E)

2
·

M
1− k

, (3.36)

where k is a measure for the asymmetry of the magnetic field, weighted by the
particle density ρ(r) with respect to the central point of the decay volume, and
M is sensitive to the homogeneity and the gradient of the magnetic field. The
asymmetry correlation coefficients A1 and A2 for the two detectors are derived
by fitting the function β(E) to the respective asymmetry spectra Ai(E), see
eq. (5.76). Averaging A1 and A2 yields an even smaller correction:

1
2

(
M

1 + k
+

M
1− k

)
=

M
1− k2 , (3.37)

since k � 1. The absolute values for M and k do not only depend on the
magnetic field profile inside the decay volume, but also on the time of flight
behavior and the density ρ(r) of the neutron pulse,7 see section 5.2.

3.3.2 Electron Detection System

The spectrometer PerkeoIII provides a symmetric 2×2π detection system. To
detect the electrons from neutron decay, plastic scintillators with six photomul-
tipliers attached were used for each detector.

Plastic Scintillator

A plastic scintillator, which consists of a solid solution of organic scintillation
molecules in a polymerized solvent, is sensitive to different types of radiation:
e.g. X-ray, γ-ray, fast neutrons and charged particles. The scintillation light
of a typical plastic scintillator has its maximum at λ≈ 420 nm with a decay
time of about 2 ns. Figure 3.8 shows a schematic and a picture of a PerkeoIII

7The particle density ρ(r) corresponds to the modified neutron density, according to the
gyration-profile of the electrons.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic (left) and picture (right) of the scintillation detector. The
six photomultipliers are connected via light guides to the 40×40 cm2 plastic
scintillator. In the picture the blue scintillation light is clearly visible.

detector. The photons from the scintillation process (blue light) are guided
to the photomultipliers, where the optical energy is converted to an electrical
signal. Some specific data on the used scintillators are [Bic]:

• Supplier and type: BICRON BC-400

• Refractive index: n = 1.58

• Light attenuation length: xatt = 160 cm

• Maximum of wavelength distribution: λ = 423 nm

The size of the scintillator plate is about 40×40 cm2, which covers the com-
plete electron beam including the gyration radii. Since the photomultipliers
are attached symmetrically on both sides, the total light attenuation can be
described with a cosh-function. Assuming that the full covered area of the
incoming electron beam is about 20×20 cm2 [Dub08b], the non-uniformity from
the intrinsic attenuation of the scintillation light at x=0.5 · width becomes:8

1 +
∆E
E

= cosh
0.5 · width

xatt
= cosh

10 cm
160 cm

∼= 1 + 0.2 % . (3.38)

Photomultipliers

Some specific data on the used photomultipliers (details in appendix B.3):

• Supplier and type: Hamamatsu R5504/R5924

8Because of the symmetric detector setup in x-direction (see fig. 3.8) and the Lambert-Beer-
Law, which describes light absorption processes e.g. in a scintillator, the intensity follows the
function e(x−x0)/xatt + e−(x−x0)/xatt , which is proportional to cosh (x−x0)

xatt
.
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• Current amplification VI: 1 · 107 at B=0 T, 2.5 · 105 at B=1 T

• Spectral response: 300–650 nm

• Wavelength of maximum response: 420 nm

• Number of mesh dynodes: 19

• Maximum high-voltage: 2300 V

• Quantum efficiency: p ∼= 26 % at 390 nm

• Cathode sensitivity: 70 µA/lm

With the given current amplification of the photomultipliers VI and the ap-
proximate length of the created pulse ∆t≈20 ns, the current and therefore the
voltage of the resulting signal from one photo-electron can be estimated:

Q = VI · e0 = 107 · 1.6 · 10−19 As = I · ∆t , ⇒ (3.39)

I =
Q
∆t
∼= 80 µA =

U
R

, with R = 50 Ω ⇒ (3.40)

U ∼= 4 mV . (3.41)

This value of voltage U was chosen as discriminator threshold, see sec. 3.6.2.

Improvements since the last Beamtime

As mechanical stress due to thermal expansion of the scintillator was as-
sumed to be one of the reasons for the poor detector function during the
2007-beamtime, the mounting of the scintillators to the support was modi-
fied. Once the detectors were mounted to the spectrometer, only water was
used for cleaning, no Isopropanol or Aceton. The applied high-voltage of the
photomultipliers has a strong influence on the position dependent detector
response. Therefore the adjustment was performed very carefully. As a conse-
quence of these measures, the detector uniformity could be increased noticeably
compared to the PerkeoIII measurement in 2007 (see section 5.1.2).

3.3.3 Vacuum System

One potential influence, which could disturb the particles inside the PerkeoIII
vacuum vessels, is scattering with the residual gas. This would result in a
change of energy and direction of motion. The mean free path of particles
depends on temperature, the type of the residual gas and pressure p. With the
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chosen pressure limit of p < 1 · 10−6 mbar the corresponding H2O equivalent
thickness of the residual gas is:

d =
l
2︸︷︷︸

length

·
p

kBT︸︷︷︸
residual density

·
mH2O

mol
NA ρH2O︸ ︷︷ ︸

recip. of H2O density

≈ 3 · 10−2 Å , (3.42)

with l denoting the length of PerkeoIII and temperature T=300 K. To estimate
the resulting energy loss of the residual gas, the parameters of the energy loss
function in eq. (5.13) are taken from Monte Carlo simulations of the plastic
scintillator BC400, see section 5.1.1 and eq. (5.9). On average, electrons of 1 keV
loose about 2 · 10−5 of the energy due to the residual gas at p=1 · 10−6 mbar.9

For another reason it is important to have a low vacuum pressure: the used
photomultipliers from company Hamamatsu with the attached voltage-divider
circuits work well at ambient pressure or below a threshold of p ≤ 1 · 10−4 mbar.
To operate them in an intermediate pressure range can damage the voltage-
divider network due to internal flash-over. Hence, the pressure was not only
monitored but also an additional kill-circuitry was developed and installed. This
protection system immediately disabled the high-voltage system of the photo-
multipliers in case of a pressure jump above a threshold of p ≥ 3 · 10−5 mbar.

3.3.4 Beam Stop

Cold neutrons can easily be eliminated by capture in materials with a high neu-
tron absorption cross section. Table 3.1 shows some commonly used materials
in neutron physics together with their capture cross sections and absorption
lengths. Most materials create primary γ-radiation, while others trigger sec-
ondary reactions, which could generate fast neutrons.

The properties of a neutron beamstop inside the spectrometer should be:

• Complete absorption of the neutron pulse,

• Minimal generation of γ-radiation,

• Small number of backscattered or secondary neutrons.

9The energy loss dE/ dx in organic scintillators increases for low particle energies, see
section 5.1.1.
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Isotope Cross section Absorption
γ-ray Secondary

σ [barn] length ξ [cm] Fast Neutrons
3He 5.3 · 103 7.4 (p∼=1 bar) no
6Li 9.4 · 102 2.24 · 10−2 no 93
10B 3.8 · 103 1.92 · 10−3 yes 0.5

113Cd 2.1 · 104 8.56 · 10−3 yes
157Gd 2.6 · 105 1.31 · 10−4 yes

Table 3.1: Commonly used materials as neutron absorbers with their cross sections
and absorption lengths [Ndb]. The number of secondary fast neutrons (per 106

captures) is only given for the materials used [LSI80].

Initial tests were performed with 6LiF as absorber, which is the optimum mate-
rial in continuous beam measurements. But in case of a pulsed neutron beam
measurement some drawbacks appear. Therefore the beamstop had to be re-
placed by an enriched boron carbide 10B4C absorber (details in section 4.4.2).

3.3.5 Shielding

To protect the PerkeoIII detection system from ambient (section 3.4.1) and beam
related background (sections 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and 5.3.2), some 10 cm of boron plastic
and lead were put between the beamline and the vessel of detector 1. This
detector was also shielded against γ-ray coming from the casemate (polarizer
and velocity selector). Because of space reasons, detector 2 could only be
shielded by about 5 cm of lead against the γ-radiation from the beamstop.
With these measures the time dependent radiation could be eliminated and the
constant radiation background sufficiently reduced, see section 5.3.

3.4 Disc Chopper – Pulsed Neutron Beam

Previous neutron decay measurements with spectrometers of the Perkeo-family
were performed with a continuous neutron beam. This method has the (only
but considerable) advantage of having a quite high eventrate of decay products.
During the first PerkeoIII measurement in 2007 raw eventrates of about 50 kHz
were obtained.
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3.4.1 Advantages and Challenges of a Pulsed Neutron Beam

A neutron pulse, created by chopping the continuous beam, has a definite
length in space–time, see fig. 3.9. By utilizing an appropriate chopper design
and frequency, this pulsed beam allows to measure the decay products (signal)
and the background during separate chosen time windows in the time of flight
spectrum.

Figure 3.9: Left: space–time diagram of the pulsed beam. The green diagonal lines
represent the limits for the neutron velocity distribution and the gray areas mark
the time windows for signal- and background-measurement. The chopper opens
at t≡0 for a period of less than 1 ms. At t≈4 ms the neutron pulse is completely
located inside the decay volume (signal time window). Later at t ≈ 10 ms all
neutrons are absorbed in the beamstop and the next chopper cycle has not yet
started – the background is measured then.
Right: the ToF spectrum shows the raw measured events as function of the time
of flight with respect to the chopper timing. The rise in countrate at t≈ 8 ms is
caused by γ-radiation due to the neutron absorption at the beamstop.

The space–time diagram of one chopper cycle is shown in fig. 3.9 (left) together
with the measured time of flight spectrum (right). The corresponding time
windows for signal- and background-measurements are marked in gray. During
its motion through the spectrometer towards the beamstop, the neutron pulse
widens in space–time. The limiting particles are the fastest neutrons at the
beginning of the opening function and the slowest at the end. This dispersion
induces the necessity of using the velocity selector, see section 3.1.2. When the
neutrons enter the decay volume at about t≈ 2 ms, the countrate measured
with the PerkeoIII detectors increases, see right plot in fig. 3.9. At t≈ 10 ms
the neutron pulse is completely absorbed in the beamstop.
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Beam Related Background

Since signal S(E) and background B(E) can be measured separately for every
chopper period of t≈10 ms, the background-free energy spectrum N(E) can
be determined using:

N(E) = S(E)− B(E) . (3.43)

This subtraction is suitable under the following assumption: the measured
background B(E) during its time window has the same intensity and spectral
distribution compared with the existing background during the signal time
window, which is not directly measurable. This statement describes at the
same time the advantage but also the challenge of a pulsed beam measurement.
Several measures and analysis were performed during the beamtime and the
data analysis to assure this condition (see sections 4.2 and 5.3).

Beam Independent Background

Since an external source of background radiation is not synchronized with
the periodicity of the neutron pulse, beam independent background is exactly
accessible in a pulsed neutron beam measurement, see section 5.3.3.

To determine the background in a continuous beam measurement, the neutron
beam has to be switched off for a certain time, e.g. some minutes. But with
disabled neutron beam, the present background is not exactly the same as
with activated beam. There is one additional background source, the closed
main shutter, while some other possible background sources are missing, e.g.
beamstop and collimation system. Hence, a non-trivial procedure of back-
ground measurements with several neutron shutters at different positions and
a subsequent data processing is necessary to estimate the existing background
during the neutron decay measurement.

Edge Effect

The Edge Effect describes the influence of border conditions to the beam of
charged decay products on their way towards the detectors. Electrons, which
are created inside the decay volume of PerkeoIII, are projected perfectly to
the detectors independently of their energy E and decay angle θ. This does
not hold for electrons created inside the two detector vessels, see fig. 3.5. In
this case the projection depends on energy and decay angle of the particles
[Mär06]. The resulting systematic effect on the measured spectra was of the
order O(5 · 10−2) in previous PerkeoII measurements [Mun06, Sch07a]. Using
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a pulsed neutron beam gives the opportunity to choose an appropriate time
window for signal measurement and therefore a 100 % edge-free determination
is possible.

3.4.2 Technical Realization and Implementation

Technically there are several principles to generate a pulsed neutron beam.
Three of them are:

• Fermi Chopper: A Fermi chopper is a rotating system of several parallel
blades, which are coated with a neutron absorber. During one 360◦ turn
the chopper opens the beam twice. A schematic of a Fermi Chopper is
shown in appendix B.2.

• 3He-cell: As described in detail in appendix B.1, polarized 3He absorbs
neutrons with the corresponding spin. Therefore an appropriate system
of spin-flipper and 3He-cell is able to produce a pulsed polarized beam.

• Disc chopper: A rotating disc coated with a neutron absorber. Either one
or more orifices in the disc allow the neutron beam to pass through for a
defined period of time.

Figure 3.10: Picture (left) and schematic (right) of the disc chopper [Wer09]. The
18 white 6LiF plates are about 4.5 mm thick and glued onto the base material of
the disc (GFRP glass fiber reinforced plastic), which is additionally coated with
Gadolinium at the back side. The visible copper parts were added during the
rotation–balance test.
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The disc chopper principle was chosen for the 2008/09 beamtime [Wer09,
Mär06]. Figure 3.10 shows a picture and a schematic of the assembled chopper.
The neutron absorbing plates are made of 6LiF, which interacts with neutrons
as follows:

6
3Li + n −→ 4

2He + 3
1H + 4.785 MeV . (3.44)

In table 3.1 the most common neutron absorber materials with their absorption
cross sections are listed. The advantage of 6LiF is the low intensity of γ-radiation
from neutron absorption, whereas some fast neutrons can be produced due
to secondary processes triggered by the Tritium. This topic is addressed more
profoundly in section 3.3.4 and 4.4.3.

The chopper disc was driven by a DC motor, with a rotation control system
based on a microcontroller (ATmega128 CPU). To obtain the ToF spectrum in
fig. 3.9, the chopper frequency had to be of the order of fch≈100 Hz with an
opening ratio of about 6 %. Some characteristics on the disc chopper are:

• Diameter: 49 cm, weight: 4.1 kg

• Opening angle: 22.2◦, opening ratio: 6 %

• Nominal rotation frequency for highest eventrate: fopt = 95 Hz

• Accuracy of frequency regulation: O(1 · 10−4)

• Kinetic energy at nominal frequency: Ekin
∼= 22 kJ10

• Acceleration11 with f = fopt at the edge of the disc: a=ω2 r ≈ 9000 · g

The plots in fig. 3.11 show a histogram of the chopper frequency distribution
and the measured opening function in the decay volume. This opening function
was measured, placing an aluminum plate in the neutron beam at the beginning
of the decay volume and counting the resulting radiation with a γ-detector. The
FWHM length of the pulse is about ∆t75 Hz ≈ 0.9 ms and therefore ∆t94 Hz ≈
0.7 ms (compare with fig. 5.15 and 5.16).

The expected peak eventrate of decayed neutrons during the dwell time of the
neutron pulse inside the decay volume can be estimated using:

• Total number of polarized neutrons: N ≈ 3 · 109 s−1cm−2 (section 3.1.1)

• Transmission coefficient of velocity selector: TC ≈ 20 % (section 3.1.2)

10This corresponds to the kinetic energy of a car with m=1000 kg, driving with v ∼= 24 km/h.
11The high acceleration is the reason for the necessity of a special protection guard around the

chopper housing, see also section 4.1.
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3.4 Disc Chopper – Pulsed Neutron Beam

(a) Histogram of chopper frequency
distribution in May 2009 together
with a Gaussian fit. The stability
is of the order O(1 · 10−4).

(b) Opening function of the chopper, mea-
sured with an aluminum plate at the begin-
ning of the decay volume and a γ-detector
close to it (see also section 4.2.2).

Figure 3.11: Frequency distribution and opening function of the chopper, mea-
sured during the beamtime [Wer09].

• Illuminated area: A ≈ 6×6 cm2 (section 3.2.2)

• Life time of the neutrons: τn ∼= 886 s

• Chopper frequency: fch = 94 Hz

• Dwell time of the neutron pulse in the decay volume: tdwell
∼= 2 ms

• FWHM length of neutron pulse12: tb=
1
2 ·22.2◦

360◦ · 1
fch
+ 6 cm

2π fch·rch
= 0.74 ms

Now the peak rate becomes:

R ≈ N · TC · A · tb︸ ︷︷ ︸
neutrons in pulse

· fch ·
tb

τn︸︷︷︸
decay ratio

≈ 1.2 kHz , (3.45)

which is rather close to the measured rate of Rmeas ≈ 1.1 kHz, see eq. (5.67) in
section 5.5. The mean eventrate follows:

Rmean = R · fch · tdwell ≈ 240 Hz . (3.46)

This eventrate is of the same order as the last β-asymmetry measurement with
PerkeoII, where a continuous beam was used, see section 6.4.1 and [Mun06].

12The estimation for the FWHM length is that the beam has 100 % density during tb, therefore
the factor ½ in the equation. The value of 6 cm describes the horizontal width of the neutron
beam, which the chopper has to cross.
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3.5 Calibration Scanner with Radioactive Sources

The energy of the decay electrons varies from E=0 keV to the endpoint energy
of the neutron decay of E0 = 782 keV. To calibrate the PerkeoIII detection
system over this broad energy range, five radioactive sources (decay mode:
electron capture decay ε) with different energy peaks were used.

Isotope Energy peak [keV] Half-life Decay mode Rate [kHz]
109Cd 75 461.4 d ε n.a.
139Ce 132 137.6 d ε 2.2
113Sn 369 115.1 d ε 2.2
207Bi 503, 995 32.9 y ε 1.4
137Cs 630 30.1 y ε,β− 33

Table 3.2: Radioactive calibration sources with their energy peak, half-life, decay
mode13 and measured eventrate. The energy peaks are calculated without the
contributions of Auger electrons (see below).

These calibration sources are listed in table 3.2 together with their respective
energy peak. The source 109Cd was not used during the beamtime due to
mechanical problems with the calibration apparatus, see below. The rate (dose)
of the sources was chosen to be close to the expected neutron decay rate of the
pulsed beam (except for 137Cs). For most of the calibration sources, electron
capture ε is the only decay mode, while 137Cs has additional β− decay modes.
The resulting energy of this nuclear decay can be released by emitting either
a γ-quant or a so-called conversion electron. Due to direct interaction of the
excited nucleus with an electron of the atomic orbitals, this electron can be
emitted instead of a γ-quant. Therefore the conversion electrons have discrete
energy values, in contrast to electrons from β-decay (three body decay).

Due to the electron capture of the nucleus and the possible subsequent emission
of a conversion electron, either one or two states in the atomic orbitals are
vacant. During the occupation of these states, either characteristic X-ray or so-
called Auger electrons are emitted, which leaves another vacancy in the atomic
orbital. This process could result in an Auger electron cascade, see theoretical
description of 207Bi in table B.1. There are several different probabilities existing
for the processes of conversion and Auger decay [Roi10, Rav95, Arn87].

13From: http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/.
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Figure 3.12: Measured spectra of used calibration sources (black) together with a
simultaneous fit (red) with two free parameters offset O and gain g. The respective
fitranges are between the two blue vertical lines. Due to the non-linearity of the
detector for low energies, the cerium peak (upper left) is omitted in the fit, more
details regarding non-linearity in section 5.1.1.

The software tool p3fit,14 which is used to fit the measured spectra, utilizes a
database of energy lines and the respective intensities for each calibration source.
An internal routine applies Poisson and Gaussian broadenings15 to the discrete
energy lines, which form broad peaks that are used to fit the measured spectra,
see appendix B.7 and fig. B.5. Figure 3.12 shows an example of a calibration
measurement with the existing sources together with a simultaneous fit to all
available spectra. The used fitrange of each source is emphasized with two
vertical dashed blue lines. Because of the non-linearity of the detectors for

14Another in-house development, using C++.
15The Poisson broadening describes the discrete conversion processes in the scintillator and at

the first photo-cathode of the photomultipliers and the Gaussian broadening accounts for
subsequent processes in the photomultipliers and LinearFanOuts.
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low energies, the source 139Ce was omitted in the fit. The details on detector
calibration are discussed in section 5.1.1.

Calibration Scanner

The calibration scanner was positioned in the center of the spectrometer. As
shown in fig. 3.13, five holders with the radioactive sources are connected to a
system of vertical and horizontal stepper motors, which is used to drive the
individual sources to the chosen plane positions. While the neutron decay
measurement is running, the holders are parked in the lower left position
between two aluminum plates. During the beamtime one of the vertical motors
did not work properly, therefore the source 109Cd was removed.

Abbildung 4.13: Schematische Ansicht des Eichapparates (Scanner), der in der
Mitte des Zerfallsvolumens in PERKEO III eingebaut wird. Der Neutronen-
strahl durchquert den Scanner von hinten rechts nach vorne links. In der
Mitte ist einer der fünf Halter für die Präparate zu sehen. Das Präparat ist
auf einer (in gelb angedeuteten) dünnen Folie aufgebracht. Die Präparate
können einzeln in den zwei Dimensionen senkrecht zur Strahlachse bewegt
werden.

die Capture-Flussdichte des Neutronenstrahls und die Eichmessungen ohne weitere
Korrektur miteinander kombiniert werden um die Faltung aus Detektorfunktion und
Abbildungsfunktion der Elektronen auf den Detektor zu bestimmen (vgl. Abschnitt
4.3.2), die benötigt wird, um die mittlere Eichung des Detektors zu ermitteln.

4.5.2 Strahlgang
Das Experiment wird am Strahlplatz PF1B des Instituts Laue-Langevin (ILL), Gre-
noble, für die Dauer zweier Zyklen von 50 Tagen aufgebaut. Dieser Strahlplatz wird
durch den ballistischen Superspiegel-Neutronenleiter H113, der in Heidelberg entwor-
fen und gebaut wurde, durch Neutronen versorgt [Häs02]. Die Eigenschaften dieses
Strahls wurden in einem Vorexperiment bestimmt und parametrisiert. Die Ergebnisse
dieser Strahlcharakterisierung werden in Kapitel5 diskutiert.
Der Strahlaufbau ist in Abbildung 4.14 zu sehen. Auf der linken Seite treten die

Neutronen aus dem Leiter aus und �iegen dann in das System. Zuerst werden die Neu-
tronen transversal zur Flugrichtung polarisiert. Anschlieÿend folgt ein Spin-Flipper,
der die Polarisationsrichtung im eingeschalteten Zustand um180◦ dreht. Ein magneti-
sches Feld dreht dann die Neutronenspins um90◦ in oder entgegen der Flugrichtung,
der Neutronenstrahl ist danach also longitudinal polarisiert.
Gleichzeitig passieren die Neutronen ein Kollimationssystem aus6LiF-Blenden. Da-

nach folgen mehrere Meter freier Flug durch das Spektrometer bis zum Beamstop, der
den Neutronenstrahl möglichst strahlungsarm absorbieren soll.

65

Figure 3.13: Schematic representation of the calibration scanner, positioned inside
the decay volume at the center. During the measurement of neutron decay data,
the five holders of the radioactive sources (highlighted in yellow) were located at
their lower left parking position between two aluminum plates outside the neutron
beam. For calibration and drift measurements the neutron beam was interrupted
and the selected radioactive source was driven to the chosen plane-position.

3.6 Data Acquisition System

The Data Acquisition System consists of the control software Dackel, an ordinary
IBM compatible computer and the read–out electronics. Several parts of the
Dackel software as well as the electronics were adapted after the 2007 beamtime.
For instance, the timing of the chopper had to be measured and synchronized
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with the data acquisition. Parts of the digital electronics, which previously
caused reflected and ghost pulses (double pulses), were improved and finally
the old ADC modules were replaced by new parts, which were developed
especially for this measurement.

3.6.1 Software Dackel and Computer System

The acronym Dackel16 is an abbreviation for “Data Acquisition and Control
of Electronics”. It is an in-house development, based on the object oriented
programming language C++. Due to the considerable increase in countrate
for the continuous beam measurement with PerkeoIII in 2007 compared with
previous PerkeoII measurements (50 kHz vs. 300 Hz), new DMA (Direct Mem-
ory Access) features as well as other improvements had to be implemented
[Kap07].

During the 2009 beamtime an ordinary Personal Computer with the Linux
operating system CentOS 5.3 was used. The communication between the PC
and the read–out electronics (see section 3.6.2) was provided by a pair of
interface cards from company Struck:

• SIS1100: PCI-card with optical interface

• SIS3100: VME-interface with read–out performance of 25 MB/s

The measured data were saved in a file format using the ROOT17 data analysis
framework from CERN (Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire). For
each measured event, the following information was stored:

• Energy of the event: 12×2 bytes + 2×4 bytes = 32 bytes

• Event time, delta time: 2×4 bytes = 8 bytes

• TDC time detsum: 2×4×4 bytes = 32 bytes

• TDC time single ADCs: 12×3×4 bytes = 144 bytes

• Chopper time, delta chopper time: 2×4 bytes = 8 bytes

• Cycle, Latch, DetFirst: 3×4 bytes = 12 bytes

16Dackel is the successor of the in-house software system MOPS, which was the “Measuring
and OPerating Systems” of the predecessor experiment PerkeoII. The “k” in Dackel is added
to get a German word, which describes, as the old MOPS, a type of dog.

17See: http://root.cern.ch/.
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This is in total 236 bytes per event. For each measurement cycle of t = 10 s
another 20 bytes were stored. With an average measured eventrate of about
2 kHz, a total number of 32 cycles per file and enabled file compression, the
size of each data file became about 25 MB. During the beamtime some 10000
datasets were created. Together with drift-, scan- and calibration-measurements
the size of the full dataset totaled 700 GB.

To control the calibration system, another in-house software system was used
with the same PC. The chopper, the monitoring system and the main neu-
tron shutter18 inside the neutron guide were controlled by separate computer
systems.

3.6.2 Electronics – Setup and Circuitry

The electronic setup, mounted in a water–cooled cabinet (VARISTAR + LHX3
from company Schroff) can roughly be separated in two parts:

• Analog part: energy information of an event, measured with ADCs
(Analog to Digital Converter),

• Digital part: trigger and decision logic, time information of an event and
the chopper, monitoring logic.

Additionally, the chopper control and supply as well as the high-voltage system
of the photomultipliers were located in this cabinet. Using a water-cooling
system, the temperature was stabilized to about 30 ◦C and monitored with two
temperature sensors: one close to the preamplifier of the photomultiplier signal
(LinearFanOut), the other one close to the ADCs.

In the following sections the two major parts of the electronic setup are briefly
described. The development of the new ADC modules is addressed in sec.
3.6.3.

Analog Part

Figure 3.14 shows the block diagram of the analog part of the electronics. The six
signals from each detector are connected to the LinearFanOuts. The information
from the subsequent constant fraction discriminators (V812 / C808 from CAEN)
is processed in the digital part of the electronics. At the beginning of the 2009

18The main shutter of the neutron guide H113 was controlled by a system called Nomad. This
was used as a master control system, which was able to trigger the dackel system.
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Figure 3.14: Analog part of electronics. The six photomultiplier signals from each
detector are amplified and distributed to the ADC modules via 300 ns delay lines
and in parallel to the discriminators.

beamtime, a cross talk between the discriminator signals of detector 1 and 2
was observed. Because of that, the signals from detector 2 were connected to
separate discriminators and coincidence units, see section 4.4.5.

The analog signals coming from the LinearFanOuts are delayed by about
td ≈ 300 ns with a simple delay line and measured with the ADCs. This
delay is necessary due to signal propagation times in the decision and signal
processing parts of the electronics (see below). Finally, the gate signal is used to
signalize an incoming event, which should be measured by the ADCs.

The discriminators and the ADCs are located in a VME crate, which is connected
to the PC system via an optical link. The buffers of the ADC modules have a
finite size. To avoid buffer overflows, the so-called polling technique with an
appropriate polling time was applied. During the readout of the ADCs, the
signal ADC_busy is set to TRUE, which inhibits the digital part from creating a
new gate signal – see below.

Digital Part

The main tasks of the digital electronics are: measurement of the time informa-
tion of an event, provision of the global gate signal and prevention of further
signal processing (veto), when any module is busy. Figure 3.15 shows the block
diagram of the digital electronics. This part has been largely modified and
simplified to avoid several digital effects.
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Figure 3.15: Digital part of the electronics. The upper section describes the
generation and procession of the gate signal, whereas the veto logic is shown in
the lower part. The gate is triggered by incidences on the detectors, veto inhibits
this, when the system is busy, e.g. due to read–out of the data.

The system provides several time information. The first one is realized by using
a 10 MHz clock (⇒ 100 ns resolution) for precise determination of the deadtime
(see section 5.5). During each 10 s measurement cycle the clock signals of this
time base are counted twice: raw and during the time, when the system is not
busy, see lower part in schematic 3.15. The second time base, a 1 MHz clock, is
located inside the TimerCounter modules and provides the incident time of an
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event with a resolution of 1 µs. A third time information with a resolution of
0.8 ns is given by the TDC (Time to Digital converter), that is mainly used to
determine, which of the two detectors has triggered first.

Figure 3.16: Timing diagram of the electronics for an exemplary event (not drawn
to scale). When two of the six photomultiplier trigger their discriminators, the co-
incidence becomes TRUE. This opens the gate, energy and event time are measured
and the system is busy for about 1.5 µs.

The two discriminators and the attached coincidence units select the incoming
events according to their energy and the coincidence criterion. This criterion
is that the signals of two–of–six photomultipliers are above the discriminator
threshold – this triggers the system. The resulting gate signal has a fixed length
of tgate = 300 ns, which means that it cannot be re-triggered by new events
during the gate time. While gate is TRUE, all ADC modules measure the
energy by integrating the incoming signal (details in section 3.6.3), whereas
the corresponding time information is provided by the TimerCounters and the
TDC. After an event is measured, the system has to recover. This is realized
by adding an artificial deadtime, which is set to about tdead≈1.5 µs. Now the
system is busy and stopped with the veto signal. After the deadtime the system
is ready for detecting the next event.

Figure 3.16 shows the timing diagram in case an event triggers at least two
discriminators of one detector. The reason for the necessity of using the
300 ns delay lines is visible: the gate signal, which initiates the ADC-internal
integration of the photomultiplier signals, appears more than 110 ns later
than the pulses on the LinearFanOuts due to several signal processing and
propagation times.
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3.6.3 Development of new ADC Modules

The eventrate of the PerkeoIII continuous beam measurement in 2007 was
about 50 kHz, which is two orders of magnitude above the rate of the last
PerkeoII measurement. This high eventrate revealed a problem of the used
ADCs: the measured energy of an event noticeably depended on the average
eventrate but even stronger on the delta-time, which describes the time interval
between the measured event and the predecessor.
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(a) 207Bi measurement with previous
ADCs. The peak shifts up to −2.5 %,
depending on the delta-time.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the rate dependence between the previous and the
new ADCs. Both measurements were performed using the 207Bi source. The green
and red curves are scaled due to low statistics.

Delta-Time Fraction Deviation of Energy
of Events Previous ADCs New ADCs

full 100 %
∆t > 10 µs 97 % reference reference
∆t ≤ 10 µs 3 % -1.2 % -0.2 %
∆t ≤ 5 µs 2 % -2.5 % -0.3 %

Table 3.3: Deviation of the measured energy vs. the chosen delta-time for previous
and new ADCs.

Figure 3.17a shows this rate-dependence. In black, all events with a delta-time
larger than 10 µs are taken as a reference. The spectra of events with a delta-
time below 10 µs (green) and below 5 µs (red) show a shift to lower energies of
−1.2 % and −2.5 %. Table 3.3 presents the relative fractions of data in each of
the three spectra together with the energy shifts.
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Those event-time dependent energy shifts broaden the spectra to a certain
degree, while this effect additionally depends on the average eventrate. That
means the broadening effect is different for each calibration source or the
neutron decay data. Therefore, during the preparation phase of the beamtime
a new ADC was developed together with the electronic workshop of the
Physical Institute in Heidelberg. Besides some general improvements in signal
processing and buffering, the major focus was on:

• Decreased energy dependence on average eventrate and delta-time

• Improved energy resolution

• Enhanced suppression of ground-loops

Figure 3.18: Schematic of the analog part of the new ADCs. On the left the
incoming signal is coupled, the center part shows the signal processing and on the
right the pedestal is added (see below). The lower switches are used to enable the
integration on the capacitor C4 or to clear its charge after the analog–to–digital
conversion [Rus08].

Figure 3.18 shows the analog part of the ADC schematic. One difference
compared with the previous ADCs is the use of two separate switches to
enable the integration of the energy and to clear the integrated charge (lower
part). This allows an exactly matched and flexible switching of the respective
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MOSFETs.19 The improved ground-loop behavior was realized by using a
transformer to couple the incoming signal. This component was only grounded
at the secondary side, which results in a total suppression of the so-called
common mode ripples.
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Figure 3.19: Relative deviation of the measured signal as function of the frequency
of generated test pulses. The measurement was done with pulses equivalent to
electron energies of 400 keV (left) and 1 MeV (right).

A number of test and analysis were performed with the new ADCs before
and during the beamtime (differential and integral linearity tests, temperature
behavior, . . . ). Three of them are described in this thesis. The dependence of
measured energy on average rate is shown in fig. 3.19. This analysis was done
using a test pulse generator and measuring the energy peaks as function of the
average rate for different pulse heights to simulate different energies. The pulse
heights in the two plots correspond to the energies of 113Sn (≈ 400 keV) and
the upper 207Bi peak (≈ 1 MeV). The dependence of measured energy is about
1 · 10−3 for the expected eventrate of the neutron decay (R ≈ 2 kHz) and rises
to 5 · 10−3 for rates of 30 kHz. The dependence on the delta-time is shown in
fig. 3.17b and table 3.3. Now the delta-time dependent energy shifts are about
one order of magnitude smaller compared with the previous ADCs.

The pedestal analysis is described in more detail, since the previous ADCs
revealed some severe problems on this issue.

Pedestal

Each measured signal has a certain width of energy distribution, even a signal
of E = 0 keV, at least due to thermal noise. An ADC measures the applied
energy or voltage and converts it to a digital number in units of channels ch.

19MOSFET: Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor.
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The resulting spectrum runs from channel 0 to 2d−1, where d denotes the
resolution of the ADC. When an ADC would project an energy of 0 keV to
channel 0, half of the distribution with E < 0 would be cut out. To avoid this,
an ADC adds an offset to the measured signal, the so-called pedestal: energy in
channels which corresponds to 0 keV.
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Figure 3.20: Pedestal of a single ADC (left) and the detector sum (right) in red.
Both shapes follow decently the black Gaussian fits.

The width of a measured zero-signal is mainly influenced by electronic noise
(from photomultiplier, preamplifier and ADC), thus a Gaussian distribution is
expected. Figure 3.20 shows the measured pedestals of the new ADCs. Both
curves, single ADC (left) and detector sum (right), nicely follow an expected
Gaussian distribution.

Detailed pedestal analysis of the 2009 data showed that the peak position
as well as the width of the pedestal remained perfectly stable.20 Figure 3.21
shows the pedestal peak position for both detector sums during a period of
about 12 days. Two times per day a dip of the order of 1 keV is visible in both
curves, which corresponds to measurements with the radioactive source 137Cs.
This source had a much higher event rate compared to the other radioactive
sources or the electrons from neutron decay: rCs ≈ 33 kHz vs. rel ≈ 2 kHz, see
table 3.2.

20This was one of the major problems with the previous ADCs during the 2007 beamtime
[Kap07, Fri08].
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Figure 3.21: Pedestal peak for both detectors as function of time. The single dips
(about 2–3 times per day) correspond to the pedestal measurements of the source
137Cs, which had a much higher event rate than the other radioactive sources or
the electrons from neutron decay: rCs ≈ 33 kHz vs. rel ≈ 2 kHz. The resulting
change of the pedestal peak corresponds to an energy of about 1 keV.
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Chapter 4

Beamtime 2008/09 – Assembly of PERKEO III
and Measurements

The measurement campaign was from November 2008 to August 2009. The
reactor cycles at the ILL last about 50 days due to the burn-up of the fuel-rods,
which are exchanged during a subsequent 14 day beam break. Neutrons were
available for about 140 days of the beamtime. In this time e.g. the spatial
and time dependent properties of the pulsed neutron beam were analyzed,
polarization P was measured and neutron decay data were taken. During the
beam breaks the experiment was assembled and further optimized.

4.1 Assembly of the Experimental Setup

First, the beamline including spinflipper, collimation system with five apertures
and magnetic holding field system were assembled (see section 3.2). The
entrance window was placed close to the exit of the polarizer. The horizontal
and vertical alignment of the beamline was done using a laser system and
a theodolite.1 It was adjusted after the assembly of each aperture, followed
by an analysis of the beam profile, utilizing the activation of copper-foils, see
section 4.2.1.

Next, the chopper was installed to the beamline. Since the rotating disc has to
withstand very high forces and accelerations (see section 3.4), a special guard
was constructed and implemented to protect the exterior parts in case of a
breakage.

1A theodolite is useful in precision measurements of angles in the horizontal and vertical
planes. The achievable precision of a theodolite is in the order of seconds of arc, see e.g.
http://www.deutsches-museum.de/.../praezisions-theodolit/.
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Chapter 4 Beamtime 2008/09 – Assembly and Measurements

The spectrometer PerkeoIII with an already assembled detector system was
lifted into the pit of PF1B and connected to the beamline and the chopper.
Since the light guides of detector 2 were slightly scratched, they were reworked.
This resulted in a higher light yield on this detector compared with detector 1,
see section 5.1.1. The calibration scanner and the beamstop were installed
inside the spectrometer together with some additional internal lead shielding.
External lead and boron shielding was added to all reasonable locations, see
e.g. section 4.4.2.

Then, the electrical power supply of the solenoids and correction coils, the
vacuum pumps, the cooling system, the data acquisition system and the moni-
toring system were installed. The latter observed the water reflux of all closed
cooling circuits and was able to switch off the electrical power supply in case
of an incident.

Finally, the detectors were put into operation. Since the internal current am-
plification of the photomultipliers increases exponentially with the applied
high-voltage, the adjustment was performed very carefully. In this way, the
position dependent detector response was significantly improved compared to
the 2007 beamtime (see section 5.1.2).

4.2 Characterization of the Pulsed Neutron Beam

The neutron beam coming from the polarizer has a certain spatial profile, which
is modified by the collimation system. In addition, the flux is time dependent
when the neutron beam is pulsed. These properties were carefully characterized
during the beamtime.

4.2.1 Spatial Beam Profile

The neutron beam profile was measured using copper foil activations. A foil
(d ≈ 0.2 mm) of natural copper (69.2 % of 63Cu and 30.8 % of 65Cu) was placed
inside the spectrometer at different longitudinal positions (e.g. close to the
beamstop) and activated with the neutron beam. After the activation time of
about 30 min and a subsequent decay time of another 25 min (activated 66Cu
has a half-life of t1/2 = 5.1 min, see appendix B.6), the beam profile was read
out by a 2-dimensional intensity scan after the transfer to an image plate, see
[Kre04].
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4.2 Characterization of the Pulsed Neutron Beam

Figure 4.1: 2-dimensional intensity scan of the activated copper foil (left) together
with vertical and horizontal cuts through the 2D beam profile.

The plots in fig. 4.1 show a 2D scan of the neutron beam profile together with
vertical and horizontal cuts. The FWHM width and height of the profile close
to the beamstop are:

w ∼= 90 mm and h ∼= 90 mm . (4.1)

This rather symmetric beam profile serves as input for correction calculations
of the magnetic mirror effect, see eq. (3.33).

4.2.2 Time Dependent Structure of the Neutron Pulse

To analyze the time dependence of the neutron pulse, two aluminum plates
were mounted inside the decay volume at the symmetric points:

z1 = z0 − 1.0 m and z2 = z0 + 1.0 m ,

where z0 denotes the center of the decay volume. Close to these plates two NaI-
detectors were placed outside the spectrometer. They were used to detect the
γ-radiation, which was created when neutrons of the pulse hit the aluminum
plates. Figure 4.2 presents the two resulting time of flight spectra, which
show the shape and dispersion of the neutron pulse. Several properties can be
derived:

vm =
z2 − z1

t2 − t1
≈ 2.0(1) m

(6.2(1)− 3.3(1))ms
≈ 690(40) m/s , (4.2)

λm =
h

mn · vm
≈ 5.7(4) Å , (4.3)
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re =
expansion of pulse

time of flight
=

∆t2 − ∆t1

t2 − t1

=
0.25(10)
2.9(1)

= 8.6(3.4) · 10−2 , (4.4)

with t1,2 denoting the peak positions in the respective spectra and ∆t1,2 the
width of the peaks at about 10 % of the height. The value of λm confirms the
selected wavelength of λ ∼= 5.5 Å, since the velocity selector was running at
23155 rpm. The relative expansion re is a measure for the velocity or wavelength
distribution in the neutron pulse. This is expected to be 10 % of the nominal
value, according to the specification of the velocity selector, see section 3.1.2.

Figure 4.2: Time of flight spectra, measured with the two aluminum foils in the
decay volume at symmetric positions: z1 = z0−1.0 m and z2 = z0+1.0 m, with
z0 as center point of the decay volume [Wer09]. With a chopper frequency of
75 Hz, the pulse widths at about 10 % of the height are: ∆t1 ≈ 0.85(5) ms and
∆t2 ≈ 1.10(5) ms.

The determination of the pulse shape within the decay volume is essential for
the magnetic mirror correction, see eq. (3.33).

4.3 Timing of the Asymmetry Measurement

The measurement of the neutron decay data followed this procedure:

• Twice per day a full detector calibration using the sources 139Ce, 113Sn,
207Bi and 137Cs was performed. For this, the neutron beam was switched
off manually.
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• Once per hour the instrument shutter of the neutron beam was closed
to measure the drift of the detection system, using one of the calibration
sources, usually 113Sn. This ran fully automated, controlled by the ILL
control system Nomad, see section 3.6.1.

• Between two of these consecutive calibrations, neutron decay data were
taken: 12 runs, each with 5 min of data.

• The polarization P was measured three times during the beamtime: at
the beginning, at halftime and at the end.

• The magnetic field profile inside the decay volume was measured two
times: once at 20 % of the nominal field and once at full field.

• Several systematic searches for time dependent background have been
performed. For instance, the neutron decay measurement was interrupted
for about four days. A 6LiF plate was installed directly behind the
chopper to prevent neutrons from entering the spectrometer, see analysis
in section 5.3.2.

4.4 Characterization Measurements and Analysis

In addition to the neutron decay measurement, other properties were analyzed
and measured. Some of them are briefly described in this section.

4.4.1 Magnetic Field Measurements

During the preparation phase for the beamtime, the magnetic field profile was
measured, red curve in fig. 4.3. Two local minima in the decay volume are
visible.

Because of the magnetic mirror effect (section 3.3.1), these minima must strictly
be avoided, since local minima create small magnetic bottles and therefore
destroy the asymmetry information of stored electrons. This was achieved by
adding a number of correction coils on top of the solenoids of the decay volume,
see green curve in fig. 4.3. Another benefit of this measure is the increase of
the usable length in the decay volume by about +10 %.

At the end of the beamtime the measurement of the magnetic field profile was
repeated with a high resolution in x-, y- and z-direction. On a 3×3×25 grid a
total volume of 20×20×250 cm3 was scanned. The obtained data are necessary
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Figure 4.3: Profile of the magnetic field inside the decay volume with the center
point at z= 0. The measured curve (red) shows two local minima, which were
corrected with six correction coils (green). An additional benefit of this measure
is the increased length of the homogeneous region in the decay volume [Wer09].

to calculate the systematic correction on the asymmetry A, coming from the
magnetic mirror effect. The value of this correction is one of the three blinding
quantities, see section 6.1.

4.4.2 Time Dependent Background from the Chopper

To determine the time dependent background from the chopper, the first
analysis were performed without any shielding. A γ-detector was placed above
the chopper housing and the radiation was measured, synchronized with the
chopper period. Figure 4.4 shows the result of this measurement for different
chopper frequencies. It is clearly seen that the time dependent structure is
directly correlated to the phase angle of the chopper disc. Possible reasons are
impurities in some of the 6LiF tiles or adhesive residue from the gluing process.
To eliminate this beam related time dependent structure, two shielding layers
were placed directly above the chopper housing:

• 20 cm of boron plastic to moderate occurring fast neutrons coming from
the chopper disc,

• 20 cm of lead to attenuate γ-radiation.

The result of this measure is an absence of any time dependent structure in the
time of flight spectra, measured with the PerkeoIII detectors, see right plot in
fig. 4.4. The detailed analysis follows in section 5.3.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Time structure of background events, produced by the chopper
for different chopper frequencies, measured with a γ-detector on top of the
chopper. The upper curve is measured directly, while the others are scaled on the
time axis to fit the respective chopper angle of the first curve. The visible structure
is clearly correlated with the angle, which means that either some of the 6LiF tiles
have impurities, or that the gluing process of these tiles did not work properly
[Wer09]. Right: Time of flight spectra, measured with the PerkeoIII detectors. In
this measurement the 6LiF beamstop was placed directly behind the chopper, see
section 5.3.2.

4.4.3 Beamstop Optimization

The first beamstop test were performed with an already existing 6LiF beamstop,
which is optimal with respect to the absolute background level in continuous
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Figure 4.5: Time of flight spectra, measured with the 6LiF beamstop. The data
show a considerable negative slope in the background time window on detector 2,
while the signal on detector 1 is flat. The slope is of the order O(5 · 10−3), which
is about one order of magnitude larger than what is obtained with the 10B4C
beamstop (see section 5.3.1 and table 5.5).
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beam measurements. This beamstop is made of the same type of 6LiF tiles as
used for the chopper disc. The first time of flight measurements showed an
unexpected behavior: the ToF spectrum during the chosen background time
window was not flat on detector 2, which was close to the beamstop. Instead of
this, a relative negative slope of about 5 · 10−3 per millisecond was observed. A
background uncertainty would propagate to the uncertainty of the asymmetry
coefficient A, scaled by the inverse of the signal to background ratio. Therefore
the resulting error would be of the order O(1 · 10−3), which is already close
to the expected total uncertainty of A. Figure 4.5 shows the time of flight
spectra on both detectors and the sum, as well as a zoom into the background
window.

The effect is clearly related to the beamstop, since it was only visible in the
time of flight spectrum of detector 2, while the spectrum of detector 1 was flat.
As can be seen in table 3.1, the absorption of the neutrons in the 6Li nuclei
triggers secondary fast neutrons. To absorb these neutrons, several measures
were taken, e.g. the inner face of the beam-stop tube was lined with boron.
The achieved improvements were not sufficient, since the plots in fig. 4.5 show
already the optimized setup.

Consequently the 6LiF beamstop was replaced with an alternative. The new
beamstop was made of enriched 10B4C, which produces about 200 times less
fast neutrons compared with 6LiF, whereas the γ-rate is strongly increased.
However, γ-radiation appears instantaneously and therefore a delayed and
subsiding signal is not expected. The first ToF measurements with the new
beamstop showed exactly the expected behavior: the delayed sloping structure
was gone, while the counted number of events during the absorption of the
neutron pulse noticeably increased, see section 5.2 and fig. 5.15.

4.4.4 Drift Measurement

The experimental hall ILL 7 with the beam facility PF1B is not air-conditio-
ned. Besides the temperature of the air, the water temperature of river Drac,
used for cooling the reactor and the experiments, is not constant as well.
Temperature variations up to 5 ◦C per day were measured at the heat-exchanger
of the cooling system. Hence, temperature variations during one measurement
day and during the whole beamtime have a non-negligible influence on the
measured spectra.
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4.4 Characterization Measurements and Analysis

The influence of the temperature changes as well as a possible degradation
of the detection efficiency over time were quantified once per hour. For that,
the asymmetry measurement was interrupted for about 5 min to measure the
spectrum of a calibration source, e.g. 113Sn with the energy peak at about
370 keV. This information was then used to re-calibrate the neutron decay data,
see section 5.4.

Figure 4.6 shows an example of the drift on detector 1 and 2. To derive this
curve, a simple Gaussian fit within the FWHM-range was done to the Sn-peak.
The plot reveals that the effect is about twice as large on detector 1 compared
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Figure 4.6: Normalized measured drift during a period of three days. The drift
on detector 1 is twice as large as on detector 2 (det 1: ±3 %).

to detector 2. To understand this and to reduce the effect on detector 1,
an external water cooling system using copper tubes was assembled to the
housing of detector 1. The temperature of the cooling water was stabilized, but
nevertheless the effect did neither disappear nor change noticeably.

By excluding data of a single ADC from the detector-sum it was also tested,
whether one of the six photomultipliers, LinearFanOuts or ADCs has a distinc-
tive temperature problem – no peculiarities were found. Finally, the reason for
having different drifts between detector 1 and detector 2 is still not understood,
presumably the thermal coupling of the photomultipliers to the environment
varies between the detectors. Despite of this, the consequence of the drift on
the energy spectra is under control and can be corrected, see section 5.4.
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Chapter 4 Beamtime 2008/09 – Assembly and Measurements

4.4.5 Cross Talk on the Discriminator

At first it was planned to use the new discriminator V812 from CAEN for both
detectors (2×6 input signals). At the beginning of the beamtime, a cross talk
between the trigger signals of detector 1 and detector 2 was observed. This can
be visualized using the backscatter curve, which represents the probability of a
backscattered event as function of the flight time to the other detector. Positive
flight times represent the flight of an electron from detector 1 to detector 2,
while negative flight times correspond to the opposite flight direction, see
fig. 4.7.
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(a) Backscatter curve with only one dis-
criminator for all 12 photomultipliers.
A time structure is visible throughout
the whole function. The ripples follow
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(b) When using separate discriminators
and coincidence units for the two detec-
tors, the ripple structure (nearly) disap-
pears. This shape now is comparable
with previous Perkeo measurements.

Figure 4.7: Backscatter curve: flight time of backscattered events related to their
initial events, before and after the improvement. Positive flight times represent
the flight of from detector 1 to detector 2, negative the opposite flight direction.

This cross talk resulted in a ripple structure, which modulated the backscatter
curve. A possible explanation for this structure was found during the analysis
of the event timings with an oscilloscope. Figure 4.8 shows the analog signal
of an event (measured at the LinearFanOut) together with its discriminator
signal. About 6 ns before the specified discriminator signal, a short pulse
(width ≤ 2 ns) appeared sporadically, sometimes even without the specified
signal. The frequency of its occurrence was correlated with the energy of the
respective event and the general eventrate. This conspicuous behavior of the
discriminator could only be minimized by using separate discriminators and
coincidence units for the two detectors. Nevertheless, it does not influence the
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(a) Besides the specified discriminator
signal (width: 25 ns), a second unde-
fined short pulse appeared in about 5 %
of the events.

(b) This undefined short pulse also ap-
peared without the specified discrimina-
tor signal. The probability for this effect
was of the order of 1 %.

Figure 4.8: Measured event in blue (left: 200 mV/div, right: 20 mV/div) with
corresponding discriminator signal in purple (500 mV/div). The occurrence
frequency of the short undefined pulse is correlated with the system eventrate and
the energy of the respective event. Pictures taken with the oscilloscope DPO3054
from Tektronix. Time resolution: 10 ns/div.

β-asymmetry at all, since the assignment of the events to the detectors is not
influenced.

Another observation was a sporadic occurrence of a jitter of the discriminator
signal with respect to the input signal (tjitter . 10 ns). This effect is probably
related to the short undefined pulse. The expected influence on the asymmetry
data is negligible, since a jitter of 10 ns is too short to cause a faulty assignment
of an event to the hemispheres:

tmin ≥
length of PerkeoIII

speed of light
=

8 m
3 · 108 m/s

∼= 27 ns . (4.5)
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4.5 Total Number of Measured Decay Events

In table 4.1 an overview of the number of measured events during the beamtime
is given. The total number of events is about seven times that of the last
PerkeoII measurement [Mun06, Mär11a].

Chopper
Freq. Event Type Detector 1 Detector 2 Sum

83 Hz

total number 1.17 · 109 1.57 · 109 2.73 · 109

signal 2.62 · 108 2.53 · 108 5.15 · 108

background 1.37 · 108 1.29 · 108 2.66 · 108

⇒ sig - bg 1.25 · 108 1.24 · 108 2.49 · 108

94 Hz

total number 1.26 · 109 1.64 · 109 2.90 · 109

signal 3.03 · 108 2.87 · 108 5.91 · 108

background 1.24 · 108 1.11 · 108 2.35 · 108

⇒ sig - bg 1.79 · 108 1.76 · 108 3.55 · 108

sum

total number 2.42 · 109 3.20 · 109 5.63 · 109

signal 5.65 · 108 5.40 · 108 1.11 · 109

background 2.61 · 108 2.40 · 108 5.01 · 108

⇒ sig - bg 3.04 · 108 3.00 · 108 6.04 · 108

Table 4.1: Overview of the number of measured events during the beamtime.
These are raw numbers without an energy cut. Signal and background (see
definitions in eq. (5.1)) specify the number of events with respect to their time of
flight, see section 5.2. The 83 Hz and 94 Hz datasets have approximately the same
size. The final number of events used in the evaluation of the asymmetry A is
6 · 108.

A total fraction of 96 % of all measured neutron decay data was finally used
to derive the asymmetry A. About 4 % of the data had to be omitted due to
problems with the calibration scanner or spinflipper.
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Chapter 5

Data analysis
Derivation of the β-Asymmetry

In this chapter the derivation of the various measurement results is described.
The first part explains the measured characteristic properties of the electron
detection system. Another major part addresses the effect of background events
on the spectra. Later the influence of detector drift as well as the effect of the
deadtime are discussed. Finally the derivation of the correlation coefficient A
is presented by fitting the experimental asymmetry.

For all of the presented systematic and statistical effects uncertainty estimations
on the final value of asymmetry A is given.

If not stated otherwise, the following definitions are used, where the vertical
arrows refer to the neutron spin:

S↑, ↓ = spectra during the signal time window

B↑, ↓ = spectra during the background time window, B=B↑+B↓

r = ratio of signal time window to background time window (5.1)

N↑, ↓ = S↑, ↓ − r · B↑, ↓ = background subtracted signal spectra

Aexp ≡
N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓
B↑=B↓
=

S↑ − S↓

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
≡ diff(E)

sum(E)

5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

The electron detection system consists of two plastic scintillators with six pho-
tomultipliers each (section 3.3.2), the discriminators with attached coincidence
units (section 3.6.2) and finally the ADC modules. The energy deposition in
the detector is triggered, if two–of–six (coincidence criterion) photomultipliers
measure an energy above the chosen discriminator threshold (section 5.1.3).
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There is a certain probability that the energy of an electron is not fully deposited
in a detector but the particle is backscattered and finally arrives at either the
same or the opposite detector (section 5.1.4). Another part of this chapter
addresses the position dependence of the detector response, which is further
optimized (section 5.1.2). This section starts with the determination of the
detector linearity.

5.1.1 Detector Calibration – Linearity of the Detector Response

The linearity of a detection system is very important, since the asymmetry A
finally is derived by fitting the experimental data measured in channels to a
theoretical function initially given in units of keV. The simple linear approach
to describe the energy to channel relation is:

CH(E) = g · E + O , (5.2)

with O and g denoting offset and a constant gain. To analyze and quantify the
expected non-linearity of the detectors at low energies, the following test was
applied.

Derivation of Non-Linearity of the Detectors

Using eq. (5.2) and assuming an energy dependent gain g= g(E), two energeti-
cally adjacent peaks of the different calibration sources were fitted simultane-
ously using the tool p3fit (see section 3.5) with two free parameters offset O
and gain g. In addition to the peaks coming from the electron capture decay of
the different sources, the pure Auger peaks of 113Sn and 207Bi were also used in
this analysis, since they are below 100 keV.

Table 5.1 shows the results of the 2-peak fits. As a reference, the peaks of 113Sn,
137Cs and 207Bi (two peaks) were fitted simultaneously (4-peak fit, last line
in the table). In fig. 5.1 the values for gain including the errors are plotted
together with two fitfunctions, using an exponential and a sinusoidal non-linear
approach:

gainexp(E) = g0 + (g− g0) · (1− e−E/Eth) and (5.3)

gainsin(E) =

{
g0 + (g− g0) · sin

(
π
2

E
Eth

)
for E < Eth

g for E ≥ Eth

, (5.4)
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5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

Fit Fit Gain Error on Gain Offset Error on
from to [ch/keV] [ch/keV] [ch] Offset [ch]

Aug Sn Aug Bi 0.281 0.022 -4.33 1.35
Aug Bi Ce 0.281 0.013 -3.70 0.49

Ce Sn 0.310 0.003 -8.06 0.19
Sn Bi Low 0.321 0.005 -10.04 0.62

Bi Low Cs 0.322 0.005 -8.73 0.95
Cs Bi High 0.326 0.005 -13.94 0.48

Full Calibration 0.326 0.002 -12.55 0.17

Table 5.1: Derived values for offset O and gain g from the fits to two energetically
adjacent calibration peaks.
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Figure 5.1: Energy dependent gain of the detector, derived using the 2-peak fits.
Two energetically adjacent peaks are used to derive a local energy dependent gain
g(E), see eq. (5.2). The derived parameters of the exponential and the sinusoidal
fits are listed in table 5.2, see also eq. (5.3) and (5.4).

with g0 denoting the gain at E=0 and Eth an energy threshold. Both approaches
are continuous and continuously differentiable. The fit results are listed in
table 5.2.

These two non-linear approaches were also used to perform a simultaneous fit
to all available calibration peaks with three free parameters: gain g, offset O
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Approach Gain Start Gain Energy Threshold
g [ch/keV] g0 [ch/keV] Eth [keV]

exp 0.325 0.252 141
sin 0.325 0.263 397

Table 5.2: Derived values for gain g, start gain g0 and energy threshold Eth from
the exponential and the sinusoidal fit to the 2-peak data in fig. 5.1.

and energy threshold Eth, see e.g. fig. 3.12. The resulting reduced χ2 values
are:

χ2
exp = 1.4 and χ2

sin = 2.0 . (5.5)

The exponential approach describes the calibration data more accurate ac-
cording to the derived χ2 values. The detector function of the exponential
approach is obtained by integrating eq. (5.3), using the boundary conditions
CH(E=0) = 0 and CH(E�Eth) = g · E + O:

CH(E) = g · E + O ·
(

1− e−E/Eth
)

with (5.6)

O = Eth · (g0 − g) < 0 . (5.7)

(a) Energy to channel relation for linear
and exponential approach together with
the approximate peak positions of the
used calibration sources.
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(b) With enabled exponential approach
of eq. (5.6), the theoretical description of
the 207Bi source (red) fits over a broad
energy range with reduced χ2 of 1.5.

Figure 5.2: Energy to channel relation and fit to 207Bi with enabled exponential
non-linear approach.
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5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

This non-linear energy to channel relation and the linear approach from eq. (5.2)
are displayed in fig. 5.2a together with position marks of the calibration peaks.
A deviation from linearity is only visible for energies below about 200 keV.
Figure 5.2b shows a broad fit to the 207Bi spectrum with exponential non-
linearity enabled. The data can be described to energies noticeably below
200 keV. The underlying physical explanation of the detector non-linearity is
discussed now.

Monte Carlo Simulation

Several properties of the electron transport in an organic scintillator and the
backscatter probability can be simulated with the Monte Carlo tool CASINO.1
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Figure 5.3: Results from analysis with the Monte Carlo tool CASINO. Left: elec-
tron trajectory inside the scintillator, with the upper edge as incident surface.
In blue, electrons which deposit all energy inside the material, whereas the red
trajectories symbolize particles, which are backscattered. The chosen energy and
incident angle are: E=500 keV, θ=30◦. The electron track length is about 1.6 mm.
Right: derived backscatter probability as function of energy and incident angle.
The energy dependence is weak, while at about θ≈50◦ the backscatter probability
is already 10 %. The derived probabilities are in absolute agreement with [Wie05].

The left plot in fig. 5.3 shows the simulated trajectories of incident electrons
inside the scintillator. The red trajectories represent those particles, which do
not deposit their energy completely, but are reflected. The backscatter coeffi-
cient as function of energy and incident angle θ is shown in the right plot. The
results are in good agreement with those shown in [Mar03] or [Wie05], derived
with other Monte Carlo tools.

1The Monte Carlo tool CASINO has been invented by the research team at Université de
Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada.
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The tool CASINO is used to derive the functional dependence of the electron
track length on the energy. The result is:

x(E) = k · Ey , (5.8)

with k denoting an ionization property of an electron in the scintillator and
energy E given in keV. The two parameters were found by fitting the results of
the simulations for an energy range of 50–1000 keV:

y ∼= 1.58 and k ∼= 80 nm . (5.9)

These results were used as input parameters in a semi-empirical non-linear
model, which is described now.

Birks Model

The response of a scintillator is a function of the type of the incident particle,
the respective energy and the specific ionization properties. As described
above, the organic scintillator BC400 shows a non-linear response below about
200 keV. This behavior is known for electrons in organic materials. The first
semi-empirical explanation by [Bir52, Bir64] defines the following differential
response functions:

dL
dx

= L0 ·
dE
dx

1 + kB
dE
dx

⇒ (5.10)

dL
dE

= L0 ·
1

1 + kB
dE
dx

, (5.11)

with kB denoting the Birks constant, L0 a luminosity scaling constant and
dE/ dx the energy loss:

dE
dx

=
dE
dt

·
dt
dx

=
dE
dt

·
1

v(E)
. (5.12)

The underlying assumption in the Birks Model is that a large energy loss (small
velocity v, see eq. (5.12)) produces high local densities of excited molecule
states. This increase of local ionization power leads to the so-called quenching
interaction and a suppression of excitation, see denominator in eq. (5.11).
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From eq. (5.8) the differential energy loss dE/dx can be derived:

x(E) = k · Ey ⇒ dE
dx

=
1

k · y · Ey−1 with y > 1 , (5.13)

where k describes the ionization property. Now the response function L(E),
which corresponds to the measured function CH(E), follows by integration:

L(E) =
∫ dL

dE
dE =

∫
L0 ·

1

1 + kB
k · 1

y Ey−1

dE

= E · L0

(
1− 2F1

[
1,

1
y− 1

,
y

y− 1
,−k y Ey−1

kB

])
. (5.14)

The hypergeometric function 2F1(a, b(y), c(y), f (E, y)) is only solvable in closed
form for some selected values of y. Two possible solutions for values of y close
to the empirically derived value y=1.58 (see eq. (5.9)) are:

L1(E) = L0

(
E−9kB

8k
E

2
3 +

27k2
B

16k2 E
1
3−

81 k3
B

64 k3 ln
[
4k E

1
3 +3 kB

])
, y =

4
3

(5.15)

L2(E) = L0

E−9kB

5k
E

1
3 +

√
243
125

k3
B

k3 · arctan
[

5
3

k
kB

E
1
3

] , y =
5
3

. (5.16)

Both solutions were implemented in the fitprogram p3fit, tested and com-
pared with the sinusoidal and exponential approaches by fitting all available
calibration peaks simultaneously. The results are listed in the following table.

Non-linear Model χ2 / ndf

sinusoidal 2.0
exponential 1.4

Birks L1 2.0
Birks L2 1.7

The derived values for the Birks constant kB are close to the expected value of
the plastic scintillator BC400 [NI10]:

kB ≈ 100
nm
keV

, (5.17)
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while the ionization constant k deviates from the empirically derived value
in eq. (5.9) by about a factor of two. The plot in fig. 5.4 presents the energy
dependent gain dL(E)/ dE of the four analyzed non-linear approaches.
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Figure 5.4: Gain dL(E)/ dE of the four analyzed non-linear approaches. The
green curve is shifted for display reasons by −0.1 on the y-axis.

In [Leo94, Cho52, FKK53] several extensions to the first Birks model are de-
scribed. Two of them are:

dL
dx

= L0 ·
A dE

dx

1 + B dE
dx + C

(
dE
dx

)2 and (5.18)

dL
dx

=
A

2 B
ln
(

1 + 2 B
dE
dx

)
. (5.19)

All these extensions have been shown experimentally to be still incomplete,
particularly for large differential energy losses (low energies). Therefore, further
analysis is necessary to determine the appropriate non-linear description of a
scintillator detector at low energies. Especially more information is required in
the energy range 100–300 keV.

Detector Efficiency – Number of Photo-Electrons

From the detector calibration the detector efficiency is derived as well. This
property is expressed by PE, the number of photo-electrons at the first dynode
of the photo-multipliers per MeV incident energy. The derived quantity can be
compared with a theoretical estimation.
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Using the refractive index of the scintillator to calculate the limiting angle of
total reflection sin θg=

1
nscint

, the spherical ratio of the detected photons can be
derived:

RΩ =
1

4 π
·

Ω∫
0

dΩ′ =
1

4 π
· 2

θg∫
−θg

dφ · 2

π/2−θg∫
0

sin θ dθ

RΩ
∼= 16 % . (5.20)

The light attenuation of the scintillator can be estimated using the derived
attenuation length (see section 5.1.2) and the approximate path length of the
photons:

Ratt = e−
x

xatt ≈ e−
25 cm
70 cm ≈ 70 % . (5.21)

The light yield of the scintillator BC400 is specified as 65 % of that of Anthracene,
which is [BS53]:

Nphotons = 0.65 · 1.4 · 104 photons

MeV
= 9.1 · 103 photons

MeV
. (5.22)

With the quantum efficiency p of the photo-multipliers and an estimated
additional attenuation due to the optical interfaces between scintillator, light
guides and photomultipliers Dint ≈ 70 % [Plo00], the number of photo-electrons
per MeV follows:

PEtheo = p · Nphotons · RΩ · Ratt · Dint ≈ 185
photo-el.

MeV
, (5.23)

which is of similar order as the measured detector efficiencies:

PEdet 1
∼= 135

photo-el.

MeV
and

PEdet 2
∼= 165

photo-el.

MeV
. (5.24)

The remaining deviations are mainly due to the uncertainties in Dint and the
ratio Ratt. The efficiency of detector 2 is higher, since the light guides of this
detector were reworked before the beamtime, see section 4.1.
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Uncertainty of Detector Calibration

The theoretical descriptions of the calibration spectra or the neutron decay
spectra have to be rescaled and mapped using the energy to channel relation of
eq. (5.6), before they are used to fit the measured experimental spectra. The
parameters of the mapping function, offset O and gain g, can be derived in two
different ways. Method 1: just like the energy threshold Eth and the number of
photo-electrons PE, offset and gain can be derived from a fit to a calibration
set. In the second method offset and gain are obtained by a fit to the neutron
decay spectrum sum(E) with only these two free parameters.
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Figure 5.5: Results of the comparison analysis on the detector calibration. The pa-
rameter Eth and the number of photo-electrons PE are derived from the respective
calibration sets. The data in blue show the asymmetries, when offset O and gain
g are also obtained from the same calibration sets. In green, offset and gain are
derived from a fit to the spectrum sum(E). The difference is about 1 · 10−3. Note
that the scatter of the individual pairs of asymmetry values is expected, since the
necessary systematic corrections due to magnetic mirror effect and background,
which are different for each dataset, are not applied.

Both methods were used to derive the β-asymmetry spectra from the whole
dataset. The final difference of these two methods describes the uncertainty of
the detector calibration. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison for each of the four
available datasets. The resulting uncertainty of the detector calibration on the
asymmetry A is:

∆A
A cal = 5 · 10−4 . (5.25)
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The absolute values of A were finally derived according to method 2: the
parameters offset O and gain g were derived from fits to sum(E), while PE
and Eth were obtained from simultaneous fits to the calibration spectra. This
method takes the non-uniformity of the detector response (see next section)
into account.

5.1.2 Position Dependence of the Detector Response

The detector response depends on the plane position of an electron incidence
on the detector. The analysis of this effect is necessary, since the measured
electron beam is not point-like. Even if the electrons are emitted by one of the
point-like calibration sources, the resulting electron beam hitting the scintillator
is broadened in the plane, because of the gyration of the charged particles
around the magnetic field lines. Close to the detectors, the radius is limited to
(see eq. (3.15) and (3.21)):

rdet
max = rmax

√
Bmax

Bdet

∼= 3.6 cm . (5.26)

The FWHM of the electron distribution is at r′ ≈ 0.18 · rdet
max [Fri08, Dub08b],

which covers an area of about A≈5 cm2. Furthermore the spatial profile of the
electron beam, coming from decayed neutrons, follows certainly the profile of
the neutron beam with additional gyration-broadening.

There are several possible reasons for a non-uniformity of a scintillation detec-
tor:

• Due to the so-called self-absorption process of the scintillation light, each
scintillator has an intrinsic attenuation length. This decreases the number
of photons on their way to the photomultipliers. The used scintillator
(Bicron BC400) has an intrinsic attenuation length of xatt=160 cm, which
results in a 0.2 % effect, see eq. (3.38).

• Solvent vapor can cause cracks on the surface of the scintillator, which
decreases the specified attenuation length. A possible reason for the very
short attenuation length of the PerkeoIII detectors during the 2007 beam-
time (xatt≈15 cm⇒ 40 % effect) is assumed to be a detector exposure to
Acetone vapor.

• Mechanical stress of the scintillator would further reduce the reflectivity
of the surface.
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• The six photomultipliers give a position dependent contribution to the to-
tal energy value of an incidence. Hence, the adjustment of the high-voltage
power supply as well as the optical coupling of the photomultipliers to
the scintillators are very important.

Before and during the 2009 beamtime several actions were taken, to improve
the position dependence, see section 3.3.2. To quantify the remaining non-
uniformity, the surfaces of both detectors were scanned several times during
the beamtime with the available calibration sources. Most of the 2-dimensional
scans were performed on a grid of 7×7 points in the plane, covering an area of
about 20×20 cm2.

Re-Calibration of the Detectors

Instead of a simple summation of the measured energies of the six photo-
multipliers, the sum D on each detector can be derived by re-calibrating the
contribution of each photomultiplier:

D =
6

∑
i=1

ci · Pi , (5.27)

where Pi denote the contributions of each photomultiplier and ci the respective
scaling factors. By chosing an appropriate set of scaling factors ci, the plane
uniformity can be optimized. As a starting point for the re-calibration, the
method from [Kre99] is used. Therefore the variance σ2 of the 2-dimensional
detector scans is calculated and minimized with regard to the used set of scaling
factors ci. The mean sum D is the average value of the complete 2D-scan:

σ2 =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

(
6

∑
i=1

ci · Pj
i − D

)2

, D =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

6

∑
i=1

ci · Pj
i (5.28)

∂(σ2)

∂ck

=
2
N

N

∑
j=1

(
6

∑
i=1

ci · Pj
i − D

)
Pj

k
!
= 0 ⇒ (5.29)

D ·
N

∑
j=1

Pj
k =

N

∑
j=1

6

∑
i=1

ci · Pj
i Pj

k

= ck ·
N

∑
j=1

(
Pj

k

)2
+

N

∑
j=1

6

∑
i 6=k

ci · Pj
i Pj

k , (5.30)
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where Pj
i denotes the fitted peak position of the chosen radioactive source

for each photomultiplier i and each measurement j of the total number of N
measurements on the grid.

Equation (5.30) can be rewritten using the following matrices:

D = D ·


∑N

j Pj
1

...

∑N
j Pj

6

 , M =


∑N

j Pj
1 Pj

1 · · · ∑N
j Pj

1 Pj
6

... . . . ...

∑N
j Pj

6 Pj
1 · · · ∑N

j Pj
6 Pj

6

 , c =

c1
...

c6

 (5.31)

D = M · c ⇒ c = M−1 · D . (5.32)

To solve this system of equations and to derive the scaling factors ci, just the
values Pj

i have to be fitted and matrix M has to be inverted.

Due to the geometry of the detector and the arrangement of the photomul-
tipliers, there is a strong position dependence of the measured spectrum on
each photomultiplier. Figure 5.6 shows this dependence for a chosen plane
position of (160, 250) mm. With the upper right photomultiplier PM1/3 the
measured 113Sn peak is at a 10 times higher energy position compared to e.g.
PM1/5, which is located on the lower right position of the scintillator. Due to
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Figure 5.6: Measured spectra of the six photomultipliers on detector 1. The 113Sn
source was positioned at the plane position (160, 250) mm, close to PM1/3. The
energy of the 113Sn peak, measured with this photomultiplier, was about 10 times
higher compared with the two lower photomultipliers, PM1/2 and PM1/5.
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the resulting large uncertainties on the derived values of Pj
i , the output of the

previously described re-calibration method improves the uniformity, but does
not result in an optimum.

The variance σ2 in eq. (5.28) was further decreased using a new Monte Carlo
tool mc2D. The resulting vectors c from the matrix inversion were taken as a
starting point for the 6-dimensional minimization process. The final optimized
values for the scaling factors ci of the six photomultipliers on each detector
are:

cdet 1 = {0.862, 0.786, 0.860, 0.926, 1.072, 0.981} and (5.33)
cdet 2 = {0.913, 0.971, 0.803, 0.887, 1.039, 0.955} . (5.34)

Figure 5.7 shows the resulting uniformity on both detectors before and after
the full re-calibration. The uniformity could be improved to about ±1 % within
the corresponding surface area of the detectors. To test the results of the re-
calibration according to the assumed cosh x behavior, two fitfunctions were
defined and fitted to the data before and after the re-calibration:

f1(x, y) = C1 and (5.35)

f2(x, y) = C2 · cosh
x− x0

xatt
, (5.36)

with xatt as fitted attenuation length. The results are:

Detector raw / re-cal σ2 of f1(x, y) σ2 of f2(x, y) xatt [mm]

1 raw 77/49 68/49 670
1 re-cal 35/49 26/49 680

2 raw 267/49 249/49 620
2 re-cal 92/49 68/49 610

As expected, on both re-calibrated detectors the function f2(x, y) describes the
uniformity more accurately. The derived values for the attenuation length xatt
are at least four times higher compared with the previous PerkeoIII measure-
ment in 2007, which results in a ±1 % instead of a ±20 % uniformity.
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Figure 5.7: These four plots present the effect of the detector re-calibration. The left
plots show the raw 2D-uniformity on detector 1 and 2, which is already noticeably
more homogeneous, ±2 %, compared to previous Perkeo measurements [Fri08,
Mun06, Rei99]. After applying the re-calibration methods, the uniformity could
be improved to less than ±1 % (right plots).

5.1.3 Trigger Function

The probability that an event (e.g. electron or γ-quant) of energy E generates a
trigger-event in the data acquisition system, is described by the trigger function
T(E), which tends to unity for higher energies. In the experimental setup
of PerkeoIII there are three detection cases to measure a spectrum with e.g.
detector 1:

1. Event triggers only detector 1⇒ event-spectrum on det 1: P1(E)
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2. Event triggers only detector 2⇒ unrecognized backscatter spectrum on
det 1: P2(E)

3. Event triggers detector 1, is reflected and triggers the opposite detector as
well⇒ event-spectrum on det 1: P3(E)

Due to the symmetric detector design of PerkeoIII, the backscattered events
are measured as well. Hence, the trigger function T(E) can be described using
this property. The trigger function on detector 1 becomes:

T(E) =
P3(E)

P2(E) + P3(E)
. (5.37)

For low energies, the energy to channel relation of the detector is not linear
(see section 5.1.1). Therefore the trigger function is given as function of ADC-
channels ch.
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Figure 5.8: Trigger probabilities of detector 1 and 2 as function of energy in
channels. The shown data are measured with discriminator threshold at value
4. The probability is close to unity above energies of 2000 ch (90 keV), which is
significantly below the lower fit limit of the experimental asymmetry (300 keV,
see section 5.7). The 50 % probabilities are at T1 ≈ 30 keV and T2 ≈ 28 keV (see
table 5.3).

Figure 5.8 shows this probability function T(E) for the dataset, measured with
the discriminator threshold at value 4 (4 mV @ 50 Ω). The 50 % and 90 % values
of the trigger functions are listed in table 5.3.
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Detector T50 T50 T90 T90
[ch] [keV] [ch] [keV]

Det 1 550 41 960 57
Det 2 525 40 910 56

Table 5.3: Energy values of the 50 % and 90 % trigger probabilities from fig. 5.8.
The numbers given in keV are derived according to section 5.1.1, using the
exponential non-linear approach.

These values are within the expected range, assuming a photomultiplier pulse
length of about 20 ns:

E =
U2

R
· ∆t =

(4 mV)2

50 Ω
· 20 ns ∼= 40 keV . (5.38)

Even these rather low trigger thresholds (compared with previous Perkeo mea-
surements) create some minor systematic effects. There is a certain probability
that an electron hits one of the detectors, does not trigger the electronics, is
reflected to the opposite detector and creates an event there. The consequences
are twofold: the value of the measured energy is wrong and – even more im-
portant – the assignment of this event to the detectors is wrong. The symmetric
setup of PerkeoIII helps to minimize this systematic effect. To estimate this,
an analytic description of the trigger function is given below.

Theoretical Description of the Trigger Function

In [Fri08] the trigger function T(E) was derived using binomial distributions
for the quantum efficiency p of the photomultipliers and for the coincidence
criterion two–of–six. Two descriptions were derived: T1(ch), when one photo-
electron is sufficient to trigger the data acquisition system, and T2(ch), when
two photo-electrons are necessary:

T1(ch) = 1− (1− p)6 · ch · a ·
[

6
(1− p)ch · a − 5

]
and (5.39)

T2(ch) = 1−
[
(1−p)ch·a·

(
1+

ch·a·p
1−p

)]6

·

 6

(1−p)ch·a·
(

1+ ch·a·p
1−p

) − 5

 , (5.40)
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with energy scaling parameter a and quantum efficiency p. Since it is expected
that one photo-electron is sufficient to trigger the discriminator (see eq. (3.41)),
T1(ch) is assumed to fit the data more accurately.
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Figure 5.9: Measured trigger function together with the original fitfunctions T1(ch),
T2(ch) on the left side and with modified fitfunctions T?

1 (ch) (red) and T†
1 (ch)

(green) on the right side.

Figure 5.9a shows the fits of both function to the data. T1(ch) (red curve) does
not fit decently and the derived values of the parameters in the fit of T2(ch) are
non-physical.

Since the scintillation detectors have a non-linear energy response for energies
below about 200 keV (see section 5.1.1), these two fitfunctions are adapted
accordingly, using the exponential approach:

ch · a→ ch · a + O ·
(

1− e−ch/chth(Eth)
)

⇒ (5.41)

T?
1 (ch) = 1− (1− p)6 · (ch · a+O · (1−e−ch/chth))

×
[

6

(1− p)ch · a+O · (1−e−ch/chth)
− 5

]
, (5.42)

and T?
2 (ch) follows similarly. The new function T?

2 (ch) still gives non-physical
values, while the fit result of T?

1 (ch) is only slightly improved, see red curve
in fig. 5.9b. In these fits, the non-linear parameter chth(Eth) and the offset O
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5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

were fixed to the derived values of section 5.1.1, only the scaling factor a and
quantum efficiency p were free parameters. As next step a new parameter was
added, which would physically describe a thin absorption layer at the surface
of the scintillator.

ch · a→ ch · a + O0 + O ·
(

1− e−ch/chth(Eth)
)

⇒ (5.43)

T†
1 (ch) = 1− (1− p)6 · (ch · a+O0+O · (1−e−ch/chth))

×
[

6

(1− p)ch · a+O0+O · (1−e−ch/chth)
− 5

]
, (5.44)

The fit with the function T†
1 (ch) to the data was performed with fixed values

for chth(Eth) and O. This new function fits much more decently to the data and
the derived values are (see green curve in fig. 5.9b):

p = 0.25 , (5.45)

a = 5.2 · 10−3 photons

ch
and (5.46)

O0 = 129 ch . (5.47)

Besides the acceptable shape, the quantum efficience p is close to the specified
value of 0.26, see section 3.3.2. The value of a describes the number of photons
per photomultiplier per channel. It can be used to derive the detector relevant
number of photo-electrons per 1 MeV, which gives:

PE ≈ a · gain · 〈# of PMTs〉 · p

≈ 250
photo-electrons

MeV
, (5.48)

which is about 50 % above the derived number, when fitting the calibration
sources with p3fit, see eq. (5.24). An offset of O0 = 129 ch corresponds to an
energy of about 4 keV.

As a conclusion, the modified theoretical trigger function T†
1 (ch) fits decently

to the data and delivers three physically relevant parameters.
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Chapter 5 Data analysis

5.1.4 Electron Backscattering

There is a certain probability that an electron leaves the scintillator before it has
deposited its energy completely. This effect depends strongly on the kinetic
energy E and the incident angle θ. Backscattering can produce some significant
effects:

• When the electron has created a trigger event, backscattering will reduce
and therefore distort the measured energy.

• Assuming that the energy of the electron is not sufficient to trigger the
system, backscattering to the opposite detector can produce a wrong
assignment of this electron to the detection system.

Since backscattering is an intrinsic property of low energy electron detectors, it
can not be avoided. Hence, it is very important to understand and quantify this
energy and angle dependent effect, so that the necessary systematic correction
and uncertainty on the asymmetry A can be derived. Figure 5.10 shows the
measured spectrum sum(E) = N↑(E) + N↓(E). When the backscattered events
are not accounted for (green curve), the spectrum shifts towards lower energies
and changes its shape.

The magnetic field strength in PerkeoIII decreases towards the two symmetric
detectors. This has two consequences: first, the angular distribution is limited
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Figure 5.10: The β-spectrum sum(E) is shown with (black) and without (green)
energy contribution of backscattered electrons. The backscattered electrons (red),
measured with the opposite detector, have predominantly low energies.
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5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

to angles below θ ≈ 47◦, see eq. (3.25). Particles with a small incident angle
θ have a larger penetration depth. The second effect is that backscattered
electrons move towards an increasing magnetic field strength, with a possible
reflection at the magnetic mirror and another incident to the same detector. The
remaining particles, which are able to overcome the maximum of the magnetic
field at the center of the decay volume, hit the opposite detector. Because of
the resulting flight time to the opposite detector, the measurement time of the
energy (integration process in the ADCs) is set to tgate=300 ns (see backscatter
function in fig. 4.7). This is necessary to measure electrons for all possible
backscatter-scenarios. To reconstruct the final backscatter-corrected spectra
(black curve in fig. 5.10), the energy measured with the opposite detector has
just to be added to the energy on the incident detector.

In conclusion, the effect of missing energy due to backscattering is prevented
by the experimental design. The issue of a possible wrong assignment of an
electron with respect to the incident detector will be discussed later.

Short Gate Time of the ADCs, mcBackscatter

The new ADCs did not behave as expected for one property: the ADC-internal
integration time deviated from the programmed gate time. This has the con-
sequence that the energy of backscattered events is lost, when they are slower
than tgate∼= 220 ns.

To estimate the systematic impact of this ADC behavior, a new Monte Carlo
tool mcBackscatter was created. In [Wie05] electron backscatter calculations
were made using the electron transport code ETRAN.2 Electrons with kinetic
energies from 100 to 700 keV in intervals of 100 keV and with incident angles
from 0◦ to 90◦ in steps of 15◦ were directed to a plastic scintillator, similar
to those in the PerkeoIII detectors. The derived distributions of backscatter
probability, backscattered energy and exit angle, which are functions of incident
energy and angle, are described by phenomenological functions.

In the new Monte Carlo tool mcBackscatter the parameters of these calculations
on the 7×7 grid were interpolated and the resulting continuous functions were
used to calculate the necessary PDF-, CDF- and inverse CDF-functions.3

2ETRAN computes the transport of electrons and photons through e.g. a plastic scintillator,
see http://www.oecd-nea.org/tools/abstract/detail/ccc-0107/.

3PDF: normalized probability density function, CDF: cumulative distribution function.
CDF(y) =

∫ y
−∞ PDF(x)dx.
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Figure 5.11: Several spectra derived with the new Monte Carlo tool mcBackscatter.
The lost events (red) appear only below about 10 keV, see zoomed figure on the
right. The green spectrum has not included any backscattered events (compare
with green curve in fig. 5.10), the blue curve shows the spectrum of the events,
which are backscattered and measured with the opposite detector, and the black
spectrum includes all directly measured and backscattered events. This latter
spectrum is compared with the theoretical spectrum F(E), see below. The number
of events in this Monte Carlo analysis is 1 · 107.

The model, used to describe the incident electrons, is based on the angular
distribution at the PerkeoIII detectors (see fig. 3.7) and the phase space factor
F(E), see eq. (2.13). For each modeled electron, the following parameters were
derived:

• Incident energy E according to the CDF of F(E)

• Polar decay angle θ in the decay volume, see eq. (3.24), and at the detector,
see eq. (3.30)

• Backscatter probability η as function of the incident angle θ and energy E

• If applicable, the energy of the backscattered electron Eback

• Angle of backscattered electron θback

The flight time of an electron from one to the opposite detector depends on the
energy, the backscatter angle and the magnetic field profile. An already existing
Monte Carlo tool Magfield34 is able to calculate the flight time, using these
input parameters. Now the flight time t(E, θ) is used as a criterion, whether a
backscattered electron is fast enough to be measured or not. An exemplary run
with the Monte Carlo tool mcBackscatter gives the following results:

4Magfield3, developed and supported by Ferenc Glück, calculates magnetic field profiles and
electron trajectories using specific data of a solenoid system [Glü11a, Glü11b].
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5.1 Properties of the Electron Detector

• Total number of electrons in the Monte Carlo simulation: 1 · 107

• Relative number of all backscattered electrons: 9.2 · 10−2

• Backscattered electrons, measured with the same detector: 4.3 · 10−2

• Backscattered electrons, measured with the opposite detector: 4.9 · 10−2

• Relative number of lost backscattered electrons: 1.2 · 10−3

The resulting spectra are shown in fig. 5.11. The energies of the missing events
are mainly below 10 keV. The effect of missing events on the spectrum sum(E)
is analyzed and shown in the left plot of fig. 5.12. The fit in this plot is made
with the normalization as only free parameter. Then two Monte Carlo generated
spectra, with and without the lost events, are used to fit the measured spectrum
sum(E) with two free parameters offset O and gain g. The deviation between
the two derived parameters gwith and gwithout is about ∆g/g ∼= 0.3(5.7) · 10−4,
which would propagate to an uncertainty on the correlation coefficient A:

∆A
A
≈ 0.08(1.43) · 10−4 . (5.49)
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Figure 5.12: Fit with derived Monte Carlo spectra (red) to the measured data
(black), with the normalization as the only free parameter, while offset O, gain
g and non-linear threshold Eth are derived from a fit to a calibration set, see
section 5.1.1. On the left side the measured spectrum sum(E) including the
backscattered events is fitted, on the right side only events, which are backscattered
to the opposite detector.

As part of a Master Thesis the backscattering effect is currently analyzed
using Geant4,5 another Monte Carlo tool, developed and supported by CERN.

5GEANT is an acronym for GEometry ANd Tracking. Since Geant4 is optimized for high
particle energies, the PENELOPE code was implemented and used to simulate the transport
of the electrons.
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Chapter 5 Data analysis

It can be used to simulate the transport properties of particles during their
motion through matter. The input parameters of this simulation are the angular
distribution of the electrons at the detector according to eq. (3.30), the phase
space factor F(E) of eq. (2.13) and some material parameters of the plastic
scintillator.

Since the future project PERC does not provide a symmetric 2×2π detector
design, these two simulation tools are able to support pre-studies regarding
the backscattering effect. And finally, the tool mcBackscatter showed that the
effect of the short gate time of the ADCs results in a very small effect on the
asymmetry correlation coefficient A, see eq. (5.49).

Unrecognized Backscattering and Wrongly Assigned Events

Figure 5.13 shows all trigger possibilities in case of an electron hitting detector 1.
For cases a and b there is no measurable backscattering at all.6 When the
electron is backscattered, there is a certain probability that it triggers detector 2
as well (case c). If not, backscattering is unrecognized (case d, emphasized in
green). However, this case is covered, since the ADCs measure the energy of
all photomultipliers, when any of the detectors is triggered. The only critical
case is, when the electron does not trigger the primary detector, is reflected
and does trigger the opposite detector (case e, emphasized in red). This would
result in a wrong detector assignment.

b. Not detected 

d. Detection via ADC possible

e− on D1

triggers D1

Backscattering

No Backscattering

triggers D1 not

triggers D2

triggers D2 not

triggers D1

triggers D1 not

triggers D2

triggers D2 not

a. Normal case

c. 2 Trigger Backscattering

e. Wrong assignment to D2

f. Not detected

Figure 5.13: Possibility tree for incident electrons. Case e is critical, since the
electron is assigned to the wrong detector [SA08].

To estimate the number and spectral distribution of the wrongly assigned
electrons, several backscatter spectra are generated, using the same notation as
in [SA08]:

• H1(E): backscattered events, which trigger both detectors, case c.

6Note: case a does also include, when the electron is backscattered at one detector, reflected
at the magnetic mirror and finally measured with the same detector.
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5.2 Time of Flight Spectra

• H2(E): backscattered events, which must not trigger the second detector,
according to case c + case d.

• H3(E): spectrum H1(E) divided by the trigger function T(E). The result-
ing spectrum is equivalent to a backscatter spectrum, measured with a
trigger efficiency of T(E)=1.

• Therefore, the difference H2(E) − H3(E) represents the fraction of the
wrongly assigned events according to case e.
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Figure 5.14: Backscatter spectra H1(E), H2(E), H3(E) and the difference H2(E)−
H3(E). The overall fraction of wrongly assigned events (red) vs. the spectrum
sum(E) is about 2 · 10−3 at energies below 40 keV.

Figure 5.14 shows these spectra together with the spectrum sum(E) as a ref-
erence.7 The spectrum of the wrongly assigned events is marked in red. The
overall 2 · 10−3 wrongly assigned events yield an uncertainty on the asymmetry
correlation coefficient A of [SA08]:

∆A
A

< 1 · 10−4 . (5.50)

5.2 Time of Flight Spectra

By using a pulsed neutron beam, the signals from the decay products and the
beam related background are functions of the time of flight of the neutrons. As
previously shown in section 3.4 and fig. 3.9, there is the signal time window in
the ToF spectrum, in which the neutron pulse is completely located inside the
decay volume, and the background time window, with no neutrons inside the
entire spectrometer.

7Here, the spectrum sum(E) does not include the backscattered events, according to case a.
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Figure 5.15: Several time of flight spectra with (300 keV < E < 700 keV) and
without energy cuts. The effect of the magnetic mirror on the decay electrons
(section 3.3.1) is clearly visible. The eventrates on the two detectors (red and
green) show positive and negative slopes at flight times of about 3–5 ms, while the
sum of these spectra is flat (black curves). The downstream detector, det 2 close to
the beamstop, measured much more γ-radiation from the absorption process of
the neutron pulse, while the influence on the upstream detector (det 1) is weak.
This strong peak nearly disappears in the plots with the energy cut (right), hence
these events are not within the asymmetry fit range.

In fig. 5.15 the ToF spectra are shown for both detectors separately and for
the sum. The magnetic mirror effect as well as the absorption process of the
neutrons at the beam stop are visible. The latter results in a strong shower
of γ-radiation on detector 2. In the following the signal time window is
discussed. The background time window is covered in section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.
To determine the appropriate time window for the signal measurements, two
possible methods were analyzed.
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5.2 Time of Flight Spectra

ToF Spectra During the Signal Time Window

As a starting point in this analysis the energy cutted ToF spectra from fig. 5.15
are background corrected. The left plot in fig. 5.16 shows the two spectra from
detector 1 and 2 of the 94 Hz measurements. The crossing point of the spectra
defines the center point of the signal time window. Now the window width
is determined using the region of approximately constant slopes in the ToF
spectra. The derived signal windows are:

t83
sig ∈ [3.2, 5.2]ms and t94

sig ∈ [3.1, 5.1]ms . (5.51)
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Figure 5.16: Left: the crossing point of the two background corrected signal
spectra is at 4.1 ms. Right: the sum of these two spectra is flat over a period of
3 ms (94 Hz data).

The right plot in fig. 5.16 shows the sum of the ToF spectra from detector 1
and 2. It reveals a constant eventrate over the whole signal time window.

Asymmetry as Function of the Time of Flight

The asymmetry on both detectors was derived for subsequent time intervals of
∆t=100 µs, starting at t1=1 ms up to t2=6 ms. Figure 5.17 shows the result of
this analysis. The asymmetry A is a function of the ToF of the neutrons due to
the clearly visible effect of the magnetic mirror. The results of a constant fit to
the averaged data are listed in table 5.4.

The visible crossing point of the asymmetries on detector 1 and 2 is taken as
a center of the signal time window and the available signal window width
follows from the region with a small slope on A. The derived signal windows
of the 83 Hz and 94 Hz data were exactly the same as previously derived in
eq. (5.51).
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Figure 5.17: Asymmetry A as function of the time of flight of the neutron pulse.
Left: chopper at 83 Hz, right: 94 Hz. For flight times below about 4 ms, detector 1
measures a smaller (absolute) asymmetry (red), while it is increased on detector 2
(green), due to the magnetic mirror effect. The average of the two detectors (blue)
is fitted over the signal windows in eq. (5.51) and the respective results are given
in table 5.4

Chopper freq. Uncertainty on A Reduced χ2 Probability

83 Hz 2.0 · 10−3 11/19 0.92
94 Hz 2.0 · 10−3 24/19 0.20

Table 5.4: Results of the constant fits to the data, shown in fig. 5.17. The used
fitrange is given in eq. (5.51).

5.3 Background

Background radiation is constantly present in the environment. It is emitted
from a variety of natural and artificial sources. In experimental physics these
sources can be dependent (section 5.3.2) or independent (section 5.3.3) on the
experimental setup.

By using a pulsed neutron beam at least the beam related background is not con-
stant but a function of the time of flight of the neutrons. This section discusses
the implications of time dependent and all other sources of background.

5.3.1 Background in the Time of Flight Spectra

After all neutrons of the pulse are absorbed in the beamstop, there are no
charged particles from neutron decay anymore in the spectrometer. The events,
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5.3 Background

which can be measured until the next neutron pulse enters the experiment, are
pure background. To ascertain the appropriate time window for the background
measurement, the data are selected according to their energy and only events
within the range of 300 keV < E < 700 keV are used. These spectra together
with linear fits are shown in fig. 5.18, while table 5.5 presents an overview of
the fit results.
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Figure 5.18: Time of flight spectra of the 83 Hz dataset with an energy cut of
300 keV< E< 700 keV. The values for the slope of a linear fit to the spectra as
well as the respective χ2 are shown in table 5.5.

Dataset
Fitrange Rel. Slope χ2 /

Prob.
Correction &

[ms] per ms ndf Uncertainty

det 1 83 Hz 10.90–11.90 −0.2(1.0) · 10−3 37.4 / 38 0.50 −0.1(0.7) · 10−3

det 2 83 Hz 10.90–11.90 −0.3(1.1) · 10−3 37.0 / 38 0.52 −0.2(0.8) · 10−3

det 1 94 Hz 9.55–10.55 −1.4(1.0) · 10−3 29.8 / 38 0.83 −1.0(0.7) · 10−3

det 2 94 Hz 9.55–10.55 −2.6(1.1) · 10−3 40.4 / 38 0.36 −1.8(0.8) · 10−3

Table 5.5: Relative slopes and χ2 values of the linear fits to the ToF spectra for the
chosen background time windows, see fig. 5.18. The reduced χ2 for the 83 Hz
data are close to unity, while the background slopes are of the order O(3 · 10−4)
per millisecond. The chopper period and therefore the available background time
windows are shorter in the 94 Hz dataset. This results in larger slopes, which are
about 2 · 10−3 per ms.

Since background should not be time dependent, the slopes of the linear fits
should be zero. The derived values for the slopes are zero-compatible in the
83 Hz datasets with reduced χ2 values close to unity. The slopes of the 94 Hz
datasets are about 2 · 10−3 per ms, since the available time window for the
background measurement is shorter.
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Before the background spectra are subtracted from the signal spectra, they
are scaled by the factor r = signal time

bg time = 2. Therefore, the final corrections and
uncertainties due to the background slope follow accordingly, see last column
in table 5.5.

A resulting systematic correction and uncertainty on the asymmetry correlation
coefficient A can be derived, using the definitions in eq. (5.1):

A =
S↑ − S↓

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
. (5.52)

After a derivation with respect to the background B, the relative uncertainty on
A becomes:

∂A
∂B

= A ·
r

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
and therefore

∆A
A

=
∂A
∂B

·
∆B
A

=
∆B
B

·
r · B

S↑ + S↓ − r · B

=
∆B
B

·
1

S↑+S↓
r · B − 1

≡ ∆B
B

· SF(E) . (5.53)
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Figure 5.19: The energy dependent suppression function SF(E) in eq. (5.53) gives
the relative influence on the uncertainty of the experimental asymmetry, resulting
from the systematic uncertainty of the background, see table 5.5. Therefore the
uncertainty ∆A/A is about 25 % of ∆B/B.

Figure 5.19 shows the influence of a background uncertainty ∆B/B on the
uncertainty of the asymmetry ∆A/A. The suppression is close to the signal–
to–background ratio S↑+S↓

r · B in the relevant energy range. The resulting relative
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uncertainties on A due to the background uncertainties are collected in table 5.6.

Dataset Correction on A Uncertainty on A

det 1 83 Hz −0.4 · 10−4 1.8 · 10−4

det 2 83 Hz −0.5 · 10−4 1.9 · 10−4

det 1 94 Hz −2.5 · 10−4 1.8 · 10−4

det 2 94 Hz −4.5 · 10−4 1.9 · 10−4

average −2.0 · 10−4 0.9 · 10−4

Table 5.6: Corrections and uncertainties of the asymmetry coefficient A, resulting
from background uncertainties in the time of flight spectra during the background
time windows.

5.3.2 Beam Related Background

Beam related background is intrinsically linked with the neutron beam. For that
reason it is impossible to measure either the electron signal or this background
signal separately. The origin of beam related background is mainly due to
several scattering and absorption processes of neutrons from the beam, e.g. at
the velocity selector, polarizer, collimation system, chopper or beamstop. In a
pulsed beam measurement it is very important that there is no time dependent
structure in the measured time of flight spectra.

Analysis of the LiF Tile Measurement

Two possibilities to estimate the approximate time dependent background
contribution to the ToF spectra are:

1. Measurement without magnetic field. With completely disabled B-field
the charged decay products are no longer projected to the detectors
and the signal vanishes. Only uncharged background remains, which is
therefore directly accessible.

2. Measurement with blocked neutron beam. To be still sensitive to γ-ra-
diation created by the chopper, the beamline and the collimation system,
a beamstop can be placed directly behind the chopper, to measure the
beam related background of these components.
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Figure 5.20: Time of flight spectra of the 6LiF measurement with chopper fre-
quency at 83 Hz. The left plot shows the spectra of the raw measured events, on
the right only events within an energy range of about 200 keV < E < 700 keV are
plotted. The beamstop peak is now at t ≈ 1.5 ms. The χ2-values of a constant fit
are shown in table 5.7.

Data χ2 /ndf Probability
Det 1 Det 2 Det 1 Det 2

raw 89.2 / 84 108.7 / 84 0.67 0.96
E-cut 100.8 / 84 90.8 / 84 0.9 0.71

Table 5.7: χ2 values and probabilities of constant fits to the ToF spectra in fig. 5.20.
The 94 Hz dataset gives similar numbers.

The second method was applied during the beamtime, see section 4.3. To collect
sufficient statistics, the measurement ran for about four days in this setup, both
chopper frequencies were applied (94 Hz and 83 Hz). The ToF spectra of this
measurement are shown in fig. 5.20 together with a constant fit over a large
period of time. The results of the fits (shown in table 5.7) as well as the shape
of the signals do not show any time dependent structure during the signal time.
This gives a further strong confidence that the beam related background, which
is measured during the background time window, is equivalent to that during
the signal time window.
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5.3.3 Beam Independent Background – Dependence on Neighbor
Experiments

Beam independent background appears even when the respective neutron
beam is switched off. It describes all sources of external influence coming
from:

• Natural cosmic γ-radiation, muons, . . .

• Calibration sources inside the spectrometer

• Radiation from the environment, e.g. from neighboring instruments

The beam facility PF1B inside the experimental hall ILL 7 is surrounded by a
number of experiments. The three closest to PerkeoIII were:

• D1A: High-resolution two-axis diffractometer, close to detector 2

• D1B: Another two-axis diffractometer, close to detector 2

• IN11: Spin-echo spectrometer, close to detector 1

As expected, these experiments produce a noticeable number of background
events (mostly γ-radiation), which were measured by the PerkeoIII detectors.
The signal to background ratio of the raw measured events was approximately
2:1. Besides the pure existence of this background, it is of course not constant
over time, depending on the utilization of these experiments. Each beam facility
has its own main-shutter to switch off the beam by blocking the neutrons before
entering the corresponding experiment.

The states of the main-shutters are logged, so that a subsequent correlation
analysis is possible. Figure 5.21 shows the influence of the status of the respec-
tive neighbor experiments on the number of measured background events for a
period of about 36 hours. Whenever any experiment changes its shutter status,
the background countrate responds noticeably. Table 5.8 correlates the closing
of the main-shutters with the particular drop in background countrate. It also
shows the total number of status changes for each experiment during the whole
PerkeoIII beamtime.

The maximum drop in countrate is about 50 % and dominated by experiment
IN11, which has changed the status about 400 times during the PerkeoIII
beamtime. Here the benefit of having a pulsed beam comes fully into play.
Since the chopper period is about 10 ms, the background is measured 100 times
per second. The timing of the shutter movement of the neighbors is uncorrelated
with the chopper period. Therefore, beam independent background is exactly
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Figure 5.21: Number of background events measured with the PerkeoIII detectors,
together with the states of the main-shutters of the three neighbor experiments
as function of time. Upper curve (red): D1A, middle (green): D1B, lower (blue):
IN11. The strongest influence on the PerkeoIII detectors is due to IN11.

Exp. Background Drop No. of
Detector 1 Detector 2 Switches

D1A 2 % 8 % 450
D1B 2 % 4 % 1800
IN11 30 % 45 % 400

Table 5.8: Influence of the neighbor experiments on background, measured with
the PerkeoIII detectors.

accessible. To emphasize and confirm this, two disjoint datasets were prepared
and analyzed:

• Dataset 1: Only data, when IN11 shutter has changed its status during
the measurement, marked as changed

• Dataset 2: Only data, without any shutter-change at all (use same statis-
tics), marked as stable

The statistics in these datasets are quite small compared to the whole mea-
surement (about 4 %). For these two datasets the normalized asymmetry was
derived and compared. The deviation is within the statistical range. Figure 5.22
shows this comparison for both detectors.
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Figure 5.22: Normalized asymmetry on both detectors (left: det 1, right: det 2).
The changed data contain measurements, when IN11 has switched the shutter, the
stable data are free of any shutter change of the three neighbor experiments.

Finally, this result constitutes one of the major advantages of a pulsed neutron
beam measurement, which strongly simplifies the determination of the beam
independent background. In previous continuous beam measurements, data
had to be discarded, if background conditions changed within a measurement
period. This led to a considerable decrease of available statistics.

5.3.4 Spin Independence of Background

Using the measured spectra S↑, ↓ and B↑, ↓, there are two possible methods to
derive the experimental asymmetry:

AN =
N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓
(5.54)

(5.1)
=

(S↑ − r · B↑)− (S↓ − r · B↓)
(S↑ − r · B↑) + (S↓ − r · B↓)

⇒

AS
B↑= B↓

=
S↑ − S↓

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
. (5.55)

The assumption to get eq. (5.55) from (5.54) is that the background spectra are
spin independent: B↑= B↓.
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To test this, the deviation between these two experimental asymmetries is
derived:

1− ∆A
A N,S ≡

AN

AS
=

N↑ − N↓

���
��N↑ + N↓

·(
(((

((((S↑ + S↓ − r · B
S↑ − S↓

(5.1)
=

(S↑ − S↓)− r · (B↑ − B↓)
S↑ − S↓

= 1− r · (B↑ − B↓)
S↑ − S↓

≡ 1− δAN
S . (5.56)

The plot in fig. 5.23 shows the deviation δAN
S (E) (full 83 Hz dataset) together

with a constant fit in the energy range of about 250–700 keV. The effect is of
the order 0.1(1.4) · 10−3 and therefore compatible with zero. The uncertainly of
this number is only limited by the total available statistics.
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Figure 5.23: Effect of spin dependent background on experimental asymmetry. A
constant fit (in red) gives an estimation for the function δAN

S (E) in the relevant
energy range of about 0.1(1.4) · 10−3, which is compatible with zero. Dataset:
83 Hz, detector 1. The effect is of similar order in the other datasets.

5.4 Correction of Detector Drift

To quantify aging effects of the detection system and the impact of measuring in
an environment that is not temperature stabilized, the asymmetry measurement
was interrupted once per hour to calibrate the detectors. These calibration data
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are used to rescale the spectra of each datafile separately, before adding to a
dataset, see section 4.4.4 and fig. 4.6. The scaling factors are derived by a linear
approximation between two consecutive drift measurements. The curves in
fig. 5.24a show the relative position of the drift peak as well as the interpolated
scaling factors as a function of time.
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Figure 5.24: Derived drift scaling factors (left) and effect of the drift-correction on
the asymmetry of several daytime dependent datasets (right).

To verify the efficiency of this drift correction and to examine the general time
dependent behavior of the neutron decay data, the following analysis was
performed. The full 83 Hz dataset was split into four pieces:

1. Morning: data taken between 6–12 o’clock

2. Noon: data taken between 12–18 o’clock (maximum of drift)

3. Evening: data taken between 18–24 o’clock

4. Night: data taken between 0–6 o’clock (minimum of drift)

5. As a reference: the full 24 h dataset

The asymmetry A was derived for these four datasets as well as for the full
dataset. Figure 5.24b shows the result of this analysis together with a constant
fit. The results and observations are:

• The constant fit perfectly hits the asymmetry value of the full dataset

• Reduced χ2 = 0.9/3 = 0.3 ⇒ probability p = 0.83
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• No time-dependent structure was found

⇒ The correction of the drift works well

Uncertainty of Drift Correction

To estimate the remaining uncertainty of the drift correction, the asymmetry A
was derived from two datasets: with and without the drift correction. The 2×4
compared datasets depend on the considered detector and the chosen chopper
frequency of either 94 Hz or 83 Hz. Figure 5.25 presents this comparison. Note:
the datasets do not show final values of A, since the corrections due to the
magnetic mirror effect and the background, which are different for each dataset,
are not applied.
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Figure 5.25: Results of the comparison analysis on the drift correction: blue vs.
green data points. Note that the scatter of the individual pairs of asymmetry
values is expected, since the necessary systematic corrections due to the magnetic
mirror effect and the background are not applied.

The resulting uncertainty of the drift correction on the asymmetry A is:

∆A
A drift = 4 · 10−4 . (5.57)
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5.5 Deadtime Correction

5.5 Deadtime Correction – Influence on Experimental
Asymmetry A(E)

The deadtime of a detection system describes the time after the incidence of an
event, during which the system is not able to record another event if it happens.
This leads to a rate-dependent reduction of the measured countrate compared
to the real number of events.

In the PerkeoIII setup the deadtime is derived for each measurement cycle
(tcycle = 10 s) by comparing the total number of periods of a 10 MHz quartz
with the number, when system is not busy, see section 3.6.2.

The plot in fig. 5.26 shows the measured deadtime during the beamtime. The
average deadtime is τ=1.5(1) µs. The slight variations are due to temperature
drift and load of the read–out PC.
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Figure 5.26: Evolution of the measured deadtime during the beamtime. The value
used for the deadtime correction is τdead=1.5(1) µs.

To derive a pure signal spectrum, the background spectrum has to be subtracted
from the measured signal, see definitions in eq. (5.1):

N↑, ↓(E) = S↑, ↓(E)− r · B↑, ↓(E) . (5.58)

Since the signal countrate is significantly different than the background coun-
trate, the deadtime effects on signal and background are different as well.
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Therefore, the simple subtraction in eq. (5.58) is not adequate. To describe the
necessary corrections, some additional definitions to eq. (5.1) are required:

S↑, ↓, B↑, ↓ = measured spectra, B=B↑+B↓

S′↑, ↓, B′↑, ↓ = deadtime corrected real spectra
δSk, δBk = deadtime corrections for signal / background spectra

m = real eventrate (5.59)
k = measured number of events
T = measurement time ⇒ k/T = measured eventrate
τ = deadtime

With these definitions and eq. (5.14) from [Leo94], the real rate is:

m =
k/T

1− (k/T) τ
, (5.60)

and the deadtime correction follows:

1 + δk ≡
m

k/T
=

1
1− (k/T) τ

∼= 1 + (k/T) τ , with (k/T) τ = O(10−3) . (5.61)

The experimental asymmetry A(E) is defined as:

A(E) =
N↑ − N↓

N↑ + N↓
B↑= B↓

=
S′↑ − S′↓

S′↑ + S′↓ − r · B′
. (5.62)

To simplify the calculation, the rates for S′↑, ↓ are assumed to be spin indepen-
dent.8 Therefore, the deadtime corrections can be factorized:

A(E) =
(1 + δSk)(S↑ − S↓)

(1 + δSk)(S↑ + S↓)− r · (1 + δBk) · B

=
S↑ − S↓

S↑ + S↓ − r · 1+δBk
1+δSk

· B
, (5.63)

8This assumption is true on a 10−2 level.
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whereas the uncorrected asymmetry Auc is:

Auc(E) =
S↑ − S↓

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
. (5.64)

With corrections δSk, δBk of the order O(10−3), eq. (5.63) can be simplified with
the following assumption:

1 + δBk
1 + δSk

∼= 1 + δBk − δSk − δBkδSk︸ ︷︷ ︸
O(10−6)

∼= 1− (δSk − δBk) . (5.65)

Now the effect on the asymmetry is:

1 +
∆A
A dead(E) ≡ Auc(E)

A(E)
=

S↑ + S↓ − r · (1− (δSk − δBk)) · B
S↑ + S↓ − r · B

= 1 +
r · (δSk − δBk) · B

S↑ + S↓ − r · B
= 1 +

δSk − δBk
S↑+S↓

r · B − 1
. (5.66)

Using the deadtime τ ∼= 1.5(1) µs and the two average raw countrates for signal
and background kS/T and kB/T, the corrections become:

kS/T ∼= 2.20(30) kHz ⇒ δSk = 3.3(5) · 10−3 and (5.67)

kB/T ∼= 1.14(30) kHz ⇒ δBk = 1.7(5) · 10−3 . (5.68)

The plot in fig. 5.27 shows the energy dependent relative shift ∆A
A dead(E), when

the deadtime effect is not corrected (dataset: 83 Hz, detector 1). With the
given countrates, the effect is of the order 5 · 10−4 in the energy range of about
250–700 keV, see constant fit. This value can also be estimated by using the
signal–to–background ratio S/B, which is about 4 : 1 in the relevant energy
range (see fig. 5.15). The estimation gives:

∆A
A

est
dead =

δSk − δBk
S/B− 1

=
3.3(5)− 1.7(5)

4.0(5)− 1
· 10−3 ≈ 5(2) · 10−4 , (5.69)

which is the same number compared with the result from the fit in fig. 5.27.
To get the uncertainty of this number, the following has to be considered: the
errors for the given signal and background countrates (eq. (5.67) and (5.68))
are strongly correlated, since countrate variations of the signal are mainly
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Figure 5.27: Relative shift of asymmetry A(E), when deadtime is not corrected.
A constant fit gives an estimation of the effect, which is of the order 5 · 10−4.
Used dataset: 83 Hz, detector 1. On detector 2 the effect is of similar order. The
relative shift is a function of energy, since the signal to background ratio is energy
dependent.

induced by background fluctuations, and therefore the absolute shift of signal
and background countrate is the same in terms of direction and magnitude, see
section 5.3.3.

5.6 Delta-Time Effect

The delta-time of an event is defined as the time interval of this event to the
predecessor. Since radioactive decay follows:

dN
N

= − dt
τ

⇒ N(t) = N0 · e−t/τ , (5.70)

an exponential behavior of the number of events vs. delta-time is expected. The
left plot in fig. 5.28 shows the measured neutron decay data (red) together with
an exponential fit. Analyzing the delta-time revealed that for short delta-times
the eventrate increases, depending on the previous event. The right plot in
fig. 5.28 shows this dependence: if the previous event was on the same detector,
the effect is visible (red), while no increase in eventrate is discovered, when the
previous event was on the opposite detector (green). A fraction of 3 % of the
events shows this behavior.
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Figure 5.29: Spectra of events with a delta-time shorter than 10 µs. The difference
of these two spectra shows that those events, which cause the increase in countrate
in fig. 5.28, do not have energies above 30 keV.

To analyze this effect, the spectra of events with a delta-time shorter than 10 µs
were inspected, see fig. 5.29. The energy of the additionally measured events is
significantly below 50 keV. This suggests that just the data acquisition system
was triggered and an energy value close to the pedestal was measured. This
is possibly related to the already mentioned cross-talk at the discriminators,
see section 4.4.5. A similar effect was also discovered during previous Perkeo

measurements. As a consequence, in [Mun06] all events with delta-times
< 10 µs were removed from the evaluation. This measure of course would
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directly influence the correction on asymmetry A due to the deadtime, see
section 5.5 and eq. (5.69):

τdead = 1.5 µs ⇒ ∆A
A dead ≈ 5 · 10−4 , (5.71)

τdead = 10.0 µs ⇒ ∆A
A dead ≈ 3 · 10−3 , (5.72)

the deadtime correction would increase by a factor close to seven. To analyze
the influence of the cross-talk events on the asymmetry, two datasets were
prepared: dataset 1 including these events, dataset 2 with an applied deadtime
cut of τdead =10 µs. Both datasets were corrected with respect to the applied
deadtime and then the beta-asymmetry was derived. A comparison showed a
deviation of ∆A/A≈0.2(3.2)stat · 10−3. The variation of this number is about 15
times smaller than the derived statistical uncertainty on A. In conclusion, the
uncertainty on the asymmetry A due to the observed cross-talk is less than

∆A
A delta-time = 2 · 10−4 . (5.73)

5.7 Experimental Asymmetry

As defined in eq. (5.1), the experimental asymmetry is the normalized difference
of the spectra with the two spin directions:

Aexp(E) =
N↑(E)− N↓(E)
N↑(E) + N↓(E)

≡ diff(E)
sum(E)

. (5.74)

In fig. 5.30 the necessary steps to derive the asymmetry spectrum are presented.
The measured spectra for signal and background S(E) and B(E) are shown in
the upper left plot. The next plot presents the background subtracted spectra
for the two spin states, followed by the spectra for diff(E) and the sum(E). The
quotient of these spectra finally represents the experimental asymmetry, which
is shown together with the fitfunction (red):

f it(E) =
1
2

A β(E) , with (5.75)

β(E) =
|pe|
Ee

=
v(E)

c
=

√
1−

(
me

E + me

)2

. (5.76)
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Figure 5.30: Derivation of experimental asymmetry A(E). The two spectra, mea-
sured during the signal and background time windows S(E), B(E), are shown in
the upper left plot. Using the spin dependent and background corrected spectra
N↑, ↓ (upper right), the resulting sum(E) and diff(E) spectra (lower left) are used
to calculate the final experimental asymmetry spectrum, lower right.

Since the spectra are measured in units of ch, of course the energy to channel
relation (section 5.1.1) has to be considered, when the experimental asymmetry
is fitted to low energy regions.

Taking advantage of the 2×2π symmetric magnetic field and detector design of
PerkeoIII, the experimental asymmetry could also be determined as follows:

A↑exp(E) =
N↑1 (E)− N↑2 (E)

N↑1 (E) + N↑2 (E)
, (5.77)

using both detectors with the same neutron spin direction. The only advantage
of this method is that no spinflipper is necessary. On the other hand the
different detector functions and calibrations have a stronger influence on the
final result, since both detectors are used in this method. As nowadays AFP
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spinflippers have efficiencies of unity [Sch07b], the method using spectra with
different spin directions on the same detector is preferred, see eq. (5.74) .

5.7.1 Sensitivity of Asymmetry A on Offset and Gain

In the fit-tool p3fit the energy to channel relation maps the respective theoretical
description of a function to a spectrum, which can be used to fit the particular
data. The sensitivity of asymmetry A on the two strongly correlated parameters
offset O and gain g is analyzed using two-dimensional parameter scans on
constant confidence levels.
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Figure 5.31: The left figures show 2-parameter scans with the free parameters
offset O and gain g. The results of the 95 % confidence level ellipses were used as
fix parameters to derive the asymmetry A, see right plot. In the upper analysis
the two parameters are derived from 4-peak fits to a calibration set and the lower
analysis tests the sensitivity of the neutron decay spectrum sum(E). The resulting
relative uncertainties ∆A/A are 3 · 10−4 and 1 · 10−4.

Offset and gain can be derived from either the neutron decay spectrum sum(E)
or from a simultaneous fit to the four calibration peaks. Both methods were
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5.7 Experimental Asymmetry

Data Source Variation of Variation of Resulting
for Analysis Gain, 95 % CL Offset, 95 % CL Effect on A

calibration ±2.3 · 10−3 ±3.3 · 10−2 ±3 · 10−4

sum(E) ±1.2 · 10−3 ±1.7 · 10−2 ±1 · 10−4

Table 5.9: Variations of gain g and offset O with resulting effect on asymmetry A.

applied in this analysis and the results are shown in fig. 5.31 and table 5.9. The
variations of A are of the order O(3 · 10−4) and O(1 · 10−4), where the latter
value corresponds to the method using the spectrum sum(E).

5.7.2 Asymmetry as Function of the Chosen Fitrange

In section 5.1.1 several approached are introduced to determine and describe the
non-linear energy to channel relation of the detector for low energies. Widening
the range of the fit to the experimental asymmetry Aexp(E) to lower energies is
expected to decrease the statistical error, when the correct non-linear approach
is applied. To prove this assumption and to test the exponential non-linear
approach, the correlation coefficient A is derived using three different fitranges:
200–700 keV, 250–700 keV and 300–700 keV. Table 5.10 shows the measured
decrease of the uncertainty normalized to the fitrange of 300–700 keV.

Fitrange Measured Rel.
Uncertainty

300–700 keV 1
250–700 keV 0.97
200–700 keV 0.93

Table 5.10: Normalized measured decrease of the statistical uncertainty as function
of the chosen fitrange.

In fig. 5.32 the derived values are shown for the three fitranges. Since the
improvement in the statistical uncertainty is less than 10 % and the detector is
assumed to be absolutely linear above 300 keV, the fitrange of 300–700 keV was
finally used to determine the asymmetry A.
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Figure 5.32: Derived asymmetry as function of the fitrange, which is used to fit
the experimental asymmetry Aexp(E). The upper limit was fixed to 700 keV.

5.7.3 Final Derivation of the Asymmetry A

During the beamtime the detector was calibrated twice per day, see section 4.3.
The neutron decay data, which were measured between two consecutive calibra-
tion measurements, were drift corrected and summed to one data subset. The
asymmetry A was derived for each of these subsets, using offset O and gain g
from the respective spectrum sum(E) and the number of photo-electrons PE
from the subsequent detector calibration. The corrections due to the magnetic
mirror and background depend on the particular detector and the chosen
chopper frequency. Therefore, four packages of data-subsets were bundled and
the respective asymmetry was derived with a constant fit.
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Figure 5.33: Derived asymmetries A for each of the data subsets together with a
constant fit.

Figure 5.33 shows the four fits to the data subsets and table 5.11 lists the
fitresults together with χ2 and probabilities. In the last column the final values
of the background corrected asymmetries A are presented.
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Data Asymmetry A χ2 / ndf Prob. Bg. Corr. A

det 1 94 Hz -0.11799(32) 57 / 49 0.20 -0.11796(32)
det 1 83 Hz -0.11892(35) 32 / 46 0.94 -0.11892(35)

det 2 94 Hz -0.11706(31) 55 / 49 0.26 -0.11701(31)
det 2 83 Hz -0.11663(34) 38 / 46 0.79 -0.11663(34)

Table 5.11: Derived asymmetry A with uncertainty, χ2 and probability from a
constant fit to the data subsets. The last column represents the background
corrected values for A (table 5.6). Note: the correction due to the magnetic mirror
is not applied here, see section 6.1.
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Chapter 6

Final Results

In this chapter the results of the asymmetry measurement and the subsequent
data analysis are presented. The data evaluation was performed blinded.
Two major contributions of the expected systematic corrections were analyzed
separately from the analysis presented in this thesis: the polarization P with
spinflip efficiency F and the magnetic mirror correction, see section 3.3.1. The
final unblinding of the data is planned for the scientific publication.

Hence, in this thesis these values are only estimated before further tests are
performed. All systematic and statistic effects are collected and a preliminary
value of the correlation coefficient A is derived. Using the V–A model, the
coupling ratio λ and the CKM matrix element Vud are determined. These are
used to perform several tests on Standard Model unitarity and physics beyond.
The hypothesis of right-handed currents is tested in section 6.3.2, while limits
on scalar and tensor contributions are determined in section 6.3.3

Finally, the derived uncertainties on asymmetry A are compared with the most
precise PerkeoII measurement and the latest result of the UCNA collaboration,
section 6.4.

6.1 Determination of Correlation Coefficient A

The data analysis is blinded by the separate analysis of different evaluation
aspects from different individuals of the PerkeoIII collaboration. These aspects
are:

• Neutron polarization P and spinflip efficiency F ,

• Magnetic mirror effect,

• Analysis of β-asymmetry from neutron decay, this thesis.
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Since the blinded quantities are only estimated, the uncertainties of the assess-
ments are of the order O(5 · 10−3) (see below) and therefore almost three times
as large as the statistical and systematical uncertainties of the final result, see
table 6.2. This ensures the perpetuation of the blinded data analysis.

The value of the spinflip efficiency F is taken from [Sch07b], since the same
spinflipper was used. The polarization P of a typical super-mirror polarizer at
neutron wavelength λ ∼= 5 Å is (e.g. [Rei99]):

P = 98.7(4) % and F = 1.000(+0)
(−1) . (6.1)

The expected final uncertainties on these quantities for the PerkeoIII measure-
ment are [Sol11]:

∆P
P ≤ 1 · 10−3 and

∆F
F ≤ 1 · 10−3 . (6.2)

In [Wer09] a raw estimation is made to assess the magnetic mirror effect. The
resulting correction on the asymmetry A is based on a calculated magnetic
field and a Monte Carlo generated neutron beam profile:

M
1− k2 = 1− 0.004(2) , (6.3)

see also section 3.3.1 and eq. (3.37). The expected uncertainty on the magnetic
mirror effect is [Mär11a]:

∆A
A magn. ≤ 8 · 10−4 . (6.4)

6.1.1 Asymmetry A Including Estimated Blinded Quantities

Table 6.1 presents the asymmetry A from table 5.11 with the applied corrections
due to estimated polarization and magnetic mirror effect according to eq. (6.1)
and (6.3). The given uncertainties on A include only statistics. Note 1: these
values already contain the radiative corrections from eq. (2.25) [GT92]. Note 2:
the scatter between the individual values is expected, since the final unblinding
of the magnetic mirror effect is not done yet, see eq. (3.36).
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6.1 Determination of Correlation Coefficient A

Dataset Asymmetry A

det 1 94 Hz −0.12010(32)stat
det 2 94 Hz −0.11913(35)stat

det 1 83 Hz −0.12108(31)stat
det 2 83 Hz −0.11875(34)stat

average −0.11977(16)stat(60)blind

Table 6.1: Final asymmetry A from table 5.11 including the corrections due to the
estimated values for polarization eq. (6.1) and magnetic mirror effect eq. (6.3).

6.1.2 Final Table of the Asymmetry Measurement

In table 6.2 all systematic effects including the respective uncertainties are listed
and a preliminary value for the total uncertainty on A is given.

Effect on Relative Relative ReferenceAsymmetry A Correction Uncertainty
•Polarisation P ≈1.3 · 10−2 }

≤10 · 10−4 eq. (6.2), prelim.•Spinflip efficiency F
•Magn. mirror effect ≈4 · 10−3 ≤8 · 10−4 eq. (6.4), prelim.

?Background −2.0 · 10−4 0.9 · 10−4 tab. 5.6, 5.11
?Deadtime −5.0 · 10−4 2 · 10−4 eq. (5.69)
?Detector drift 4 · 10−4 eq. (5.57)
?Detector calibration 5 · 10−4 eq. (5.25)
?Short gate time 1.4 · 10−4 eq. (5.49)
?•Systematics ≈1.8 · 10−2 ≤14.6 · 10−4 table 6.2
†Ext. radiative corr. 9 · 10−4 5 · 10−4 eq. (2.25)
?Statistics 13.7 · 10−4 table 6.1

Total ≈1.9 · 10−2 ≤ 2.1 · 10−3

Table 6.2: Corrections and uncertainties on the asymmetry A. The blinded quan-
tities, marked with a •bullet, were estimated (see above) with an uncertainty of
the order O(5 · 10−3), which is about three times as large as the final uncertainty
on A. The external radiative correction, emphasized with a †dagger, originates
from theory [GT92]. The parts analyzed in this thesis are labeled with a ?star.
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The derived values for the asymmetry A and the coupling ratio λ are:

Ablind = −0.11977(18)sys(16)stat(60)blind = −0.11977(25)(60)blind , (6.5)

λblind = −1.27620(50)sys(44)stat(161)blind = −1.27620(67)(161)blind . (6.6)

6.2 Neutron Lifetime

The neutron lifetime is currently under discussion. The result published in
[Ser05], which is not yet included in the PDG average [NG10], deviates by
about 6σ from the world average, while the corresponding uncertainties are
comparable:

τPDG = 885.7(8) s and τSer = 878.5(8) s . (6.7)

In [Mär11b, Kon10, DS11] a new average is proposed, which combines recent
lifetime measurements, including the latest one [Pic10]:

τave = 881.8(1.4) s . (6.8)

The uncertainty of this number is scaled by 2.5 to account for the χ2 of the
average, according to the PDG standards. This value is used within this thesis.

6.3 Tests on the Standard Model and Physics Beyond

In chapter 2 the Standard Model and some extensions are briefly introduced.
Since the assumed errors on the blinded quantities are nearly three times
larger than the final uncertainty on asymmetry A, tests on Standard Model
unitarity and physics beyond were performed with the value of the most
precise PerkeoII measurement [Mun06] together with the uncertainty of this
PerkeoIII measurement. Therefore, the asymmetry A and the coupling ratio λ,
used for further tests, are:

Atest = −0.11943(25) and λtest = −1.27520(67) . (6.9)

The tests in this section were solely done to illustrate the effect of the small
uncertainty of this measurement. They will be finalized once the measurement
is unblinded.
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6.3.1 CKM Unitarity

The CKM matrix element Vud can be derived using the value of λ in eq. (6.9),
the new neutron lifetime in eq. (6.8) and the relation in eq. (2.17):

Vud =

(
4908.7(1.9)

τave · (1 + 3 λ2)

)1/2

⇒ (6.10)

Vtest
ud = 0.9731(5)λ(8)τ(2)theo = 0.9731(10) . (6.11)

This value differs by about 1σ from the PDG average

VPDG
ud = 0.97425(22) , (6.12)

which is dominated by super allowed nuclear β-decay. According to eq. (2.8)
the CKM unitarity can be tested using:

1− ∆ = |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 . (6.13)

The values of the CKM matrix elements Vus and Vub are derived from Kaon
decay respectively semileptonic decay of B-mesons. The actual PDG values
are:

Vus = 0.2252(9) and Vub = 0.00389(44) . (6.14)

An unitarity test using the two values of Vud in eq. (6.11) and (6.12) gives:

∆test = 0.002(2) and ∆PDG = 0.0001(6) . (6.15)

The deviation from unity of this measurement as well as the PDG deviation are
consistent with the Standard Model expectation.

6.3.2 Right-Handed Currents

To perform the analysis on right-handed currents and to determine limits on
the associated parameters, at least three neutron decay observables including
their uncertainties have to be used, see section 2.3.1. These three parameters
are: ratio of axialvector to vector current λ′, squared ratio of mass eigenstates
of the W boson δ=(W1/W2)

2 and mixing angle ξ. The comparison in fig. 6.1
uses the following two parameter sets.
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Parameter Neutron Decay Observable
Set A B τ

PDG −0.1173(13) 0.9807(30) 885.7(8) s
NEW −0.11943(25) 0.9807(30) 881.8(1.4) s

Table 6.3: Parameter sets used for right-handed exclusion analysis. Note that
asymmetry A in parameter set NEW is taken from eq. (6.9).

PDG, δ-ξ-plane NEW, δ-ξ-plane

PDG, δ-λ′-plane NEW, δ-λ′-plane

Figure 6.1: Exclusion plots for right-handed currents, projected to the δ-ξ-plane
(upper plots) and to the δ-λ′-plane (lower plots). Left: parameter set PDG, right:
parameter set NEW. With the new PerkeoIII uncertainty on asymmetry Atest and
the new neutron lifetime τave the Standard Model (at δ= ξ=0) would be excluded
on a 95 % CL (right).

In the parameter set PDG only values and uncertainties from [NG10] are used,
see table 2.1. The parameter set NEW uses the asymmetry Atest from eq. (6.9),
the neutron lifetime τave from eq. (6.8) and the PDG value of B.

The exclusion plots in fig. 6.1 using the two parameter sets present projections
to the δ-ξ-plane (upper plots) and to the δ-λ′-plane (lower plots). The Standard
Model would be excluded in the parameter set NEW on a 95 % CL. However,
without unblinding this measurement it is not justified to give precise limits on
right-handed parameters.
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6.3.3 Right-Handed Scalar- and Tensor-Interactions

The analysis on right-handed scalar and tensor contributions is described
in section 2.3.2.2, see also [Sch07a, Abe09]. The two input parameter sets
in table 6.3 were extended by the PDG values of the proton asymmetry C
and the electron-neutrino correlation a, see table 2.1. The exclusion analysis
was performed on the two parameter sets and compared. Figure 6.2 shows
projections to the gT/gA-gS/gV-plane.

PDG NEW

Figure 6.2: Exclusion plots for right-handed scalar and tensor interactions. Left:
parameter set PDG, right: parameter set NEW, see table 6.3. Both parameter sets
were extended by the PDG values of the proton asymmetry C and the electron-
neutrino correlation a. The projections show that applying the new neutron
lifetime τave and the new PerkeoIII uncertainty on asymmetry A, the Standard
Model (at gT= gS=0) would be excluded on a 95 % CL.

The exclusion plots in fig. 6.2 using the two extended parameter sets PDG and
NEW present projections to the gT/gA-gS/gV-plane. Using the parameter set
NEW, the Standard Model would be excluded on a 95 % CL, see right plot.
Before precise limits on right-handed scalar and tensor interactions can be
given, this asymmetry measurement has to be unblinded first.

6.4 Comparison with Previous Beta Asymmetry
Measurements

In this section the derived uncertainties on the β-asymmetry A of this PerkeoIII
measurement are compared with recent results from the UCNA collaboration
and measurements with the predecessor spectrometer PerkeoII.
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6.4.1 Previous PERKEO II Measurement

In the past the spectrometer PerkeoII was used several times to measure the
β-asymmetry A from mid of the 1990s to 2006 [Bae96, Abe97, Rei99, Abe02,
Mun06]. Besides this, measurements to derive the neutrino asymmetry B and
the proton asymmetry C were performed [Kre05a, Sch07b, Sch08]. The most
precise measurements on these three neutron decay observables were performed
with this spectrometer.

The most important differences between PerkeoII and PerkeoIII are:

• In PerkeoII the magnetic field system is oriented perpendicular to the
neutron beam.

• The symmetric detectors have a direct view to the calibration sources,
which results in an additional contribution of γ-radiation in the measured
calibration spectra.

• The magnetic field strength is about ten times higher in PerkeoII with
the advantage of having smaller gyration radii of the electrons.

• The length of the decay volume is about ten times shorter in PerkeoII,
l∼=20 cm, which excludes a reasonable use of a pulsed neutron beam.

The last β-asymmetry measurement with PerkeoII as well as all previous
measurements were performed with a continuous neutron beam. The measured
average decay rate was about 300 Hz, which is comparable with the rate of
this PerkeoIII measurement, utilizing a pulsed neutron beam, see eq. (3.46).
The corrections and uncertainties of the most precise measurement [Mun06]
are taken from [Mär11a] and compared with the PerkeoIII results of this
measurement, see table 6.2:

Experiment Systematic Systematic Statistical Total
Corrections Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty

PerkeoII 2006 0.9 · 10−2 2.1 · 10−3 3.8 · 10−3 4.3 · 10−3

PerkeoIII 2011 ≈1.9 · 10−2 1.5 · 10−3 1.4 · 10−3 2.1 · 10−3

Table 6.4: Comparison between the most precise PerkeoII measurement and the
new PerkeoIII result. The total uncertainty is halved.

The new PerkeoIII measurement halved the total uncertainty on asymmetry A
compared with the most precise PerkeoII measurement.
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6.4.2 Latest UCNA Result

The UCNA collaboration has developed an experimental program around the
UCN source at Los Alamos National Laboratory’s LANSCE facility (ultra cold
neutrons, E≤200 neV). These neutrons are created via downscattering of a cold
neutron beam from a spallation source in solid deuterium at T=5 K. The same
radioactive sources were used to calibrate a similar type of detector as in the
PerkeoIII setup.

The major systematic corrections and uncertainties result from geometric effects
[Liu10]. The recently published result is:

A = −0.11966± 0.00089+0.00123
−0.00140 , (6.16)

with a total relative uncertainty of 1.4 · 10−2. The following table compares the
UCNA result with the new PerkeoIII uncertainties.

Experiment Systematic Statistical Total
Uncertainty Uncertainty Uncertainty

UCNA 2010 12 · 10−3 7.4 · 10−3 14 · 10−3

PerkeoIII 2011 1.5 · 10−3 1.4 · 10−3 2.1 · 10−3

In the PerkeoIII measurement the asymmetry A is determined about seven
times more precisely compared to the latest UCNA result.
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Summary and Outlook

In the decay of free polarized neutrons, the momenta of the decay products are
correlated to the spin of the neutron. A precise determination of these correla-
tions allows tests of the Standard Model or searches for physics beyond.

For years, experiments with spectrometers of the Perkeo family are at the
forefront in terms of precision measurements of these neutron decay observables
[Bop86, Bae96, Abe97, Rei99, Abe02, Kre05a, Mun06, Sch07b, Sch08].

In this thesis the latest PerkeoIII measurement is described. The β-asymmetry
correlation coefficient A was determined from data taken during a nine-month
beamtime at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, France. This beam facility
provides the most intense cold neutron beam. For the first time, a pulsed
neutron beam was applied in this kind of measurement. This was implemented
to improve on systematic effects of continuous beam measurements.

Using a pulsed neutron beam allows to measure the neutron decay signal
and the background simultaneously. It is no longer necessary to interrupt
the neutron decay measurement to determine the background. Signal and
background can be derived using separate time-cuts in the time of flight spec-
trum. In this way, beam independent ambient background is 100 % accessible.
To confirm that beam related background is not an issue, numerous system-
atic tests were performed. The final background uncertainty was reduced to
∆A/A≤1 · 10−4.

The response of a scintillation detector is not linear for energies below about
200 keV. In this thesis, several approaches were discussed to describe this
intrinsic property. Due to lack of calibration information in the energy range
100 keV < E < 300 keV, the experimental asymmetry spectrum Aexp(E) was
excluded below 300 keV in the determination of the correlation coefficient A.
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The detector uniformity, which measures the plane dependent detector re-
sponse, could be improved to ±1 % over the whole used surface of the scintil-
lation detector. This is an improvement of one order of magnitude compared
to previous Perkeo measurements. The consequence is that the detector re-
sponse on point-like beams like the radioactive calibration sources is the same
compared with areal beams from neutron decay.

In total, the final systematic uncertainty on the asymmetry A decreased by
about 40 % compared to the previously most precise measurement [Mun06]
to ∆A/A = 1.5 · 10−3. The total number of measured signal events was seven
times larger in the new measurement, which reduced the statistical uncertainty
by a factor of 2.7. The final total uncertainty on the β-asymmetry of ∆A/A =
2 · 10−3 halved the uncertainty of the previously best measurement and is about
1/5 of the uncertainty quoted by the PDG.

The still blinded result already confirms the previous measurements with
spectrometer PerkeoII, see fig. 7.1. After unblinding the polarization P and
the magnetic mirror effect, this β-asymmetry measurement will give the most
precise value on neutron decay correlation coefficient A.

The dominant systematic uncertainties on the asymmetry A are, see table 6.2:

• Polarization: ∆A/A ≤ 1 · 10−3. This uncertainty is limited by statistics
of the polarization measurement. The systematic uncertainty is due to
a slightly inhomogeneous polarization on the beam profile. Using two
polarizers in crossed geometry [Kre05b] improves not only the polarization
P but also the systematic uncertainty. The feasible uncertainty of a 3He
polarization measurement is less than 1 · 10−4, which was confirmed
experimentally in November 2010 [Sol11].

• Magnetic mirror effect: ∆A/A ≤ 8 · 10−4. This uncertainty is linked
to the precision of the magnetic field measurement and the temporal
mapping of the chopper period to the data acquisition system. Further
improvements will result in uncertainties less than ∆A/A ≤ 4 · 10−4 in
PerkeoIII measurements and ∆A/A ≤ 1 · 10−4 in the next instrument
PERC, see section 7.3.

• Detector calibration: ∆A/A = 5 · 10−4. To fit the asymmetry Aexp(E)
to the non-linear region below 250 keV, more calibration information
(additional sources) is needed in this particular energy range, e.g. 114In.

• External radiative correction: ∆A/A = 5 · 10−4. The theoretical calcu-
lations on external radiative correction were done in 1992 [GT92]. An
update of these calculations would be preferable.
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7.1 Classification of the Result

Figure 7.1 presents the results of the coupling ratio λ = gA/gV derived from β-
asymmetry measurements in the last 25 years. The data in blue are included in
the current PDG average and the black datapoint [Abe08] combines the results
of [Bae96, Rei99, Mun06]. In red the recent result of the UCNA collaboration
is shown. On the right the result of this PerkeoIII measurement is presented
including two errorbars: the green one (smaller one) represents the total
uncertainty of the measurement and the red one (larger one) emphasizes the
still blinded corrections due to polarization P and magnetic mirror effect.
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Figure 7.1: Ratio of axialvector to vector coupling λ, derived from β-asymmetry
measurements [Bop86, Yer97, Lia97, Mos01, Abe02, Abe08, Liu10] and this mea-
surement. The publications in blue are included in the current PDG average
[NG10]. The result of [Abe08] combines three measurements with PerkeoII. The
given value of this PerkeoIII measurement has two errorbars: green for the total
uncertainty of the measurement and red to emphasize the still blinded value.

7.2 Upcoming PERKEO III Measurement

The pulsed beam measurement with spectrometer PerkeoIII was found to
be very suitable in β-asymmetry measurements. Some future projects are
conceivable: e.g. another continuous beam measurement to get access to the
weak magnetism κ, or a proton asymmetry measurement.

Currently PerkeoIII is used to study detector properties related to the new
project PERC.
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7.3 Future Project PERC

The next generation instrument PERC1 is designed to improve the sensitivity
of neutron decay studies by one order of magnitude, compared to actual and
previous measurements. The charged decay products are collected by a strong
longitudinal magnetic field of B≈1.5 T directly from inside a neutron guide.
This results in a high phase space density of decay products. A magnetic mirror
at B≈ 6 T serves to limit the phase space, which reduces related systematic
errors. Due to the length of the decay volume of l∼=8 m, decay rates of some
100 kHz are expected in continuous beam measurements. Systematic errors
related to electron spectroscopy have been shown to be of the order of 10−4,
which is about one order of magnitude below that achieved today [Dub08a,
Dub07].

The tools developed during this work will serve to support the analysis and
studies on electron backscattering and non-linearity of the detector, which are
necessary to achieve the aimed uncertainties.

PERC is under development by an international collaboration: PI Heidelberg,
Atominstitut TU Wien, Uni Mainz, ILL Grenoble and Physik-Department
E18 TU München. At present, the commissioning of this new spectrometer
is planned for 2013. It will be set up at the beam site MEPHISTO of the
Forschungs-Neutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (FRM II), München. A
schematic of PERC is shown in fig. 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Schematic of the new project PERC. The neutrons decay in a l=8 m
decay volume inside a non-magnetic neutron guide. Using a couple of tilted
solenoids, the charged particle beam is routed away from the neutron beam and
back to the original axis behind the neutron beam stop [Hor11].

1Proton Electron Radiation Channel, see http://www.physi.uni-heidelberg.de/../PERC/.
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Appendix A

Theoretical Attachments

A.1 Lagrangian Density of the Electroweak Interaction

The full Electroweak Lagrangian density is:

L = ∑
i

ψi(iγ
µ∂µ −mi)ψi︸ ︷︷ ︸
LDirac

−e ∑
i

qiψiγ
µψi Aµ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lem

− g
2
√

2
∑

i
ψiγ

µ(1− γ5)(T+W+ + T−W−)ψi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lweak, charged

− g
2 cos θW

∑
i

ψiγ
µ(gi

V − gi
Aγ5)ψiZµ︸ ︷︷ ︸

Lweak, uncharged

−∑
i

ψi
gmiH
2mW

ψi︸ ︷︷ ︸
LHiggs

. (A.1)

A.2 Phase Space Factor

The phase space factor (density of states) F(E) is derived using:

dn =
d3p
4 π

d3q
4 π

with (A.2)

d3P� d3p, d3q , (A.3)
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where p, q and P denote the momenta of electron, electron neutrino and proton.
Using:

p2 = (E + me)
2 −m2

e ⇒ (A.4)
p dp = (E + me)dE , (A.5)

and assuming massless neutrino:

d3q = 4 π q2 dq mν
∼= 0−→ 4 π (E0 − E)2 dE0 and (A.6)

d3p = 4 π p2 dp = 4 π (E + me) ·
√
(E + me)

2 −m2
e dE , (A.7)

with E and E0 denoting the kinetic and the endpoint energy of the electron and
me being the electron mass. Now the phase space factor becomes:

dn
dE
≡ Ftheo(E) = (E0 − E)2 · (E + me) ·

√
(E + me)

2 −m2
e . (A.8)
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Attachments to Experimental Setup

B.1 Polarization with a 3He Cell

An alternative to a super-mirror polarizer (section 3.1.3) is the polarization with
a 3He-cell as opaque spin filter [Zim99, Sur97]. The absorption cross section
of the 3He nucleus is strongly spin dependent, hence this cell is transparent
only for neutrons with the appropriate spin direction. A drawback is that
this property depends on the wavelength of the neutrons and the pressure
of the helium gas. Another challenge is the limited lifetime and therefore
polarization efficiency of a polarized helium cell, which is also sensitive to
external magnetic fields. Thus, this method is only suitable for very narrow
wavelength distributions. The polarization P can be increased up to unity,
while transmission gets very low. Nevertheless, polarized 3He is an ideal tool
for the determination and analysis of the polarization P of a neutron beam.

B.2 Fermi Chopper

Figure B.1 shows a schematic of a Fermi Chopper (see section 3.4.2). Depending
on the angle of the rotating chopper to the incoming neutron beam, the particles
get either transmitted or absorbed.

B.3 Photomultipliers

A photomultiplier is a device, which converts an optical signal (photon) to an
electrical signal. The conversion is realized by a photo-sensitive cathode with a
defined quantum efficiency (probability of creating a photo-electron from one
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Figure B.1: Schematic of a Fermi Chopper. The parallel blades are made of a
neutron absorber.

incident photon). The generated small number of electrons is amplified by a
structure of several dynodes, which are connected to a descending high-voltage
cascade. Finally the electrical signal is coupled out of the vacuumed tube.

Figure B.2: Left: Conventional dynode type of a photomultiplier. The incoming
photons reach the first dynode, are multiplied and reflected to the second dynode
and so on. This type is sensitive on external magnetic fields. Right: Mesh dynode
type. The several mesh dynodes are arranged in parallel. Because of the large
number of mesh dynodes and the dense parallel arrangement, the sensitivity on
external magnetic field is strongly decreased – mesh photomultipliers work in
fields up to 1 T. The schematics are taken from Hamamatsu datasheets.

The left schematic in fig. B.2 shows this type of photomultiplier. However, this
conventional dynode structure is sensitive to external magnetic fields, since
the Lorentz force acts on electrons during their motion between the dynodes.
As an alternative the so-called Mesh-photomultiplier can be used in such
environments, see right schematic in fig. B.2. Here the dynodes are arranged in
parallel and very close to each other, so that the sensitivity on external magnetic
fields can be strongly decreased.
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B.4 Electrical Power Supply

The electrical power supply for the magnetic field system of PerkeoIII was real-
ized by two modules from company Danfysik with the following characteristic
data:

• Type: MPS855 System 8500

• Umax = 300 V, Imax = 600 A, Pmax = 180 kW

• Stability class: 100 ppm for long / short term drift

• Load regulation: < 0.5 ppm for ±10 % resistance change

• Output voltage ripple: < 1 % of Uout

• Temperature coeff.: ambient 0.2 ppm/K, cooling water 0.05 ppm/K

• Cooling water temperature: T = 15–35 ◦C

• Cooling water flow: 32 l/min

One module was connected to the solenoids of the decay volume, whereas the
other one supplied the magnetic field of the two detector vessels of PerkeoIII.
The output power of both modules was set to: Prel=90 % =̂ I=540 A, which
was necessary to have a magnetic field of B ∼= 150 mT in the decay volume.
As part of the monitoring system the water flux to cool these modules was
observed, see section 4.1.

Two additional power supply modules were necessary for the various correction
coils (see section 3.3.1 and 4.4.1).

B.5 Cooling

Several parts of the experimental setup were included in the cooling setup:

• Magnetic field system of PerkeoIII,

• Two main power supply modules,

• Turbo pumps,

• Electronics cabinet.

The reactor of the ILL as well as the several experiments are cooled, using the
water of the river Drac. Since water of the primary cooling circuit must not be
poured back to the river, a special heat exchange circulation pump was used.
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The water flow in every single cooling circuit was observed using a monitoring
system, which was able to switch off the electrical power supply in case of any
incident. Figure B.3 shows a schematic of the installed cooling framework at
the magnetic field system of PerkeoIII.

Figure B.3: Cooling schematic of the PerkeoIII solenoid system. The water was
distributed to six subcircuits, which were monitored separately [Kap07].

B.6 Decay Scheme of Copper

The attached figures describe the decay schemes of natural copper (69.2 % of
63Cu + 30.8 % of 65Cu) after activation due to absorption of a neutron.
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B.7 Theoretical Descriptions of Calibration Spectra
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fit the measured date (red, lower right). The residual spectrum (blue) shows no
structure in this quite broad energy fit.
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The theoretical descriptions of the calibration spectra, used by the fit-program
p3fit, are described for the example source 207Bi. Starting with the line spectrum
(upper left plot in fig. B.5), several broadening functions and the trigger function
are applied (see section 3.3.2) until the spectrum can be used to fit the measured
data (lower right plot). The residual spectrum of this fit is rather flat without
any structure. The used theoretical description of the energy lines together
with the intensities follow in table B.1.

Table B.1: Energy lines of 207Bi, resulting from all possible combinations of con-
version electrons with Auger electrons, from updated database, see also [Roi10].

Electrons Energy [keV] Intensity

LMM 8.156 46.1803
KLL 56.352 0.222643
KLL+LMM 64.508 0.729611
KLM 68.362 0.327796
KLL+2LMM 72.664 0.597742
KLM+LMM 76.518 0.537102
KMM 80.372 0.12059
K(1,0) 481.623 0.636108
K(1,0)+LMM 489.779 0.659384
K(1,0)+2LMM 497.935 0.0503811
K(1,0)+KLL 537.975 0.00436745
K(1,0)+KLL+LMM 546.131 0.0148274
K(1,0)+KLM 549.985 0.00643017
L(1,0) 553.839 0.135627
K(1,0)+KLL+2LMM 554.287 0.0134133
K(1,0)+KLM+LMM 558.141 0.0112943
L(1,0)+LMM 561.995 0.233494
K(1,0)+KMM 561.995 0.00236553
K(1,0)+KLL+3LMM 562.443 0.00138276
M(1,0) 565.849 0.088119
K(1,0)+KLM+2LMM 566.297 0.00124248
L(1,0)+2LMM 570.151 0.0184588
M(1,0)+LMM 574.005 0.00731935
K(2,0)+LMM 817.876 0.00112253
K(3,1) 975.585 3.43829
K(3,1)+LMM 983.741 3.27851
K(3,1)+KLL 1031.94 0.0226613

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page

Electrons Energy [keV] Intensity

K(3,1)+KLL+LMM 1040.09 0.0742622
K(3,1)+KLM 1043.95 0.0333642
L(3,1) 1047.8 0.685139
K(3,1)+KLL+2LMM 1048.25 0.0608402
K(3,1)+KLM+LMM 1052.1 0.054668
K(3,1)+KMM 1055.96 0.012274
L(3,1)+LMM 1055.96 1.12262
M(3,1) 1059.81 0.432544
K(1,0)+K(3,1) 1457.21 0.0268305
K(1,0)+K(3,1)+LMM 1465.36 0.0511674
K(1,0)+K(3,1)+2LMM 1473.52 0.0243948
K(1,0)+K(3,1)+KLL+LMM 1521.72 0.00149624
L(1,0)+K(3,1) 1529.42 0.00572065
K(1,0)+L(3,1) 1529.42 0.00534646
K(1,0)+K(3,1)+KLL+2LMM 1529.87 0.00205467
K(1,0)+K(3,1)+KLM+LMM 1533.73 0.00134971
L(1,0)+K(3,1)+LMM 1537.58 0.0148282
K(1,0)+L(3,1)+LMM 1537.58 0.0138583
M(1,0)+K(3,1) 1541.43 0.00371679
K(1,0)+M(3,1) 1541.43 0.00337534
L(1,0)+K(3,1)+2LMM 1545.74 0.00893783
K(1,0)+L(3,1)+2LMM 1545.74 0.00835319
M(1,0)+K(3,1)+LMM 1549.59 0.00354407
K(1,0)+M(3,1)+LMM 1549.59 0.00321849
L(1,0)+L(3,1) 1601.64 0.00113994
L(1,0)+L(3,1)+LMM 1609.8 0.00373564
L(1,0)+L(3,1)+2LMM 1617.95 0.00306046
M(1,0)+L(3,1)+LMM 1621.81 0.00121355
L(1,0)+M(3,1)+LMM 1621.81 0.0011792
K(4,1) 1682.16 0.0067606
K(4,1)+LMM 1690.32 0.0110343
K(4,1)+2LMM 1698.48 0.00437465
L(4,1)+LMM 1762.54 0.00195803

K-Auger 61.5861 2.85378
KLL 56.352 1.7453
KLM 68.362 0.973247
KMM 80.372 0.135229

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page

Electrons Energy [keV] Intensity

LMM 8.156 54.6037

K 481.623 1.54794
L 553.839 0.429277
M 565.849 0.105706

K 809.72 0.0023497
L 881.936 0.000392477
M 893.946 9.16639e-05

K 975.585 7.12343
L 1047.8 1.84626
M 1059.81 0.441757

K 1354.07 0.00035638
L 1426.28 6.15446e-05
M 1438.29 1.44393e-05

K 1682.16 0.0235117
L 1754.38 0.00382237
M 1766.39 0.00088822
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